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'r'O THg DEEPLY LOVED AND REVERED MEMORY 

OF 

IQBAL 
GREAT POET, GREAT PHILOSOPHER, GREAT HUMANIST 

• GREAT EDUCATIONIST AND GREAT MUSLIM 

DEDICATE THIS BOOK-WITH THE HAUNTING ... 
REGRET THAT I WAS'Np1_l,, DESTINED TO 

PRESENT IT TO HIM PERSONALLY 

THOUGH HE HAD READ AND 

APPROVED OF ITS SYNOPSIS 







P1ejace to the Thzrd Edztwn 

It 1s ret another tnbute to the powerful and cver-mcreasing 

appeal of Iqbal'~ thought that, Withm a year, the Second 

Edttwn of th1s book ~hould have been exhausted It would 

be unjmtlfi.ed optimtsm and complacence to suggest that his 

educat_wnal ideas, as presented in thrs book, have vet found 

their way mto the ~chool room, for there 1s !llways a t1me-lag 

between theorv and practice even under the best of Circum

stances, and, so far a~ Indimi, educatwn IS concerned, th1s 

tlme-lag rs much more deplorably marked But creative and 

dynamrc rdeas have a way of.' msmuatmg themselves mto 

the conscwusnes~ of an age, and an mtellectual revolutwn 

almo~t always precedes a practlcal revolutiOn If these edu

catwnal rdeas bnng about a ferment m the placid mmds of 

our educatwmsts-and some of them, at any rate, are begmn

mg to question seriously the mtellectual foundatwns of their 

work-they Will, m due course, exercist" their mfluence on 

educatwnal theory and practice also 

I had mtended to undertake a somewhat thorough revrswn 

of the book for thrs edrtwn and to amphfy rt by the mcluswn 

of fresh matenal relevant to the problems discussed. But the 

demand for a new editiOn came somewhat suddenly, so that 

I have had to centent myself With mmor changes and modl

ficatwns which do not noticeably affect the trend of the 

argument When the next edition IS to be published, I hope 

to be able to carrv out this plan of a more radrcal revision 

However, in response to msistent requests from vanous sources, 

mcludmg my wide-awake publisher, I have undertaken the 

very-difficult and exacting task of gJVmg an English rendenng 
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of all the Urdu and Pers1an quotatiOns mcluded in the book 
Th1s is a responsibility whtch I had shirked when the first two 

'editions were published, because 1t is Impossible to capture in 
an English translation the suggestiveness, the nchness of a~~o· 
nations, the depth of emotwnal and mtellectual meaning-to 
say nothmg of the tlmstc-of Iqbal's poetry But the reason, 
which finally persuaded me to undertake the venture, was the 

'plea that m reading the book, those, who do not know Urdu or 
Persian, find themselves held up at every quotatiOn and for them 
the development of the argument is arrested at every step. 

No one can be more conscious than I am of the inadequacy 
of these translatiOns, but my apology IS twofold-firstly, I have 
had to do 1t more or less under duress and, secondly, the 
other published translatiOns of Iqbal-whtch means mainly 
Nicholson's- ~tnke me as almost equally inadequate when 
set by the stde of Iqbal's poetry. So far as quotations from 
Asrtir-z-Khudi are concerned, I have taken almost verbatim 
N1cholson's translatwns, but have given my own rendering of 
all the other~. I would advise those who know Urdu and 
Pers1an to sktp over these translations altogether so as not to 
dtlute their enJoyment of the origmal; as for the others, they 
must perforce read these translations, but they will not fortu• 
nately-know what they have missed I 

I w1sh to express my gratitude to my fnend, Mtrza ]afar 
All Khan Sahtb Asar, the distinguished Urdu poet and Edu• 
cation Minister of the Jammu and Kashmir State, for the 
very valuable help and suggestions gtven by him in connec• 
tion w1th this work of English translatiOn. 

Apnl, J94j K.G. SAIYIDAIN 
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INTRODUCTION 

IN th1s book I propose lo examine the educational 
implications of the philosophical ideas of Sir 
Muhammad Iqbal whom I consider to be one 

of the greatest poets and th1llkers of the present age. 
His remarkable genius as a poet has received an 
adequate measure of recognition and has won the 
enthusiastic admiration of the younger generation 
in this country, primarily amongst those who are 
conversant with Urdu and Persian, the two langu
ages which he utihzes with equal grace and facility 
for the expression of his poetic ideas. Through 
Nicholson's translation of his well-known masnavi 
"Asrar-t-Khudi" (The Secrets of the Self) and some 
portions of Paydm-z-Mashrzq (Message of the East) 
as well as his Lectures on the Reconstruction of Religious 
Thought in Islam, he has also become known to a 
wider circle, including the interested academic 
circles in the West. In his poetry he combines the 
elucidation of the eternal values with a discussion 
of the current problems and issues so happily that 
one can confidently prophesy an increasing popu-
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lanty and influence for his work. 
But I do not think sufficient attention has so far 

been given to an eluc1dation of his philosophical 
thought and the working out of the practical impli
cations of his standpoint. To many people this 
attempt may even savour of a utilitarianism in bad 
taste. They hold that poetry, like other fine arts, 
has no " message " to impart; it is a lyrical expres
sion of the poet's emotional experiences and moods 
and does not lend itself to phllosophical discussion 
or analysis. It is its own sufficient justification and 
does not need the surgeon's knife or the psycholo
gist's ruthless examination. There may be some
thing to be said for this delicate ;:esthetic point of 
view, but Iqbal himself has no patience with it. 
For him poetry, like all fine arts, is genuine and 
significant only when it impinges dynamically on 
life, deepening Its appreciatiOn, quickenmg its 
pulses, interpretmg its fundamental purposes. Art 
not for the sake of Art, but for the sake of a fuller 
and more abundant Life: 
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t~vf~J!~~ 
!lff.. tf,--vR.,J'J.~d 
ll/)f()Jr:tuj~??. 

Valuable is the taste for Art, yemen of Viswn; 
But Viswn that perce1ves not the Reality IS useless. 
The goal of Art 1s the flame of the 1mmortal hfe, 
Not th1s fleeting breath transitory hke the spark. 

3 

0 " Spring ram" If they do not throw the heart of the 
nver mto ferment, 

The shell and the pearl are both worthless. 
Natwns do not revive Without miracles 
And Art, Without the miracle of Moses, IS dead.1 

Moreover, we have to remember that Iqbal is not 
merely a lyrical poet transforming into beautiful 
verse his wayward whims and fleeting emotions. 
He is primarily a thinker and a ,philosopher in the 
best sense of the word, concerning himself not with 
abstract and remote issues and speculations which 
have no bearing on the hving problems of the 
present, but bringmg the wealth of his keen intelli
gence and trained mind to .. bear on these ,problems 
and to suggest their solutions. It will be a poor and 

1,Zurb-t-Kuluu, p 117 
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partial recogmtion of his great genius 1f we allow 
ourselves to be lost m merely contemplating the 
visible beauty of the garden which his poetry con
jUI es up before our v1sion. In his case, an examina
tion and understanding of the content is, at least, as 
important as the appreciation of the form-if such 
a drvision of thought into form and content is at all 
warranted. 

But all this may, at best, be taken as a plea for 
the study of Iq hal's philosophzcal thought, and one 
may concede the point but still wonder: why should 
one undertake a study of Iq hal's educatwnal philo
sophy, when Iqbal is not an educationist in the 
limited everyday ~?caning of the word and w.as 
never engaged-except for a comparatively brief 
period-in teaching? Nor, it may be contended, -has he put forward anywhere, in a consistent and 
closely knit form, any comprehensive educational 
theory. The answer to this objection, which may 
provide adequate justification for undertaking such 
a study as this, is twofold. Firstly, we should learn 
to understand clearly the real meaning and scope 
of the term, Education. It is usually interpreted 
to mean the limited process of teaching and learn-
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ing which goes on, somewhat tamely and mechani
, tally, within the precincts of the schools and colleges. 
But that is obviously an incomplete and fragment
ary view, since it does not take into account all 
rbose formative social and personal influences which 
:Shape and modify the ideas and conduct of groups 
and md1viduals. Education, in Its correct significa
tion, must be visualized as the sum total of all the 
cultural forces which play on the life of a person or 
a community If this I'> conceded, It follows that 
the emergence of an outstanding creative thmker, 
who has a distmctive message to impart and new 
values to present before the world, is a phenome
non of the greatest mterest for the educatiomst; 
and, the mote his Ideas catch t~e imagmat10n, the 
understandmg and the enthusiasm of his contempo
raries, the greater must be his influence as an 
educative force. Secondly, every philosophy of 
life, in so far. as it throws any light on the prob
lems of hfe and destmy, implies and postulates a 
philosophy of educatiOn, since both are concerned 
-from their own angles of vision, no doubt-with 
similar issues and problems, e g., the meaning and 
purpose of human hfe, the relation of the indivi-
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dual to the community and to his environment, the 
problems of values etc. Any coherent system of ideas, 
therefore, wh1ch provides guidance in facmg these 
problems or offers a critique of existing institu
tiOns, culture, social practices and ways of thought 
must necessarily modify (in so far as we accept that 
school of thought) the basis of our educational 
theory and practice. For, education Is, after all, 
engaged in the process of critically evaluatmg and 
effectively transmitting the cultural heritage, know
ledge and ideals of a social group to Its young 
members, thereby securing the continuity of collec
tive life and culture and ensuring the1r intelli
gent, creative reconstJuction. How can the educa
tiollal worker be mdifferent, then, to the philosophi
cal ideas of a thinker like Iqbal, who is preoccupied 
with the critical exammation of this very problem 
of human development and its proper 011entation 
which engages h1s own attention? 

It JS with the strong conviction that Iqbal has 
a valuable contribution to make to the solution of 
these ever recurring but ever fresh problems
particularly as they 1mpinge on the modern mind
that I have endeavoured to elucidate some of the 
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most important and significant trends of his thought 
and to work out their Implications for educatiOn m 
India As one ponders over the deeper implications 
of his philosophy, as one watches him unravelling 
the meaning of the great drama of human evolu
tion and the creative role played by man m it, one 
is apt to catch one's breath in wonder and fascina
tion at the prospect so revealed. And then one 
turns with impatience and dismay, equallmg l"qbal's 
own, to the pitiful, groping and often misdirected 
efforts made by education to fit man for his great 
and glorious destiny ! A radical, thorough-going 
reconstructiOn of educational aims and methods 
seems imperatively called for, and although Iqbal 
does not provide-as we cannot reasonably expect 
tnm to provide-a fool-proof educational technique 
or a text-book on educational methodology, he does 
what is far more valuable and stgmficant: he directs 
our attention to those basic and fundamental princi
ples of education which underlie all sound educa
tional practices. And it is interesting to note that, 
if we work out the practical ImplicatiOns of these 
educational principles, they often turn out to be in 
harmony with the views which many great modern 
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educationists have expressed about the problems of 
schooling, although their line of approach is entirely 
different and remote from that of Iqbal. This is 

but another proof of the important fact that there 
are certain urgent forces and charactenstics of 

modern civihzation which, no matter how they are 
viewed, demand a certain type of educational 
orientation for all modern men and women 

I may add that the task of interpretmg his thought 
is rendered peculiarly difficult on account of the 

fact that it is mainly enshrined in hi~ poetry. WJth 
the exception of his Lectures all his other works are 

collectiOns of Urdu and Per~ian poems; and poetry 
1s, by its nature, a much more flexible and sensitive 

medlUm of expresswn than prose. It has greater 
emotional fervour; 1t can convey subtler shades of 
emotions and ideas But 1t does not possess the same 

objectivity or precision of thought as a piece of 
careful, systematic and lucid prose. It lends itself to 

a greater variety of interpretation, de~endmg on 
mdividual reactions, wh1ch may yield keener <esthe
tiC appreciation but is apt to obscure intellectual 
clarity. In mterpreting hi~ poetry, I do not claim 
to have nd myself of my subjective point of view 
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and my sympathte:- and, therefore, the meanings 
that I have been able to read into it may be uncon
sciously somewhat biassed But I have always 
exercised one important caution: I have been care
ful to attach to his verses the meanmgs which the 
general trend of his 1deas seem to justify. For, unlike 
many other poets, Iqbal's poetry possesses a co
herence and unity of its own; it does not register 
the wayward and fleeting whims and moods of the 
moment. In their case a certam verse may mean 
one of several possible things, and sometimes no
thing at all! With Iqbal every Important verse has 
a definite meaning and it can, if properly under
stood, be fitted into the general system of his ideas. 
Thus his poetry is not like a mechanically put 
together crossword puzzle; it has a unity of emo
tiOnal and intellectual outlook and sprmgs from 
deep, fundamental sources of conviction, faith and 
understanding Its careful per u~al will amply repay 
the students of philosophy as of education, to say 
nothing of the seeker after beauty of poetic expres
sion, who will discover in it mexhaust1ble sources 
of delight and enjoyment. 





PART I 

THE EDUCATION OF INDIVIDUALITY 





CHAPTER I 

THE <::;ONCEPT OF INDIVIDUALITY 

N 0 one can develop any intelligent theory of 
education without consciously postulating 
some conception of the nature of the indivi

dual to be educated and of his destiny. For, the 
essence of the educated process, reduced to its most 
elementary terms, is the fact of a living human 
organism in constant inter-action and contact with 
a vast and complex environment, which keeps on 
changing and growing as a result of this continuous 
intercourse. Like the phi1sopher, the educator must 
necessarily inquire into the characteristic nature of 
these two terms of his activity-the Individual and 
the Environment-which ultimately determine the 
solution of all his problems. 

Let us first examine Iqbal's conception of the 
nature and the function of the Individual who 1s 
the object of the educator's attention. In order to 
grasp this, we must try to elucidate his concept of 
"Ego" or " Individuality " which is the central 
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idea of his ph1losophy and on which the rest of 
his thought-structure is based This was first pre
sented by him, in a popular but forceful form, m 
his Persian masnavi "Asrar-t· Khudi " \The Secrets 
of the Self) and it has been subsequently developed 
in all his poetical works and more systematically in 
his Lectures. In fact, it recurs like a constant refrain 
in all his poetical works, whether Urdu or Persian. 
It is necessary to examine his doctrme of Indivi
duality at some length not only because of its 
intrinsic importance m his system of thought but 
also because modern psychology, biology and edu
cational theory have laid special stress on It and 
recent mass movements and the rise of dictatorships 
have given this problem an increased political sig
nificance. Modern political, industnal and scientific 
movements have generally tended to suppress Indi
viduality in various ways and, therefore, social 
thinkers who are concerned about the preservation 
of the values of the human personality are naturally 
preoccupied with the problem of reassertmg the 
primacy of Individuality jn life. Iqbal, as a human
ist, sensitive to all the possibilities of growth and 
expansion open to the human spirit, must inevi-
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tably devote a great deal of h1s attention to this 
problem. 

To him Khudi (Self-hood, Individuality) is a real 
and pre-eminently significant entity which is the 

·centre and the basis of the entire organization of 
·hfe. Many other schools of thought, philosophical 
-and religious, have strenuously sought to deny the 
reality of the Self, but Iqbal considers all these 
pseudo-mystic or pantheistic movements of thought 
to be dangerous in their political consequences and 
nnsleadmg as intellectual hypotheses The Hmdu 
and the Buddhist philosophy, in the mam, regarded 
the Ego or the Self as a mere illusion of the mind 
possessing no abiding reality of its own.! Pan theism 
and pseudo-mysticism, as they developed both in 
the East and the West, looked upon it as a mere 
fragment of the Eternal Mind, striving for reabsorp
tiOn into it. The English disciples of Hegel, as well 
as those who believed in the doctrine of Pantheism, 
were also of opinion that the highest objective and 
ideal of man is to lose his individual identity in the 
Absolute, hke the drop "'hich slips into the ocean 

1 The phtlosophy of the Bhagwad G1ta, ho"ever, takes a different 

v1ew, exaltmg Acuon and stressmg IndlVIduahty. 
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and ceases to exist as an mdividual entity. This 
view is definitely rejected by Iqbal, who affirms that 
the negation of the Self, or its abwrption into some 
Eternal Selt~ should not be man's moral or religious 
ideal; he should, instead, stnve to retain his in
finitely precious Individuality and to strengthen it 
by developing greater 01 igmality and uniqueness. 
"The End of Fgo's quest is not emancipation from 
the limitations of individuality; it is, on the other 
hand, a more precise defimtion of it." 1 Discussing 
the words of Hallaj, (" I am the creative Truth") 
he points out that the true interpretation of human 
experience" is not the drop slipping into the sea but 
the realization and bold affirmation ... of the reality 
and permanence of the human ego in a profounder 
personality. "2 

This movement towards the achievement of a 
profounder individuality is not confined to the life 
of man. Iqbal finds 1t clearly expressed in the 
development of all living organisms. "Throughout 
the entire gamut of bemg," he says, "runs the 
gradually rising note of ego-hood till it reaches its 

l Lectures, p 187. 2lbld' p 91 
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perfection I in man." 2 Like Bergson, Nunn and 
some of the leading biologists of the day he believes 
that all living organisms are struggling to achieve 
a more or less complex individuality ; in man, the 
creative impulse has triumphed and he has develop
ed powers which have opened up before him possi
bilities of unlimited growth and freedom 

_;; . . 
Jt...--1i!~Jr;t 

~/J;;..,}JJ;4--
• • .i-

~~.Jf-jJ)JI; 

v..tJty~4Jf 
Everything is preoccup1ed with self-expression, 
Every atom a cand1date for greatness; 
L1fe without this impulse spells death; 
By the perfection of his individuahty man becomes hke 

God. 

1
" Perfectwn" should, m the context of Iqbal's thought, be mterpreted 

here as r~lalw~ perfectwn. 
2 Ltctures, p 68. 
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Thou alone art the Reality in th1s Umverse, 
"All the rest is a mirage ! 1 

This is, in fact, his criterion of the degree of 
"reality " of any living organism : the extent to 
which it has achieved the feeling of a distinct ego
hood. "Only that truly exists which can say ' I am'. 
It is the degree of the intuition of l-am-ness that 
determines the place of a thing in the scale of 
being." 2 Thus he agrees with Bergson that " indivi
duality is a matter of degrees and is not fully 
realized even in the case of the apparently closed
off unity of the human being ". In his Asrar-i-Khudi, 

~ 

he reverts to this theme again and again and dis-
covers the meaning of the evolutionary process in 
this striving towards the achievement of a fuller 
and richer individuality. Thus he says: 

.:.JJ.;,(f,!J-v~v; .,::.....'if),b,;;~l>..;-~.,U~ 

0JC~L4-~ ~v>~.?J{~ 

1 Bal-1-]1bril, p 79 "Lectur~s., p 53. 
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Smce tht' hfe of the Umverse comes from the strength 
of the self 

Life is m proportwn to this strength ; 
When a drop of water gets the self's lesson by heart 
It makes its worthless ex1stcnce a pearl 
As the grass discovered the power of growth in its self, 
Its aspiration clove the breast of the garden. 
Because the Earth 1s firmly based on self-ex1stence, 
The captiVe moon goes round it perpetually. 
The bemg of the Sun is stronger than that of the Earth, 
Therefore IS the Earth bewitched by the Sun's eye. 
When Life gathers strength from the self, 
The nver of hfe expands into an ocean.1 

Of all the living creatures, man has achieved the 
highest measure of individuality and is most con
scious of his own reality, for" the nature of the ego 
is such that, -in spite of its capacity to respond to 

1 Asrdr-z-Khudi, pp. 14-15. 
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other egos, it is self-centred and possesses a private 
circuit of individuality excluding all egos other than 
itself"-a view which is drrectly in opposition to 
all pantheistic doctrines about the nature of the 
relationship between the self and the Universe. 
So strong and emphatic 1s his belief in the value 
and permanence of the human individuality that 
he rejects unhesitatingly the vrew that the highest 
ambition and bhss for the finite individuality of 
man is to be lost or immersed in the Infimte or the 
Absolute-the doctiine of Nirvana, the rdeal ron
summatwn of the Sufi. "It is with the rrreplace
able singleness of his individuality that the finite 
ego will approach the Infinite ego to see for him
self the consequences of his past actions."! Thus, 
according to him, neither education nor other social 
and cultural institutions can have any higher aim 
than that of strengthening the idividuality of the 
educands for the realization of their limitless possi
bilities. 

Before discussing how this development of indivi
duality can be facilitated, we must inquire into the 
causes which have been responsible for directing 

1 Lectures, ll· I II. 
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thought into this particular channel. He 
Jl.cis an emphatic sanctiOn for it, in the first place, 

~~ the basic teachings of Islam. The Quranic view 
~the human ego, he points out, stresses in its simple 
p.d forceful manner" the individuality and unique-

1 ss of man and has . a definite view of his destiny 
~s a unity of life ".1 In the htgher Sufism of Islam, 
~'umtive experience is not the finite ego, effacing 
\ts own identity by some sort of absorption into the 
Infimte Ego ; it is rather the Infinite passing into 
t'he loving embrace of the finite ... "2 But Iqbal is 
aware, at the same time, of the fact that the doctrine 
of the negation of the Self has crept into and 
profoundly coloured Muslim thought, although it is 
essentlally repugnant to the spmt of Islam which 
Is "antl-cla~sical " To arrest and rectify this ten
dency, he points out, the Quran 1s empirical in its 
attitude and holds that "in the domain of Know
ledge, scientific or rchgious, complete independence 
of thought from concrete experience is not possible". 
Thus it endeavours to gtve a feeling of reverence 
for the actual and is responsible for making the 
Mushms of the eat her era the founders of modern 

1 Lee lures, p 90. •lord,, p 104 
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science. But the slow permeation of the classic 
spirit of the Greek culture tended to obscure their 
true vision of the Quran. Socrates and Plato des
pised sense preception which, according to them 
"yielded mere opinion and no real knowledge", 
but Iqbal holds that the development of an active 
individuality is impossible except in contact with a 
dynamic and concrete environment. He impeaches 
Plato as "that old philosopher of the sheep ", be
cause he deprecated a hfe of active strivmg in this 
world of varied forces and phenomena, which he re
fused to accept as a challenging and stimulatmg 
scene for human activity, and advocated instead a 
hfe of contemplation and pure thought, which was 
to be confined only to the free citizens who could 
afford it 

-.::.-iJ ( !;_,) Jl ~ . . .., J,~uJYJ}~I} 
, ~ ('-:..-{VJ,;; 1;./. 
J,}"/J/tt. ~ . ' / 

.,::..-'lffJI?~l.~J~·;; 
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~~~(;1:ft~..~k.L~1 

~~~~~(j 
The thought of Plato regarded loss as a profit 
HI~ philosophy declared that bemg IS non-bemg 
Smce he was without any taste for action 
H1s soul was enraptured by the non-existent. 
He d1~beheved in the material umverse 
And became the creator of mvtstble Ideas. 
Sweet i.s the world of hvmg phenomena to the hvmg 

Spirit, 
Dear is the world of ideas to the dead sp~rit. 
!he peoples were pOisoned by hts mtox1catwn, 
They slumbered and took no delight m action.1 

It was a profound study of the decadence which 
has characterised most of the Eastern natwns, in 
general, and the Muslims m particular, durmg the 
last two centuries} which made him concentrate so 
strongly on the doctrine of Individuality. He was 
driven to the conclusion that this feeling of defeat 
and despair, this ~oosening of the fibres of national 
life was due to the conscious or unconscious adop-

'Asrar-1-Khud1, pp. 35-36. 
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tion of the paralysing doctrine of self-negation His 
object is to give a new orientation and a dynamic 
quality to their thought and conduct by preachmg 
the fullest and freest affirmation of the Self m this 
real world of material forces and phenom"ena wh1ch 
can, and should, be utilized to serve the mcreasing 
purposes of the human spun. Man, in the words 
of the Quran, is the "trustee of a free personality 
which he accepted at h1s peril ", and which can be 
fully realized only 1f he throws himselT whole
heartedly into the troubles and turmoils, the JOys 
and sorrows of the world which surrounds h1m. 
The ·.' unceasmg reward " of man consists m h1s 
"gradual growth in self-possession, m uniqueness 
and mtensity of his activity as an ego ". 1 He, there
fore, preaches the doctrine of .the fullest develop
ment and affirmatwn of the Self m thzs world w1th 
all lts matenal forces and phenomena and all its 
cultural and spiritual riches This Self, which 1s 

always in the makmg, 1s a reservoir of yet untapped 
powers and unsuspected poss1bilit1es Its develqp
ment requires that the mdlVidual should throw 
himself open to all kmds of formative and challeng-

' Lectures, p Ill. 
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ing expenences If he withdraws from the world of 
strife his mdividuality will shrink and whithet and 
l11s powers will remain unrealized Even for the 
poet-generally looked upon as an emotionalist and 
an <esthete~ living in a world of his own artrstic 
moods and sensibilities-his message IS one of 
strenuous stnving, and of protest agamst his normal 
attitude of relaxation and Impotent wh1mpenng'l 
against Fate : 
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the indivtd ual and his environment should be pre
served. Through this give-and-take between the in
divJdual and h1s manifold environment and through 
estabhshing as many intensive and frmtful contacts 
with the surroundmg reality as possible, the indJVi
dual evolves the inner nchness of his being. A life 
of solitary. self-sufficient contemplation, which cuts 
him off from the sttmulus and energising currents 
of social life, iS apt to make him egocentnc and 
limited in his interests and sympathies. Iqbal takes 
a dynamic view of this _process of adjustment that 
is constantly going on between the indiVidual and 
the environment and points out that " 1t 1s the lot 
of man to share in the deeper aspnations of the 
Universe around him and to shape his own dt'stmy 
as well as that of the Universe, now by adjusting 
h1mself to its forces, now by putting the whole of 
his energy to mould its forces to }us own end and 
purpose. And in this proce~s of progressive change, 
God becomes a co-worker with him, provided man 
takes the initiative: 

'Verily, God will not change the condition of men, 
till they change what IS in themselves ' t Quran) 

"If he does not take the imtiattve, 1f he does not 
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evolve the inner nchness of his bemg, 1f he ceases 
to feel the inward push of advancmg life. then the 
spirit within him turns mto stone and he 1s reduced 
to the level of dead matter." 1 

It will be observed from the above quotauons 
that Iqbal's attitude towards the problem of rela-. 
twnship between the individual and the wo1 ld 
differs radically from the traditional concept. For 
him, the development of ind1viduahty is a creatwe 
process in which man must play an active role, 
ever acting and reaching purposefully on his en
vironment It is not a case of the mdividual passively 
adapting himself to a static environment 

Iqbal also defines the nature of the envllonment 
which would be favourable to the growth of the 
Self. True self-expression, whether of the indtv\duat 
or the community, can be secured only when the 
self feeds on, and draws its inspiratiOn from, one's 
own cultural heritage and achievements He is 
keenly aware of the value of a community's culture 
for the education and right development of the 
individual. The continmty of the cultural life of the 
community, therefore, demands on the part of its 

1Lectures, p 12. 
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:r;nembers a cntical appreciation of, and a steadfast 
adherence to, the highest of its cultural values and 
traditions. They must have the capacity for the 
act1ve understanding, assimilation and reconstruc
tion of the existmg culture; for, then alone can they 
forge for themselves an individuality which is both 
anginal and endunng. Any form of education 
which ignores this fundamental truth is foredoomed 
to superficiality-perhaps utter futility-because it 
cannot gain any foothold in the depths of the 
people's psychology. That is why Iqbal has re
peatedly stressed the point that" sudl" (t.e., askmg, 
dependence on others, the slavish imitation of their 
ideas and culture) always weakens the self and that 
unless the individuals as well as the community 
develop self-reliance and evolve the mner nchness 
of their own bemg, their potentialities will remain 
warped and repressed. Iqbal's poetry g1ves this 
message again and again in a variety of beautiful 
forms: 
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How long, 0 heart, th1s burnmg hke the moth? 
How long th1s averswn to the ways of true manhood? 
Burn thyself once for all in thy own flame, 
How long this fluttermg round the stranger's fire? 1 

He sums up thus the repercussion of" sud!" on 
Individuality : . .. 
OJ;~~PY.~ 

} .; IJL·~)JL/jl 
0JiL-~1~(j1.,.., J1 

J.Jif,JV~IJI_,..;)I 
Asking dismtegrates the self 
And deprives of illumination the Smai-bush of the self. 
By asking poverty is made more abject. 
By beggmg the beggar 1s made poorer 2 

On the positive side his exhortation is: 

L.lj~tfdJJi: L~~l?l!:.-1!/ _, 
Ll;.,; t ~ ~L·~ dJ_, ' , / 

JJ IJ~;l{/i'..JJI/. 
How aptly remarked the singing fowl, 

Nestlmg in the tree of an early morn; 

Bring forth whatever is hid in thy breast : 

A wa1ling, a sigh, a lament, or a song I 3 

IPayam-1-Maslznq, p 17 2Asrar-1-Khud1, p. 24. 3Payam-1-Maslznq, p 23. 
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Look mto thy own clay for the fire that 1s lackmg 

The hght of another 1s not worth stnving for 1 

Speakmg in the first person singular, he describes 
the self-sufficient md1vid ual thus : 

Never was I a mendicant for another's V1s10n, 

Nor looked at the world but w1th my own eyes 2 

Applymg th1s genet al princ1ple to the cond1t10ns 
prevailing in the East and in India in particular, 
he of£en complains how the slav1sh 1mitation of 
the West by the East has warped the true nature 
of the Eastern peoples and repressed their creativity. 
His advice to his own sonJavid, as the representa
tive of the rising generation, is : 

!~~J~~~J~ JL?-lC-4;~~;~1 
Incur not an obligat1on to the glass makers of the west, 
Fashwn thy flagon and thy cup with the clay of Ind. a 

1Payam-t-Mashnq, p 188 2 lbtd' p. 64 3Bdl-t-]tbril, p. 198. 
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In h1s ]avid-Nama Iqbal reviews, through the 
mouth of Ahmad Shah Abdah, the present relations 
of the East and the West, and shows how the East 
has been content with a cheap and indiscriminate 
imitation of Western culture and practices. Under 
the existing pol1tical circumstances-in which their 
relationship is corrupted by a sense of inferiority 
on one side and supenonty on the other-imita
tion is naturally confined, in the main, to the super

ficial and non-sig!lificant aspects of Western culture 
and institutions. The East is thereby deprived both 
of its own individuality and the advantages which 
should have accrued from its contact with the 
West. Thus Ahmad Shah Abdali: 

"-:" }' ~.{Jj;l0J> 
f? ... 
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The East Imitating the West Is dep1 1ved of It~ true self, 
It should attempt, instead, a en tical appraisal . 
The power of the West sprmgs not from her music 
Nor from the dance of her unveiled daughters; 
Her strength comes not from trrehgton 
Nor her progress from the adoption of the Latm scnpt; 
The Power of the West hes in her Arts and Sctences 
It has kindled Its lamps at the1r fire 1 

He draws a v1vid and hauntmgly truthful picture 
of how our youth have become denationalized 

through an educat10n which Ignores their past 

history and culture and does nothing to strengthen 
their individuality or stimulate their onginality: 

it!)IJIDJ(;jiJJ'~ 

0 f.) ~ 8J; (~·cl 
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1]Uv1d-Nama, pp 203-209. 
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_;;w)hxttrJrJ ~(:..::.-h?t'tjJ; 
Yf'u have k:1rnt and stored up the knowledge of the 

strangers 
And pohshed vour face With theu rouge; 

You borrow luck from their ways 
Till I know not whether you are yourself or some else else I 

Your mind is chained to their ideas ; 

The very breath in your throat plays on the strmgs of 
others, 

Borrowed converse pours from your hps, 
Borrowed desires nestle in your hearts 1 

How long this circling round the assembly's fire? 
Have you a heart? Then burn yourself in your own fire. 
An indiVJdual becomes unique through self-realization, 

A natiOn becomes truly itself when It does not com-
promise.1 

Then follows a scathing criticism of those who, 
without appreciating the true values of Western 
culture, seek to approximate to it by copying its 
externals: 

!~~;~~~ 

1Rumu::.-z-Bekhudz, pp 186-188. 
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Arts and Sctences, 0 hvelv and eager youth, 
Reqmre a keen intellect not western clothes, 
What is needed in thts quest 1s Viston, 
Not this or that particular head-dress! 
If you have a subtle mtellect.and a discriminating mmd, 
They would suffice to guarantee success. 

He reverts to the theme again in Jdvzd-Ndma 1 

t)-/.::.JfJl;'/ 

!~~J .. l:j;IJ~O 
:Yj~.J;VJ~~I}_,( 
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~)~:)cf-:UJ( 
When one steadily burns the midnight oil, 
One gains access to the domain of knowledge and wis-

dom; 
1Jdv&d-Ndma, p 209. 
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The wmld of meanmg which has no frontiers 

Cannot be 
1
conquered without a persistent crusade; 

The slave of the West, anxious for display, 

Borrows from her only the1r dance and music ; 

He barters h1s precious soul for fnvolous sport , 
Self-mdulgent, he grasps what is easy, 

And h1s weak nature accepts rt w1th readmess ; 
But the chorce of what rs easy m hfe 
Proves that the spmt has fled from the body I 1 
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Thus he does not, out of prejudice or nanow
mindedness, reject the valuable contributwns of 
the West. He readily welcomes their spmt of 
research, their sciences, their strenuous striving to 
gain control of their environment. But he would 
certainly repudiate the merely superficial and sen
sational s1de of their leisure activities because they 
weaken ou1 self-respect and give us a false sense of 
bemg modern and progressive He desires to see the 
educated youth courageo.!ls and self-reliant and, 
therefore, condemns, m no uncertain terms, those 
who adopt the shameful attitude of a mendicant 
whtch is an msult to human dignity and irreparably 
weakens md1viduality: 

']avzd-Nama, pp. 209-10. 
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~12<.)~-:r-~_,.., 

tctl-/l);JN~ 

~0~~~ 
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How long w1lt thou sue for office 
And nde, l1ke ch1ldreu, on reeds? 

A nature that fixes Its gaze on the sky 

Becomes debased by receivmg benefits. 

A\be1t thou al't poor and wretched 

And overwhelmed by affitctwn, 

Seek not thv datly bread from the bountv of a not her 

Seek not waves of water from the fountam of the Sun 1 

The educational and pohttcal 1mplicatwns of th1s 
situation, which Iqbal has cnttciscd and condemn· 

ed, are only too obv10us Our educatiOnal svsrem, 
w1th but few exceptions, is mainly based on borrow
ed ideas, on the intellectual resources of a foreign 
culture, on the slavish and cramping use of a foreign 

language-m a word, on" askmg" We have been 
made accustomed-though pohtJcal forces are fast 

'Asrar-r- Khudr, pp 24-2:> 
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breakmg down the spell-to look upon the world 
not only through bon owed glas~es but through the 
eyes of others Education has, in its turn, com
placently worked towards thts consummation, not 
reahzing that it was undermming all national self
respect and blocking up the release of the people's 
creative impulses. \Vhen education IS orgamzed 
under the insptration of a new and healthy Ideology, 
it wtll atm at the strengthening of the people's in
dtviduality, at the Ie-vttalizing of the sources of 
their natwnal culture and using its riches to quicken 
thetr creative activity. 

The third conditiOn which Iq hal regards as 
essential for the education of true indivtduality is 
Freedom. He believes that hfe cannot unfold all its 
posstbilittes, nor can the indwidual develop all his 
latent powers, ~xcept in an atmosphere of freedom 
which allows for unchecked experimentation with 
the environment, for the exercise of choice and 
discrimmation m the use of methods and materials 
and for learmng by direct, personal, first-hand ex
perience. He would have the schools bring up free, 
daring and creative individuals, not emaciated hot
house plants, not youths who have been kept in 
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leadmg strmgs : 

~P.Jl''7-j~vLJu:J~ 
/J;4-J¥. ~(jJIJtJI 

En-;]aved, hfe 1s 1 educed to a small nvulet 
Free, 1t 1s hk!." the boundless oce,m I 

He exhorts us to cast off the chains and achieve 

freedom: 

How long wilt thou ab1de under the wmgs of others? 

Learn to wmg thy fhght freely m the garden breezt- 1 

In fact, hke Bergson, he sees, m the tremendous 
drama of human evolution, a clear trend towards 
the secunng of an ever mcreasmg freedom for man 
-freedom with all its attendant advantages and 
perils He gives an onginal and mterestmg mter
pretation of the legend of the Fall of Man " Its 
purpose," he elucidates, "is to mdicate man's nse 
from a primitive state of mstinctive appetite to the 
conscious possessiOn of a free self, capable of doubt 
and disobedience."2 Adam's "]annat" or Paradise-

1 Payam-1-Mashrzq, p 188 2 Lectures, p SU 
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in the Quranic sense of the word and with reference 
to the legend of the Fall-is, accordmg to him, 
"the conception of a pnmitive state in which man 
Is practically unrelated to his environment and 
consequently does not feel the stmg of human wants, 
the birth of which alone marks the begmnmg of 
human culture" I Driven from this ]annat, man 
takes his abode on Earth, and, educationally as well 
as philosophically, the particular view that we may 
take of man's life on Earth is of the greatest sigmfi
cance Christianity, like certam other schools ofreh· 
gious and philosophical, thought, has been inclmed 
to look upon the Earth, where man IS to work out his 
chequered destmy, as "a torture hall where an 
elementally Wicked humanity is imprisoned for an 
original act of sin ".2 Iqbal's view, based on the dis· 
tmctive standpoint of Islamic teaching, Is that the 
farth is a stage where man, eqmpped with the 
power of intelligent thought and chmce, carries on 
a contmuous experiment in living. This freedom of 
choice is a distmctive gift vouchsafed to man alone; 
It is because of this freedom that, in the case of 
man alone, lndividuahty~which, in a more or less 

'Lectures, p 80. 3 /b1d, 
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rudimentary form, Is common to all hvmg organisms 
-deepens into Personality While on the one hand 

it opens up the possibility of wrong-doing to man, 

it also enables him, on the other, to '' partKipate 
m the creative bfe of his Maker'' This freedom, 

however, IS no easy matter, because It also Implies a 
great nsk "Freedom to choose good involves also 

the freedom to choose what IS the opposne of good. 
That God has taken this nsk shows his Immense 

fatth in man; It is for man now to justifv thts faith" 1 

by a WJSe and constructive me of the gift of ft ee• 
dom which has been given to htm 

Tlus gifr of a free Personahty 1s descnbed by the 

Quran as a '·trust" which was offered to the 

Heavens and the Earth who refu~ed the great burden 

but man was dat mg enough to undertake this 

stupendous responsibility. In domg so he also 

accepted mevltably all the grave and challengmg 
nsks and misadventures whtch are associated wtth 

it and which deepen the sense of the tragedy of 

hfe ''Perhaps," adds Iqbal, "such a risk alone 

makes it possible to test and develop the potentta· 

hties of a being who was "created of the goodhest 
1Ltclures, p. 81. 
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fabnc' and then brought down to be the 'lowest 
of the low'." I It confers on him the highest status 
amongst all created beings and makes him the VIce
regent of God on Earth. "Endowed w1th the pow_er 
to Imagme a better world and to mould what IS 

lnto what m1ght be, the ego m him aspires. m the 
interest of an increasinglv unique and comprehen
SIVe individuality, to exploit all the vanous environ
ments on which he may be called upon to operate ''2 

As we have seen. the contention of Iqbal-as of 
many other great thmkers of the age-Is that this 
unfolding of an individual's latent possibrlltles can 
best tale place m an atmosphere of freedom He 
further makes the significant pomt that creatwtty, 
which Is the htghest attnbute of man and hnks h1m 
up with God, and orzgznalzty, which IS a conditiOn 
precedent for all progressive change, also demand 
ft eedom for their cultivatwn. Deprived of freedom, 
man becomes a !!lave whom Iqbal charactenzes, in 
a happy msp1ratwn, as one mcapable of ongmal, 
creative activity 

;~~~fZ~~~r 
1 Lectures, p ll L 'lind, p 69. 
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I will tell you a subtle point, bnght as a pearl 

That you may distmgmsh between the ~lave and the free 

The slave IS by nature repeuuve, 

His expenences are be1eft of ongmahty. 

The free man IS always busily creative, 

His bow-strmg IS vibrant With new melodies ; 

His nature abhors repetltwn, 

His path IS not like the circle traced by a compass; 

To the slave, Time IS a cham, 

His hps speak only of Fate, 

The courage of the free becomes a counsellor of Fate; 

His Is the hand that shapes the events 1 

1 Asrar-1-Khud1, pp. 82-83 
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Let us now examine some of the Implications of 
Iqbal's views on freedom and creativity for problems 
of intellectual and moral education. Since the en
vironment of man is growing and changing as a 
result of his own creative activity, 1t 1s necessary to 
awaken and cultivate his intelligence if he is to live 
his life fully and adequately in this complex and 
challenging environment. Iqbal 1s keenly ahve to 
the role of experimentally acqUJred knowledge for 
modern life, as seen in his Poetry as well as his 
Lectures. 

"The hfe of a finite ego in an obstructmg environ
ment depends on the perpetual expansion of know
ledge based on actual expenence And the ex
perience of a fimte ego, to whom several possibilities 
are open, expands only by the method of tnal and 
error. Therefore, error which may be descnbed as 
a kind of intellectual ev1l is an 'indispensable factor 
in the building up of experience." It is through a 
spirit of intellectual adventure, through trial and 
error, through fearless exploration mto new realms 
of thought that we can make our original and 
valuable contribution to the enrichment of know
ledge and, consequently, of life. Iqbal is constantly 
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exhortmg his readers not to be intellectually timid 
but to go out boldlv to conquer new domains of 
knowledge, unafraid of the pttfalls and dangers 
that beset the wav and of the threat to estabhshed 
mstttutions and practices which freedom of thought 
mav hold out: 

~~~MLb~t: 
~~~~)~lJ/ct! . . I ' t 

Cut your path w1th an axe of your own, 
It is a sin to tread the beaten paths of others; 
If you achieve somethmg unique and ongmal, 
Even a sm becomes a virtue '1 

This freedom of thought and origmality of act10n, 
If quickened in individuals and groups, will bring 
great triumphs in its wake : 

1..:-'lGhJJ; ~ ~2-~_.f~.;.AI· 
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1Pay1m-z-Mashrtq, p 62 
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What IS ongmahty of thought and actwn? 
A call to revolution I 

What is onginahty of thought and actiOn? 
A renaissance of national hfe I 
It is the source of hfe's miracles, 
Transformmg gramte into the purest of pearls 1 1 
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Such a view of intellectual educatiOn calls for the 
rejection of all those elaborate, fool-proof, strictly 
logical and graded methods of teaching which seek 
to ehmmate. from the process of student's learning, 
all possibility of exerc1sing intellectual initiative 
and ingenuity, of making mistakes, and learning 
from them It favours, on the other hand, methods 
of self-activity and learning bv doing: methods 
which confront the students with new Situations 
and problems, compellmg them to work purpose
fullv with the ~;esources of their environment, to fit 
means to ends, to rely on their own gropmg but 
intelligent efforts, to learn to overcome their diffi
culties in their own way. It would be a far cry 
indeed from Iq hal's philosophy to, say, the Project 

1Bdl-t-]tbnl, p 20:l 
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Method-each being presumably unaware of the 
other-but it is no undue stretching of the point to 
say that they imply a somewhat similar interpreta
tion of the psychology of learning and experience. 
The movement of life, according to Iqbal, "is 
determined bv ends, and the presence of ends means 
that it is permeated by intelligence. Thus ends and 
purposes, whether they exist as conscwus or uncon
scious tendencies, form the warp and woof of our 
conscious existence " 1 Compare this statement with 
the authoritative view of education as envisaged by 
an American advocate of experimentalism: 

"The expenrnentalist sees man living in a world 
that is a mixture of the regular and the changing, 
of the fixed and the uncertain, of the stable and the 
precarious. In short, man lives m a world in which 
the character of experience is such that zntellzgent, 
purposeful actzmtyzs demanded if he zs to achzeve a satzs
.fyzng expenence . .. [and] the necessary condition for 
learning to behave nitelligently is the freedom to 
engage m purposeful actiVIty." 2 

Thus mtellectual education can become an effec· 

1 Lectures, p 50 
~ Clu!Js, Educatwn ~nd the Philosophy of E::..penmentalwn, p 81 
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~tive mfiuence in our life only when it takes into 
t <tccount the intelligent and purposeful character of 
hfe and expenence An educational technique like 
the Project Method, in so far as it is based on pur
poseful activity, is likely to provide the right kind of 
intellectual training The object of this intellectual 
education, therefore, should be the awakening of 
the critical and questioning attitude which would 
refuse to take everything on trust That is why 
intellectual curiosity and search for truth are more 
important, from this point of view, than Truth 
itself 

Would you ensnare the ph~mx of knowledge' 
Rely less on bel1ef and learn to doubt 1 

And: 

0Jx-'~tlk)rfAP/)..J.j;:_,r;:ft; 
GIVe away knowledge and purchase wonder, 
For while knowledge IS often presumptiOn, wonder gtves 

lll~Ight 2 

Bnt, while keenly conscious of the sigmficance of 

'PayaTIH-Jlashnq, p 86. ~Bal-!-]tbnl, p 186 
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intelligence and knowledge, Iqbal 1s not betrayed 
into that blmd worship of the intellect which has 
giVen a one-sided view of Reality to the Western 
thinkers and minimised the comparative value and 
importance of Action in the eyes of many of the 
thinkers of the East. W1th Bergson he believes that 
the Intellect has been evolved in, and for the service 
of, Action and its function is that of a hand-maiden 
for the achievement of Life's purposes. "We do not 
live in order to think; we think in order to live." 
Iqbal explains the point in his" Secrets ofthe Self": 

~IJJfP~~~Jy -:-~IJ;)~L(.;)~ 

.:.,;~IJI);t;;JJ.,P .::-~J/.!~[;i_,! 
( / l 

Sctence IS au instrument for the pre5ervation of hfe, 
Science IS a means of establishing the Self. 
Science and Art are sf"rvant~ of hf,., 
Slaves born and bred in its house 1 

If knowledge is not allied to, and acqmred 
through, action, it cannot be transformed into 
power, and man cannot use it for the reconstruction 
of his environment. Iqbal is, therefore, sceptical 

I Asrdr-z-Khud•, pp 17- IS. 
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of the value of mere bookish, academic know ledge 
which often saps the student's vitality and fails to 
equip him properly for a life of actzve striving in the 
service of worthy causes. He is not, therefore, 
prepared to regard it as the end of the educative 
process: 

p-;:if~~.::.--'Y~(bV 
!~6}lfy)}~~c;;lf 

I hold that knowledge and mtellect cheap 
Which takes away the crusader's sword and shield 1 

It is the active quest, the yearnmg for achieve
ment which gives vitality to knowledge and wings 
to life. Listen to the instructive conversatwn be
tween the moth and the bookworm-the one burn
ing for action, the other buried in the study of books : 

0.~/4;1~-::1 . 
J.~.~G~Jt(!-'~ 

1Z,abur·t·A;am, p 148 
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Last mght I heard the book-worm lament 
To the moth m my hbrary : 
I have lived ms1de the pages of the Sama's books, 
And seen many volumes of Farab1's wnting; 
But the secret of hfe I have failed to grasp, 
For my day~ are still dark and sunless! 

Aptly d1d the half-burnt moth reJOin : 
Thou canst not find this secret in a book 

It is yearning that quickens the tempo of life 
And endows it with wmgs to soar.! 

His direct exhortation to the students is summed 
up in these terse and compelling lines: 

~#'-[!.J!fJ/.~21 
~C(~~~~!f":-'C{ 

afw,-~~~j~~~ 

]/iyv.j~f:;CJ4 

1Payam-•-Mashrrq, p 119. 
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May God fire you with the ferment of an Ideal, 
For the waters of vour sea are calm and still; 
The Book cannot be your solutJOn, 
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For, you are only a reader; it has not been revealed to 

you! 

That is why he 1s at one with those modern 
thinkers who sound a note of warning against an 
"over intellectualistic" conception of education 
and holds a balanced view whtch gives due weight 
to all the elements of experience-cogmtive, cona
tive and affective-which make up the variegated 
texture of life. 

The implications of the doctrine of freedom are 
equally important for moral education also. The 
traditional conception and methods of moral train
ing have demanded a passive conformity on the 
part of the md1v1dual to a rigtd, superimposed 
moral code and they have tended to belittle the 
role of personal thought and active intellect in the 
process of achieving a moral personality. Iqbal, 
however, takes a different view: "Goodness IS not 
a matter of compulsion; it is the self's free surren
der to the moral ideal and anses out of a willing 
co-operation of free egos. A being whose move-

'Zarb-•-Kallm, p 81 
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ments are wholly determined cannot produce good~ 
ness. Freedom 1s thus seen to be a condition of 
goodness." 

The quotation brings out two very important 
principles underlying moral education. Firstly, 
education cannot produce or stimulate genume 
moral behaviour by teaching a set of ready-made 
moral maxims which the students are to act upon 
mechanically .:~nd without question. Morality in
volves choice and free wilL It is only through 
personal experience, which is guaranteed a reason
able degree of freedom, that one can work out, 
thoughtfully and often with travail, a code of 
effective pe1sonal morality. Without such a back
ground of expeuence, gained in the give-and-take 
of every-day social interc_ourse, theoretical moral 
maxims cannot be transformed into persistent 
motive forces of conduct. Secondly, the quotatiOn 
bnngs out the s1gmficant relationship of moral to 
social behaviour. Morality cannot be taught or 
learnt in isolation; it arises out of the "willing 
co-operation of free egos" which would Imply that 
the schools must provide opportunities for social 
life and social experience and mmt utilize in their 
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teaching the healthy motives which operate in com
munity living. All the educational movements 
which introduce social motives and methods of 
work m schools and offer scope for work done on a 
co-operatiVe basis tend to 'moralize' the process 
of education and should, therefore, be welcomed. 

Another factor which Iqbal considers Important 
in the development of individuality is the forma
tion of new purposes and objectives to determine 
the direction of our activity and colour the evolu
tion of the Self. It is the ceaseless quest for newer 
and greater creative purposes which adds zest and 
meaning to life and disciplines the growmg powers 
and activities of the individuals: 

t.:~lP..MJII..J; l.;v,;J,;A( ~Li~JI~vjft-; 
_...._,w 

~""id~J;.,~~_,..,Iu, 

.;y }~rG~:.jyJt 

-~~~P.~JVp_, 

~.t1~~{~0~LF" 
"' 
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Life 1s preserved by purpose ; 
Because of the goal its caravan tinkle-s. 
Life is latent in seeking, 
Its origin IS hidden in Desire. 
Keep desire alive in thy heart, 
Lest thy handful of dust become a tomb. 
Desire 1s a noose for huntmg 1deals, 
A binder for the book of deeds. 
It gives to earth the power of soaring, 
It IS a Khu:;r to the Moses of perceptwn. 
'T1s desire that enriches hfe, 
And the intellect IS a child of Its womp 1 

This theme recurs again and agam : 

_,j_:I(.}-01·Jr;v.1fl 
0# ~ ,.,t 

lr:1..::,.JV.::J~ I_,).J I 

'T1s the brand of Desue makes the blood of man run 

By the lamp of Desire this dust JS enkindled 

Life IS occupied w1th conquest alone 
And the one charm for conquest 1s Desire2 

1 Asrar-z-f(htdz. pp. lG-17 2 lind, p 3 7 

warm, 
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'Therefot e, he exhorts us thus : 

Dost thou 1.now the secret of life? 

Do not, then, seek or accept a heart 
Unpricked by the thorn of desire 1 
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In the poet's work, for example, he sees clearly a 
manifestation of this ceaseless quest after beauty 
and self realization, this ceaseless creativity inspired 
by new visions and purpo11es This yearning for 
the unattamable and strivzng for zt is the mark of 
the true anist. Listen the poet's characteristic 
lament: 

.:4;)n:~{~I.J.;'}:Pt~J 
. uf. ;wl 

~;+~tJ~;JJi 

"-/} Jl(c:'Jf'-''L:_,? 
dj_,~IJ.,14-r~¢1 

1 Pa,Yam-t-Mashnq, p 108 
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What can I do? My nature rs averse to rest; 
My heart is Impatient like the breeze m the poppy field; 
When the eye beholds an obJeCt of beauty 
The heart begms to ) earn for a more beaut1fullorm, 
From the spark to the star, from the star to the sun 

Is my quest; 
I have no desire for a goal 
For me, rest ~pells death I 
With an Impatient eye and a hopeful heart 
I seek for the end of that which Is endless ! 1 , 

He epitomizes Bergson's faith m the creative urge 
of des1re (soz) in these lines: 

J.);j~JJ}/j'~I.JJI)J) ~;(~l{;_,_,~{);1;12.-; 
What does the poppy bring ? 

Neither the wine nor the flagon! 
Its natural endowment is an infinite yearning of the 

heart.2 

meaning thereby that unceasing, creative Desire is 
the real capital with which the individual builds 
up his Self, his culture and his institutions. 

It is obvious, therefore, that when the repressive 
forces of the environment or of a blind educational 
system discourage the formation of new desirest 
ideals and purposes or when the repressive discipline 

1Payam•t•Mashrtq, pp. !48-149, "lbzd, p. 251. 
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of an absolute all-powerful State imposes its own 
ready-made purposes on every citizen, the develop· 
ment of a free, creative and unique individuality 
becomes impossible and one of the most important 
objectives of education is defeated. It is, therefore, 
,essential, m the interest of a right and effective 
·educatwn, that the teacher should awaken in his 
tstudents a keen consciousness of their mamfold 
1relations with the environment and this should lead 
~o the formation of new and creative purposes. 

Purposes, however, are not formed in a vacuum; 
they grow out of dynamic, forward-moving activity 
which brings the individual into fruitful, mani· 
pulative relations with the environment. Mere 
physical contiguity does not constitute educatwe 
contact with the environment, which implies action 
and re-action, the essence of all genuine experience, 
Experience, as the experimentalists define it, is 
'' primanly an active affair. It is a process of 
undergomg: a process of standing something, of 
suffering and passion, of affection in the literal 
sense of these words. The organism has to endure, 
to undergo the consequences of its own actions "l 

1 Dewey, Creal1ve lntelltgenct, p I 0. 
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Iqbal would, on the whole, agree with such a cona 
ception of experience, because it is in a line with 
}liS V1ew of Action or Activity as the basis of all 
development. H1s entire philosophical thought is 
an eloquent plea for a hfe of strenuous activity and 
endeavour in wh1ch the Self interacts with its 
material and cultural environment and utilizes it, 
first to achieve its rudimentary, groping purposes 
and later, through the process of creative self
expression, to form greater purposes and attain to 
new reaches of power. He condemns, as we have 
already seen, a life of seclusion, wtthdrawal and 
pasSIVity: 

~~O~JL;vJf 

JS/v.~{'i(i.-'Y-') 
If thou wouldbt read hfe as an open book, 
Be not a spark divided from the brand. 
Bring the familiar eye, the friendly look, 
Nor visit stranger-like thy nattve land.1 

·• Action," is, indeed, in his philosophy the pivot 
of life. Man grows to his full stature and realizes 

1Payam-1-Mashnq, p 247. 
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his great destiny through a life of strenuous activity, 
not one of renunciation, or of ' soft ', cultural and 
contemplative preoccupations : 

~L:-;f;J{:;Jj 

~~IJb-'~-?~ 

L.?-'-/1 {rv/. (J. 0L:: 

~z~~J~y--:-
Feast not on the shore, for there 
Softly breathes the tune of hfe. 
Grapple with the waves and dare! 
Immorality is strife 1 

His poetry is rich with this message, expressed in 
a hundred different ways, each possessing a beauty 
and aptness of its own : 

Jd:;p~~~ 

J!~~Jt~J)J 
How aptly did Sikandar remark to Khizr : 
Partrcipate actrvely in the struggle of life ! 
You watch the battle from the edge of the battle-field : 
Dre in the thrck of the fight and gain everlasting life.~ 

1Payam-z-Mashrtq, p 41. 2 /bzd, p. 27 
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l-1----:i.J8GU;: . ,_. 
( IJ,;,l.J~0;b~JI~ 

Leave out the storv of the restless moth, 
Whose tale of burnmg pains my ears : 
That moth•aJone is a true moth 
Who IS active in stnving and can swallow the flame ! 1 

He asks us to welcome all experience, not to shut 
ourselves in isolation, and condemns the school
master who wants to bring up children like hot
houses plants, deprived of an educative and stimu
lating contact with Nature. 

J0t~Jhf-~JJ. 

JiL:: . .-o~W 

What IS the school-master? 

kvd~~~ 
2-~2.,;.J)d .... ~ 
)h~~;~ .. . .. .... .., .. 

An archit(!ct of the souls of men' 
How attractively has the philosopher, Qaam 
Remarked for his guidance : 

1 Payam-t-Mashnq, p 24 
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"If you will have your court-yard flooded with hght, 
Do not interpose a wall in the path of the Sun " 1 

The true joy of life is to be found, not in watch
ing the performance from the spectators' gallery, 
as it were-as some artists and philosophers woulct 
have it-but in throwing oneself whole-heartedlv 
into the affray and making every experience-pain
ful or pleasant-contribute to the strength and 
enrichment of the Self. Listen to the advice of the 
courageous wood-pecker 
nightingale: 

,-/ l?' 
j~l~;~~~;tv-

oP~~~A?:fi 
• 

to the timid and tear~ul 

)fJ~~~h~~~ 
/ 

~J..:....?.full)));()~.t) 
Get thee profit out of loss • 
The rose has created pure gold by rendmg her breast 
If thou art wounded, make the pain thy remedv. 
Accustom thy;,elf to thorns, that thou mayst become 
Entirely one with the garden,2 

In Iqbal'<> world thev do not serve who merely 
stand and wart. Lrfe demands strenuous apd con
stant effort on every one's part. His emphasis on 

1Bal-z-]zbrtl, p 2 I 7 2Payam-z-Mashnq, p 235 
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action has sometimes led him to express his strong 
admiration for certain men of action, mcludmg 
great conquerors and rulers, with the result that his 
attitude towards them has been misunderstood 
He does not really admue their objectives or their 
etlncal standards but only that dynamic qualitv 
in them which enabled thrm to overcome great 
obstacles by their power of will and strength of 
action. This is also the reason why his favounte 
birds-employed as poetical symbols-are the eagle 
and the hawk which represent a life of ambitiOn, 
of high endeavour and of perpetual struggle, lead
ing to the development of a strong ind 1viduahtv. 
Thus the eagle advises the eagle to lead a courage
ous and self-assertive life and not cultivate the soft 
and effiminate personality of the partridge addmg: 

-=:.-"~JIJ1P'c,)JJb I / tO: 

'Tis a sin to pick our food from the ground ; 

For, heaven's <Nide expanse Is God's g1ft to our kwd 1 

And this is how a deer, w1se as to the ~ecret of a 
joyous life, counsels another who wanted to seek 
refuge from the trials of life m seclusion : 

1Payam-t-MaJhnq, p 117. 
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(J)~~~~~([tlf} 

J) ;Pt/_J£~ 
~1d\?-'~~hY 

Hts compamon remarked, "0 wrse fnend, 
The secret of a JOyous life is to live dangerously; 
Stnke thyself a gam and agam on the whet-stone, 

Thus makmg thee sharper than the well-temp<"-red sword. 
Danger alone tests strength and capacrtv; 
It is the touch-stone of the powers of the mmd and the 

body1 

Similarly, the diamond which is a self-contamed 
and concentrated entity with a fullv developed and 
perfected indiv1duahty, looks down upon the piece 
of charcoal which is still raw and soft and hence 
of little value 

~(l?J._fJjl~ 
hJy;Jp;j'i)G 

1 Payum-!-MaJhrtq, pp 143-144 
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/~J&~~tr 
~~~·~jiJi 

Because thy being is 1mmature, 
Thou hast' become aba~ed; 
Because thy body is soft, 
Thou art burnt 

Be vmd of fear, gnef and anxiety ; 
Be hard as a stone, be a diamond ! 
Whoever stnves hard and holds tight, 
The two worlds are illumined by him. 

In solidanty consists the glory of Life; 
Weakness is worthlessness and immaturity.1 

To men as well as groups, strivmg to realize their 
des6ny and achieve a distinct individuahty, he says: 

J~L1~~1:,~~ ... 
Join the Circle of the unorthodox wme drinker:., 
Follow not the P1r who is afra1d of turmml 2 

He would scorn to follow anv leader who shuns the 
' 

adventurous path: 

. t .. .. J :. "' ~ ~J~ 'J..JJJbl?'!' .. . 
1Asrar-1-Khud1, p 64. 2Payam-1-Mashnq, p 189 
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I admire the courage of the wayfarer, 
Who disdains to set hi~ feet 
On the path that IS not beset 
With deserts and mountams and ~Lreams 1 . 

Gl 

From this it follows that, 1f educanon 1s to be a 
preparation for life, it must be achieved through 
active participation in hfe-a principle which, as 
we shall see later, has brought about the most far
.reaching changes not only in the theory but also in 
the practice and technique of education. The entire 
philosophy of experimentalism is inspired by thi<> 
idea The experimentalist considers the individual 
to be "a product of his own activity just as truly 
as he is a product of the social influences wh1ch 
nurture his mind,"2 and not "a passive agent who 
merely absorbs sensations and ideas from his en
vironment". Tht,Is the growth of individuality, 
according to Iq hal, as well as modern educational 
thought, demands intense and manifold activity o~ 
the part of the growing individual, .in vital contact 
with the culture of his group. 

lPaydm-z-Mashnq, p -1{!9 

- 2Chrlds, EduGntron anrj tht Phdo~!Jphy of ExP_mmet.talw:z. 



CHAPTER III 

THE DUALISM OF THE REAL AND 
THE IDEAL 

PHILOSOPHICALLY it has always been. a 
very important issue whether the Ideal and 
the Real, the Material and the Sp1ritual, the 

Physical and the Mental are to be regarded as 
mutually inter-dependent or disparate terms which 
exclude each other. Educationally too, in order to 
define our objective and the correct process of its 
reahzation, it is necessary that we should under
stand their mutual relationship and significance. 
If, followmg in the footsteps of many traditional 
philosophers and moralists we regard the actual 
world of physical realities either as a mere illusion 
or as unimportant or as a hinderance to the 
development of the spirit, we must work out a 
corresponding theory of education. If, on the other 
hand, like some of the "materialists" we reduce 
the entire hfe and the creative activity of man into 
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the terms of chemistry and physics and deny the 
distinct entity of the human spirit, then education 
will have to be shaped accordingly. Against these 
two alternatives there is a third v1ew \yhich doe'l 
not regard the Real and the Ideal as mutually ex
clusive or consider either of them to be unimpor
tant, but takes the Real to be the starting point for 
the realization of the Ideal. It will be obvious, 
from what we have so far indicated Iqbal's ph,iloso
phic posrtwn to be, that he subscribes to the last of 
these views. In analysing the process of the deve
lopment of individualitv, he ha-, given consider
able thought and attention to this dualism between 
the Real and the Ideal which has traditionally 
coloured alt philosophic speculation. In view of the 
intrinsic importance of the issue, it is necessary to 
examine his posttion in some detail. 

We have seen that the growth of the Self implies 
that the individual should evolve the inner richnes<> 
of his being. This cannot, however, be brought 
about by withdrawing from the world of matter 
mto the seclusion of one's own contemplative 
activity but by estabhshmg numerous and frwtful 
contacts w1th the facts and forces of his environ-
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ment. It is as a result of such contact that man has 
gradually won his ascendency over the world of 
Nature-a great creative achievement. Through 
this stimulating contact, he has sharpened his in· 
tellect, built up a great civilization and opened up 
the possibilities of still greater triumphs. To this 
indomitable spint of conquest and adventure in 
man, he pays a stirring tribute in a poem entitled 
"The spirtt o£ Earth welcomes the advent of 
Adam": 

*;frty~~ ~L:-:1~/.wJD_j 
!hl:.d(LJ'f'(Y ~WvJ?-.44--;J.-.,n 

k(~JpY~;.~r4-

dL;J~l;~~W: J.~:2~~?4vJ 
~(Jj:;;J~;?~ Jr~~~~;; 

~JJJJ;1~(t~JM 
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t.a6 VJ ;(}L(;~~ 
t C)I'J, ~~";L:ii~)L1 t ,.,;..d}J (_,U~ .. ~_j;_;f v_, J. ... v ,. I • V.;/" .... u~. ~ ....... 
t,dl;}ird-~~J./~ ~JJ;)lt!4ui~ 

!.GL=-?tr~!Jf..d-
~J)~J W(~~J ~J;tJ t1 !;j'j' a1--}D_;J l 

h-J_;tJJ'~;;,J£:,r ~!..L../J;t;~ 

Jt~~Jk',!;/0~ 
Open thy eyes, look at the earth and the sky, 
Look at the !>un n~mg glonously m the East, 
Look at thts unvelled glory hidden behind veils; 
Suffer the pam and torture of separation ; 
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Be not restless; watch the stim;gle of hope and ft>ar! 
These hills and deserts, these wmds and clouds. 

These stlent spheres, these domes of rhe sk1e .-
All are under thy sway ; 
Boundless I'> the sweep of thy imagmatwn 
And heaven tt~elf IS within reach of thv sighs; 

Bmld thy Ego; behold the power of thv srghs! 
• Thy spark has the lustre of the blaz111g Sun , 

A new world IS latent m thy creative skill ; 

Paradise, as a g1ft, Is a poor thmg m thv eyes ; 
Thy Parad1se 1s the frmt of thy m'n labours; 
Man born of clay, behold the re~ults of thy ceaseless 

quest! 
l<rom etermty, every strmg of thy lute ha~ been VIbrant 

With mUSIC; 
From etermty, thou hast been a customer of Love; 
From eternity, thou h;tst been the P1r of the Idol-house 

of rnystenes ; 
From etermty, thou hast been todi'ng, hard workmg, 

without mahce; 
Behold thy will pres1dmg over the destiny of the 

universe! 1 

In conformity With the general trend of Islamic 
thought in this matter, Iqbal is emphatic that, in 
his development, man must take account of his 

1Bdl-t-]tbnl, pp 178-179. 



material conditiOns which set the stage for the 
greater part of his conscious activity. Islam, as h~ 
puts it, "is not afraid of its contact with matter 'j 
~ut, recognising clearly the intimate and frmtful 
relation of the Ideal with the Real, says "ves '' to 
the world of matter and exhorts us to use its great 
resources for the service of the highest spiritual 
ends ! He makes this clear in the language of poetic 
symbolism: 

I t.. .. .. 
~1(-{-V_.;~)~ 

~l:.-)r[).t{'J;•# 
0 heart! look for the secret of life m the bud; 
Reahty IS revealed in its appearance. 
It grows out of the dark earth 

But keeps its gaze towards the rays of the: sun 1 

Thus the Ideal and the Real are not two oppos· 
ing forces, and the affirmation of the spiritual self 
demands a willing acceptance of the world of 
matter with a VIew to making it an ally m the pro~ 
cess of our development. The rank materialist and 
the narrow-minded biologist may deny all reality 

lPaydm·i-Mashrtq, p 65. 
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mental to the physical and concentratmg exclu~ 

sively on the effort to gain the whole world ;ven at 
the cost of losing his soul m the process 

His posttion m thts behalf ts amplv confirmed by 
certain recent developments of thought in Psycho~ 
logy, Education and Biology. Profes~or Hethering~ 

ton contributed some vean ago a very valuable 
article to the Forum of Educatzon, entitled "The 
Incidence of Philosophy on Education". The cen· 
tral thought of thts contnbutwn has Its relevance 
here. He argues that there is a certain meeting 
point of the recent work m education, philosophy 
and social reconstructiOn. This is the attempt to 
mttigate the sharpness of the distinctions which 
were held to prevad between '·the world of true 
being and the temporal and changing world of 
ordinary experience, between the rational intellect 
and other powers of the soul." It is coming to be 
believed more and more that wherever reahty IS to 
be found, it is not by turning away from the world 
of appearances but by penetratmg to tl)e full mean
ing of what i<~ latent there. The practical tmplica· 
tion of this for education, accordmg to the writer, 
is that the school should attempt to elicit the intel· 
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lectual, <esthetic and moral s1gmficance of the 
ordmary occupatJOns and mterests of life and to 
"find the growmg point of the mind in Its effort to 
handle the every-day, concrete problems" The 
modern reconstruction of curnculum and methods 
which a1ms at bringmg the social activities and 
occupations of life into the work of the school and 
encouraging methods of self-activity, problem-solv
ing and projects may be mterpreted as a recogni
tion of this principle With which Iqbal is certainly 
m agreement. 
1 Iqbal has, however, been criticised from another 
point of view In his msistence on the value of the 
Ideal and the Spiritual, he is accused of soaring so 
high as to lose all contact with the every-day world 
of matter in which the ordinary people have their 
bemg:VSome of his poetry has also been inte1 preted 
to imply a dualism between the ideal and the real 
world, implying a deprecation of the latter. A super
ficial study of some of his poems does, indeed, lend 
colour to this charge Thus, in Bdl-i-]zbril, he 
makes a clear distinction between the " world of 
mind" (w)__3...r') and the" world of body" (w)__3U"j): 

I 
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JP?JtJ1;y~_,fd"~ f-'Jd 

Jd_yVJJYLdJJ~ L-d/cf 
v.iJ~j:rJJ;kJJ)J~ 

vJ~rLPcfJ~ G'f.J/(:; 
I • I ~~ ¥ ~~ 

cJ;~:.-:..-'iv.:w-tf;fl/ , 
~~~t~v./JJ.~j~. 
I .. I /... f' ,.;' / • ,/ _ .. 
l:l; ~,;'-1'-/.~~J 

•What is the world of the mmd ;> 

It is yearning, intoxication, absorption and eagerness ! 
What ts the world of the body? 

, It is profit ,and loss, artifice and intrigue! 

Once achieved, the nches of the mind abide, 
The riches of the body are like the 'shadows

They come and they pass away I 
·There is no foreigner's sway 'in' the ;~rid' of the mind, 

Nor any pnests, Shaikhs or 'B;~h~ans. 
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Deeply was I hum1hated bv the Qalandar's remark· 
"When you bow before others, 
Neither the body nor the mmd are yours 11 , 

But if we examine the whole trend of his thought 
-in his poetical works and his L~ctures-we shall 
find that the allegation is not correct. He is emphati
cally opposed to those pseudo-mystics, other worldlv 
idealists and self-centered <esthetes who would 
cheerfully ignore the evils, injustices and imperfec
tions of this material world, abandon all active 
effort in behalf of its reconstruction and seek a 
cowardly compensation in cultivating their own 
selfish interests-intellectual, artistic or spiritual
in seclusion. He makes this clear in his Lectures, 
saying: "Such a being as man who has to maintain 
his life in an obstructing environment cannot afford 
to ignore the visible. The Quran opens our eyes to 
the great fact of change, through the appreciation 
and control of which alone it is possible to build a 
durable civilization." Thus his preoccupation is not 
with the Immutable and the Unchangeable alone 
but he is actively concerned with this world of 
changing phenomena also. It is only by flinging 

1Bdl-1-]1bril, p 49. 
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ourselves like good crusaders into the struggle that 
we can fulfil the purpose of our life-not by shun
mg the struggle on earth because our head is in the 
clouds! Listen to the lament of the ·'Indian dis
ciple'' to h1s saint, Rumi: 

I "' I. I . ' ~. .. :.;...;"";..~.)).) '.)J~ i"~v.:~v .. 

t/v-'ir~#~v-0P 
tf.!.L.CI,u.bt ---~J~I 

LtJ_r;C~bv;~~lf 

ltJ~(u.!f { v! d,J). 

Mv thought scans the Hravens, 

But I hve on the earth m pam and degradatiOn ; 
I am a fatlure m the .Jffa1rs of the wmld, 

Always stumbhng m tts thorny path; 

Why can I not manage tht~ earthly busmess? 
Why IS the rehg1ous sage a fool on earrh :> 

To this Rumi cryptically rephes: 

He who can stalk across the skres 

Should not find rt difficult to walk on earth r 1 

1Bdl-z-]zbril, pp 189-190 
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meaning thereby that any one who is really gifted 
with the mtellectual and creative activity of the 
spirit must make, a good job of his hfe here and 
now. It is a false and degradmg "spirituality" 
which weakly puts up with worldly degeneration 
and injustice for oneself or one's fellows. The 
proper cultivation and strengthening of individu
ality is equally necessary for the conquest of the 
two worlds-this is the implication of the Oalandar's 
remark in the verses quoted above from Bdl-t-]tbril: 
If one is lackmg in self-reliance and self-confidence 
and cultivates a mendicant's mentality, one IS likely 
to forfeit both the worlds at a single stroke. . 

But while duly cogmsant of the claims of the 
material world, he is keenly devoted to, and appre
ciative of, the spiritual self in man, and his entire 
philosophical thought is imbued with a deeply 
religwus spint '"He refuses to believe that the world 
of matter alone constitutes the whole of Reality 
and that man should concern himself exclusively 
With his interests and problems: The goods of the 
mind and the nches of the sp1rit, which is always 
aspiring upward in man, are far too valuable in his 
eyes to be sacrificed at tbe-.altaF "Qf a cra~s matenal-

~ ' 
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ism. Man's creativity IS not confined to the reshap
ing of matter alone; he has also "the capacity to 
build a much vaster world in the depths of his own 
inner being, wherein he discovers sources of infinite 
joy and inspuat1on 'l-in art and poetry, literature 
and science, philosophy and rehgion. ln the pursuit 
of these cultural and spiritual values, he should 
make use of the physical world as his raw material 
and explmt its possibilities for strengthening the 
upward movement of the human sp1nt. "The rela
tion of man to Nature must be exploited," he warns 
us, "in the interest not of unrighteous desire but 
in the nobler interest of a free, upward movement 
of spiritual life." I Education must keep this ideal in 
v1ew if it is to fulfil its great mission in modern 
life. 

1 Ltcturts, p. !5. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE COMMUNITY 

T HE modern stress on Individuality, with which 
Iqbal has expressed his agreement, naturally 
raises several questions. What is the nature 

of the relationship between the md1vidual and 
society? Does the cultivatwn of the mdividuality 
imply that the educated men and women will be 
unmmdful of their social obligatiOns and their 
dependence on the cultural achievements of their 
people? What is the respective importance of the 
individual and the group of which he is a member? 
Should the development of the individual be re
garded as the supreme end of the life process and 
the State as merely an instrument of his develop
ment? Or should we subscribe to Hegel's view 
that the state is a super-personal entity whose 
strength and integrity are far more important than 
the rights of individuals? Iqbal, as we have seen, 
attaches the highest value to mdividuality but -
and this is a sigmfican t characteristic of his phzloso,. 
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phic thought-he is not betrayed into an untenable 
and extreme position and takes a balanced view 
of their respective claims. He duly recognizes the 
importance of the culture-patterns of community 
life, which some of the "New Educationists" have 
tended to Ignore in their eagerness to stress indivi
duality as the end of the educative process and the 
goal of social endeavour They have been mclined 
to overlook the fact that the growth of a full and 
free personality is Impossible except as it draws its 
spiritual sustenance from the culture of the group 
to which it belongs. This extreme view has been 
naturally followed by a violent reaction which the 
various totalitarian theories rep'resent, exalting the 
"type", wholly sub~ervient to the state, above the 
free, self-determined individual. Discussing this 
issue m the Year Book of Edut£\.t1on (1936), with 
reference particularly to its bearings on education, 
Professor Clarke makes t~is significant remark: 
"For, whatever else education may mean, It must 
mean primanly the self-perpetuation of an accepted 
culture-a culture which is the life of a determmed 
society. This is true whether the cultural process is 
regarded, with the individualists, as the maturing 
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of a free personality through the cultural sustenance 
which the life of a society can offer ; or, with the 
totalitarians, as the affirma,tion of the one spintual 
whole, m 1ts tempqrary and partial bearers and 
servants, the citizens."! Education must, therefore, 
produce the" type," but, as he is careful to explain, 
it is equally necessary that, in the words of Professor 
Hocking, " it must provide for growth beyond the 
type." Modern educa,tlonal theory, therefore, must 
concentrate particularly upon " the critical issue of 
a double relation of the type to society-on the one 
hand, the claim of the society to perpetuate itself 
in the type and, on the other hand, the elaim o, 
the type to become more than a type-a person
and so to react fruitfully, if critically, upon the 
society which has produced him."2 In the tragic 
conflict of political doctrines it must seek for its 
anchor somewhere between the disruptive and dis
Integrating influences of the one and the wholly 
repressive and mhibitory forces of the other. 

Iqbal has d1scussed this issue with keen insight in 
his second Masnavi, Rumuz-z-Bekhudi {The Mysteries 
of Selflessness), the whole of which is an eloquent 

1 rear Book if Educatwn, p 249 'lb1d, p 254 
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presentatiOn of the mtimacy of relationship between 
the individual and the cultural life of the com
munity m which he lives, moves and has his being. 
Alone, he is weak and powerless, his energies are 
scattered and his aims narrow, diffuse and indefi
nite. It is the active and living membership of a 
vital community that confers on him a sense of 
power and makes him conscious of great collective 
purposes wh1ch deepen and w1den the scope and 
sigmficance of his individual Self. 

. ~Lw-:~~~JsJ.h.ll:.),j 
V..'~ ~ I J /. I / 

rd~J~~./~'{c.t~./.J.::;-C,/ 
The individual exists in relation to the commumty, 
Alone, he IS nothmg ! 
The wave exists in the river, 
Outside the nver It IS nothing I 1 

This is how Iqbal crystallizes his conception of 
their mutual relationship : 

1Bring·t-Darri, p 210. 
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~I~}I_,!A(~~J 
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:. 
JY J !~lo!.)JJ-/1 ~.1~ 

yP~J/JJJLr~ 

~~JL~Pr;r.J1 
,.r:~\,f~~.~(; 

~~;!dJ)~ 

,;, ( .::..J'IfJ~, r .v-:.-' 
l_t ..... :.) 

..:;.v ~.JIJ/'-JJ.Jc..,r-}/J 

Jj; J ~f(;cJ~J/J 
)~i~f/})1~1~ 

~LPlf~~JJt{:y 

~,,JJ.;~r" 
The mdividual gams significance through the Com

mumty, 
The Community achieves its organizatiOn through in-

dividuals; 
When the individual loses himself m the Community, 
The drop, strivmg for expansiOn, becomes the ocean 
The Community inspires him With the desire for self-

expressiOn 
The Community makes Its reckonmg With h1s work. 
He speaks the language of his people 
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And treads the path of h1s forefathers. 
Whorver does not drmk at the ,Zamz.am of the Com· 

mumty 
The flames of music turn to ashes in his lute I 

By himself, the individual grows indifferent to his pur-
poses, 

His powers are inclined to become dormant ; 
The Commumty mvests h:m w1th self-discipline, 
Makmg h1s movements rhythmic hke the breeze 1 

Havmg explamed how the individual's powers and 
purposes take their inspiration and their character
Istic colour from the life of the commumty, he 
exhorts him thus: 

Either string yourself like a jewel m Its cham 
Or be wafted about aimlessly hke the du~t2 

He explains how, through such relationship, the 
individual may even transcend mortality and gain 
an ever-abiding significance. "The individual who 
loses himself m the community "-i e., in the ser
vice of its great and worthy ideals and purposes
" reflects both the past and the future as in a 
mirror so that he transcends mortality and enters 
into the life of Islam which 1s infimte and ever-

1Ruml1Z-I·Bekhudi, pp 98-99 2 /btd' p 145. 
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lasting."! 
What, it may be asked, is the right basis for the 

unity of a community? What is the cementmg bond 
wh1ch gives coherence to its hfe and links up its 
members into one indivisible whole? The modern 
age is obviously obsessed with the mania of tern
torial patriotism and racial fanaticism and regards 
race and country as the mtegrating forces .in the life 
of a people. The nationalist movements of the 18th 
and 19th centuries had accentuated the sentiment 
of a narrow patriotism and, before the compara
tively recent movements of international socialism 
could make much headwav to break down national 
antagomsms, the new doctrines of FasCJsm and 
Nazism, with their ideology of race-worship and 
hatred of other races, have ushered in a still more 
dangerous and reactiOnary tendency. Against this 
gloomy background, it is refreshing to study Iqbal's 
point of view which is reallv an expression of the 
political philosophy of Islam. He IS strongly opposed 
to the 1deas of race and colour and to narrow 
nat10nahsm and narrow patriotism because they 
obstruct the development of a broad, humanitarian 

1 The Secrets of the Self, p xw, (Preface). 
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outlook. According to hun, 1t is not racial or geo
graphical unity-mere accidents of time and space 
-which should form the stable basis of a people's 
coherence. It is the unity of emotions and outlook, 
of purposes and endeavour, the merging of indivi· 
dual selves in the service of great, co-operative 
Ideals and objectives which cement a collection of 
1ndividuals into a genuine Mzllat (community) . 

.2-~~-o.J~?.~ 1J?o ::::.-w_,;t--(;~~ 

4----! ~ li;z}~ 
4-~t;1~~~;-f .lf( 
~JdHt~r:)~ 
~!Jl:/~J~;,;I( 

..:;,..;Y~J)_.~; tt~JJ..I 

4----!!~ ~~~~(; 
L~1d~~L_.~,.1r .. , .... .. . .. 

-;?' ;d1.J d'J ~)~Ji 
~IJt_,t;,L.bJC~ 

~~t~L;JIA~ 
The unity of hearts brings the Mzllat mto bemg; 
Th1s Szna is aglow With that single flame; 
A nation should have a unity of ideas, 
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One smgle purpose runnmg through Its mmd, 
A unity of sentiments should mspire 1ts bemg; 
It should have a smgle cnterion for good and evil; 
What is this folly, ident1fymg the Mzllat with the 

Country? 

What Is this folly, won.lnppmg water and air and clay? 
It 1s folly to pnde oneself on hered1ty, 
For it has sway over the bodv and the body is mortaL 
The Muslim's Mtllat has an entirely different basis 

A basis enshnned in the sanctuary of our hearts 1 

He defines mzllat m psychological terms thus: 

..... 
!J.) ~L:-:rJ~j.)l 

:. ~~~t£tL-·I:/ _y, •• •• v· y . ..._;~ . 
# 

/.~~;,d;;r 

1)11i~f/~l~~ 

~~UJ::!GJ'JI 
/ 

4r0([.~~ 
);6~·-;u;lt:..-(; I~ fy 

J~tbktdi~»J 
1 Rumu?..-1-Bekhudi, pp I 06-107 
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What is M!llat, ye believers in the oneness of God ? 

It means havmg one sight in a thousand eyes I 

For the men of truth have the same reasoning and 
assertion: 

" Our tt'nts may be separate but our hearts are united! " 
Umty of outlook transforms spt>cks of dust mto the 

Sun; 
Have smgleness of V 1sion and you wtll see Truth un-

veiled, 
Do not look down upon this Umty of Outlook; 
It 1s but a reflection of the Umty of God I 
Art thou dead? Thrs unity of outlook will revive thee; 
G1ve up th•s hfe without a cc:ntre and attam firmness. 
Would'st thou attain dommation and pow,er? 

Achieve the umty of thought and action 1 

When such a creative unity of outlQok has been 
achieved, it becomes, for good or evil, a source of 
unlimited power for mdiv1duals as well as the com
munity. Without such unity the community be
comes disorganized, feeble, dead : 

/, ~r¥;,(;~.-t; ~cJlr~~uU-.:/~_1; 

~~ }_,..;-Jl; I ( j t .::-.I.;JDJ5b__:./ .t 
1Jdufd }/dmah, p 227. 
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The mdividual exists thwugh the relatwn of the body 
to the mmd; 

The nation exists through conservmg the honour of Its 
pa~t 

The mdividual dies If the nver of hfe goes dry, 
The natwn dies if It lets go off the Purpose of hfe 1 

Of course, this unity of outlook and emotions 1s 

by itself just. a source of power which may be used 
for any ends. The ethical value of this power 
depends upon the nature of the ideas and 1deals to 
which it is wedded. These we shall, however, dis
cuss in a later chapter. 

Unlike some modern thinkers, who are impatient 
and contemptuous of the past and its cultural 
achievements and would gladly wipe the slate of 
history clean in order to write on It anew, Iqbal, as 
we have seen, realizes the power of the past and is 
keenly aware of the value of History m the educa
tion and the general evolution of a people. He 
realizes that a community cannot gain a true 
understanding of its inner self without an intelligent 
study of its own history and historical evolution. 
It is the gradual, cumulative appreciation of its 
manifold cultural associations 'which knits it into a 

ID~ 1-4;;._ ... D..tt.L~ .J: - J 2? 
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strong unity and brings it to mtellectual maturity : 

~·~~~~~ ~~~$JL;~ 

+-rL·~;Ifit 

A new-born Mzllat is hke a young child, 

Nestling in the lap of his nurse; 
A child who does not know himself yet, 
A jewel overlaid by the road-side dust, 
Its today is not linked up with Its tomorrow, 
Its feet untrammelled by the chain of day and night; 
It is like the pupil of eye of existence, 
Wh1ch sees others but IS invisible to Itself, 
lt unties a hundred knots from its cham 
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Tdl rt unwmds the end of the thread of the Self, 
When 1t warms up to the struggle of existence, 
The new consciOusness grows keener and stronger, 
If It becomes oblivious of 1ts past history 
It lapses mto non-existence 1 

But the history to which he would assign a place 
of honour in educatiOn is not just an amusmg story 
or a legend, recountmg mtcrestmg happemngs of 
bygone ages. It IS history wh1ch vividly recreates 
the past, mirrors, as in a lookmg glass, the sources 
and achievements of the peoples' culture and gives 
them a true understandmg of their place and func
tion m the general march of mankmd. The hvmg 
assimilatiOn of past history gives them a fresh sense 
of power and self-confidence and strengthens their 
mdiv1duahty. 

~~01~2-~-' 

~y_,~(L~ ~~}11/v!l 
,~·; udLJ.,:~r 

1 Rumuz;-t-Bekhudi, p 171 
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Pr..l ;ytuf/Ji;)J~) 
•. ;:.--·-'L-·!:JJ/~~!.1_) ... I' . CJ.7. 

~~f}t~J 

.AiJ~~~~;, 
J J~fJ~;Id 

JlR-tJ8J~~~ 

~LU;~~~J~ 

,f'. _:y. .J.tl _":I 
?~~~.)r~ 

-=-''~(!:0'd 
/_;~~~~r 

P~A2~~tt..~J~ 
JJV'l·~~)t1J~ 

J IJ)V~~'-"Ij)l~ 
~ J/ 

~t:)~J..,JI~~ 
What 1s history, 0 stranger to thyself? 
A tale, a story or a fable ? 
No! It makes thee Conscious of Self, 
Capable in action and efficient in quest; 
Sharpens thee like a dagger on the whetstone 
And then strikes thee on the face of thy world. 
Behold the dormant flame in its fire, 
Behold Tomorrow in the lap of its Today I 
Its candle hghts the luck of the nation 
Making bright both tonight and yesternight. 
The experienced eye that beholds the past 
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Recreates its Image before thee; 
Assimilate history and grow strong, 

Drawmg hfe from the breaths that are gone; 
Thy Present rears its head out of the Past 
And thy Future emerges out of the Present; 
Would'st thou achieve the everlasting hfe? 
Then break not the bonds of the past with the present 

and the future. 
Life IS the perception of the surge of continuity; 
For the wme-drinkers, it Is the gurgling of the wme in 

· the ftask.1 

Iqbal also holds that, in periods of decadence, a 
people can gain new vitality by turnmg to the 
healthy sources of their past culture. By stnking 
their feet, as it were, firmly on the ground of this 
culture, they gain, like Ant<eus, fresh power and 
inspiration. In such critical periods, he deprecates 
excessive individualism and unchecked liberty of 
thought: 

~;J{N/J? 
~1~/h_; ~~~~ 

1/lumitz;-z.Bikhudi, pp 172-73 
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. 
J,L)Pjd ~; _.~; J _,t_..fj , 

J{dut."L...f.l; 
When the texture of hfe has become weak and worn 

out, 

The commumty gams stability through 1m1tation; 
Tread the path of thy fathers-it brings about umty; 

Imitation then makes for the disc1pline of the com-
muntty; 

Thou hast lost the ocean ; learn to count thy loss; 

Gua1d carefully the water m thy small stream. 
l]tthad in the age of decadence 
Dislocates the texture of a natiOn's life; 
The following of those who have gone before 
Is safer than the I;tzhad of narrow-mmded scholars 1 

If these verses are taken by themselves, without 
reference to the general trend of Iqbal's thought, 
they would seem to favour a stat1c or conservative 
conception of culture and an obvious discounting 
of the dynamic, forward-looking forces. But, as a 

1Rumuz-1-Bekhudi, pp 14-3-H 
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matter of fact, with the freedom of the poet, Iqbal 
has here drawn pointed attentjon to one important 
aspect of the s1tuation only. To get his view-point 
into pmper perspective, It is ne-cessary to take his 
ideas as a whole and evaluate them with reference 
to the general trend of his thinking. Such a com
prehensive view would show that his is a kindred 
spint to Gcethe and Carlyle, keenly appreciative of 
the role of original, creative individuals in the 
development and progressive reconstruction of the 
life of a community. The social order always tends 
to be stable and stationary ; it is only such mdivi
duals, possessing independence of thought and 
orjginality of vision, who can give it new values 
and bring a dynamic urge into its routine ways. 
When a community becomes lazy, slothful, dis
inclined to effort and averse to change, some great 
individual is born to give it a new impetus: 

JL~J.J;fl 
....- •: . 

1 ,/-' ~ -!.. -~/ 
J~~J{'A<J lf4-~ 

;; ( ..::.-}JcJLI>.o~ ~·; (;tf/~;IJlcJ"f 
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~10J~;/ 
:;r~~dt.J.Jt ,;) IJ I;J/~Jb/;t,.; 

~ ./ 

~~~·~";r 
' .. ~ J1l 

~~~~+~~ 

L.,~~)(..)i:J~l 

:;: .. (I LJ ~··' L::-6',.; V"'V. . ~ ·V~ 

.. 
~ ~-1J 0J!___::/Y 

~b~~;J~k. 
• . _, .. .. h •j 

-:r .. ~~J~ 
The web and wool of its .actiVIty is slow and lifeless; 

The bud of its intellect is not opened ; 
He fights shy of effort and struggle, 
And does not exploit the treasures of Nature 
God then brings mto bemg some msptred person, 
Who expands one word mto a volume; 
A player who, With his mus1ca! notes, 
Endows this clay with a new life; 
He creates new hnes .of insight 
And brings the garden to blossom in the desert; 
He gives new forms to the naked mtellect, 
And invests its 'POVerty with z;iches ; 
He strikes off the fetters from the feet of the slaves 
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And frees them from the tyranny of gods; 
He reassures them that they are not others' slaves, 
Nor inferior to these muted idols.1 

This idea recurs very frequently in his poetry and 
is to be found as a central motif of thought in all 
his writings: 

The individual is born of a handful of dust, 
The nation is born out of the heart of an inspired in

dividual 2 

Of such great and unique individuals, he sings with 
lyrical fervour : 

.. :. • :. :. .P 

()/J~/~Y'JJ(27 

L~rL ~ ~;..~1 (.:-' • ~ r'-{ • 

The man of God dewends from H!!aven iike hghtning, 
Consuming in his fire cities and plains, the East and 

West; 
We are all emotionally inspired by his fire, 
Otherwtse we are but evanescent forms of water and 

clay.3 

lRumu;:-!-Bilchudi, pp. 102-03 2 /bzd, p 136 
3]dmd Ndmah, p 244 
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It need hardly be pointed out that Iqbal is using 
here the language of metaphor. He does not 
obviously look forward to the coming of some great 
blood-thirsty conqueror, a scourge to the East and 
the West, the towns and the country side. As the 
second verse indicates, he should be a man with 
uniqueness of vision and intensity of feeling who 
would broaden our outlook and our sympathies. He 
does certainly dear away the cobwebs of old, effete 
and out-worn institutions and inspire mankind with 
a new message of hope and creative life, making 
them sahzb-dil, z.e , people with sensitive hearts. But, 
for Iqbal, this doctrine of individuality is not a mere 
academic thesis. In his later thought, at least, it is 
charged with an urgent practical significance. The 
reason appears to be twofold. On the one hand, 
he has a poignant realization of the general deca
dence that has beset the Muslim world for the last 
two centuries, due largely to the lack of the nght 
kind of intellectual and moral leadership. Secondly, 
the recrudescence of certain political movements in 
Europe which seek to repress the freedom of the 
individual through the over-organization of collec
tive life have made him doubly cognisant of the 
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value of Individuality. In his Lectures, Iqbal has 
g1ven unambiguous expression to his attitude on the 
question. In an interesting and thoughtful discus
siOn of the destruction of Baghdad in the 13th 
century, which brought general dismtegration of 
the Mushm w01ld in its wake, he points out how 
the conse-rvative thinkers of the period had focussed 
all their efforts and attention on "the one point of 
preserving a umform social life for the people by a 
jealous exclusion of aU innovations .. Their lead
mg idea was social order, and there JS no doubt 
they were partly right, because orgamzation does 
to a certain extent counteract the forces of decay. 
But they did not see, and our modern Ulama do 
not see, that the ultimate fate of a people does not 
depend so much on organization as on the worth and 
power of zndwzdual men. In an over-orgamzed society, 
an individual is altogether crushed out of existence. 
He gains the whole world of social thought around 
him and loses his own soul. Thus a false reverence 
for past history and its artificial resurrection-such 
as we see in many Eastern and Western countries 
to-day 1 -constitute no remedy for the peoples' 

1Includmg ofr own country. 
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decay ... The only effective power, therefore, that 
counteracts the forces of decay in a people is the 
rearmg of self-concentrated individuals. Such indi
viduals alone reveal the depths of life. They dis
close new standards in the light of which we begin 
to see that our environment is not wholly inviol
able and reqmres rev1sion." 

This argument is particularly relevant to certain 
collectivist states in Europe to-day where over-orga
nization and a " false reverence for past history 
and 1ts artificial resurrection" have killed freedom 
of thought and arrested the forward movement of 
the human spirit. Iqbal quotes, with approval, a 
modern historian in this connection : " The verdict 
of history is that worn-out ideas have never rrsen 
to power among a people who have worn them 
out." Thus, on a careful weighing of evidence, it 
would be wrong to accuse Iqbal of taking a static 
view of human culture. For him, the dev~lopment 
of individuality inevitably implies what he' has 
called "the principle of movement in thought" 
without which the wings of human spirit become 
clipped and it begins to subsist only on fruitless, 
"worn-out Ideas." 



CHAPTER V 

CREATIVE EVOLUTION 

EQUIPPED with a free personality and in active 
contact with his environment, man sets out on 
his career' of unlimited development and con

quest which, in its essence, is the process of his 
education. What is Iqbal's conception of the, role 
of a man in the Universe and of the nature of this 
Universe which surrounds him? Philosophy has 
always been preoccupied with this_ problem, and it 
matters profoundly for education whether one takes 
a mechanistic or creative, pessimistic or optimistic, 
determinist or free view of man's life and activity 
on •earth. Iqbal definitely rejects the idea of a 
closed, predetermined Universe in which nothing 
new can ever take place, which is subject to 
Nietzsche's gloomy law of" eternal recurrence". 
Discussing the character of the Universe in the light 
of Quranic teaching, he points out that it is not the 
result of mere creative sport but is a serious and 
meaningful reality which must be accepted with all 
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its opportunities and limitations. Nor is it a block
Universe given ready-made, once for all-finished, 
immobile, incapable of change "To my mind,., 
he remarks. "there is nothmg more alien to the 
Quranic world than the idea that the Universe is a 
temporal working·out of a preconceived plan ..• 
an already completed product which left the hand 
of its Maker ages ago and is now lying stretched in 
space as a dead mass of matter to which time does 
nothing and consequently is nothing."' It is really 
a growing Universe, capable of mfinite increase 
and extensiOn ; for " deep m its being lies perhaps 
the dream of a new birth."2 To the pessimist, 
who doubts the great possibilities of man's further 
evolution, he says: 

Imagine not that the tavern·keeper's work 

Has come to Its appomted end j 
For there are a thousand wines still, 
Untasted, m the veins of the grape 3 

He puts it more unambiguously still : 

ILtctures, p 48. 2/btd, p. 16. 8Payam-i-MaJhttq, p 108. 
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This Universe is perhaps soll unfimshed, 
That one can still hear the command 
" Let there be and lo I it 1s born" 1 

107 

This Universe, then, which 1s an open. unfinished 
ent1ty, constantly undergomg increase and exten ... 
s1on, provides a stimulating field for man's free and 
creative act1vity through whrch, ou the one hand, 
he conquers the world of Nature and, on the othel'1 

brings to perfectiOn the powers of hrs individuality. 
The Umverse was chaotic, rough-hewn, dommated 
by wild beasts and untamed natural forces. It is 
man who has brought order, beauty and uttlity into 
1t and, with pardonable impudence, he challenges 
God Htmself and clauns to have improved His 
handiwork beyond recogmtion : 

~i'J'~~u~ 
p~~n~d~~ 
pv~fA;; 11(V 

1Bdl-z-]•bril, p 44 
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Thou created the mght, I the lamp; 
Thou created rhe clay, I the va&e 
Thou created' the JUngle, mountains and deserts, 
I created beautiful gardens, orchards and flower plots. 
It is I who make glass out of stone, 
It is I who extract ehxir out of poison 1 

Dissatisfied with the imperfect world m which he 
finds himself and failing to perceive that it is just 
this imperfection which brings out his latent crea
tivity, he feels irritated: 

Jott;~;;~t~~ 

Lf7v ~_,9,~'&.,_,ei'~ 
A hundred worlds beautiful as flowers, 
Spring out of my imagination; 
But one world hast Thou created~ 
Even that is steeped in the blood of desire; 
Brmg new patterns into being, 
For our nature yearns for originality. 
What Is this wonderhouse of todays and tomorrows 
That Thou hast created around us ? 2 

What is Iqbal's vision of the destiny of man? What 

1Payam-z-Mashnq, p 132 2fbzd, p 183 
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is the role which he is to play on this stage? In the 
earliest stages of his career, man is surrounded on 
all sides by forces of obstruction. But he is by 
nature restless, inquisitive," engrossed in'a ceaseless 
quest after fresh scopes for self-expression." As the 
possessor of a free personality, he is superior to 
nature and all other created beings. In his inner
most being, he is essentially "a creat1ve activ1ty ", 
shaping his own destiny and that of his Universe 
now by adjusting himself to it, now by pressing its 
forces into the serv1ce of his mcreasing purposes 

In his Paydm-t-Mashriq (Message of the East), 
he gives a fascinating picture of man's spiritual 
evolutiOn on earth in a poem entitled Taskhzr-z
Fttrat (Conquest of Nature). In the first section, 
M:ldd-i-Adam (The Birth of Adam), he pomts out 
how Adam-man born of passive clay but a centre 
of creative and dynamic energy, g1fted with the 
powers of action, appreciation, intelligence and 
love-creates, in the quiet harmony and stability 
of the Universe, a d1sturbance fraught w1th far
reaching consequences, because he has the capacity 
to defeat the inertia of matter and to reconstruct 
the Universe nearer to his heart's desire. 
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Love acclaimed the birth of the being with a bleeding 

heart; 
Beauty trembled at the birth of the being g1fted w1th 

vision; 
Nature was worried that, out of passive clay, 
Was born at last a bemg; 
Self-creating, self-destroying, self-regarding. 
Word went round from the heavens to the solitude of 

Eternity; 
Beware, ye who are veiled, the render of veils is born 

at last' 
Desire, unconscious of self, wrapt in slumber, 
Opened 1t~ eyes in the lap of hfe, 
And lo ! a new world came into bemg 1 

Through his creativity he has been able to defeat 
his own limitations and, as Bergson has lucidly 

1 Payam-•-Mashnq, p. 97. 
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argued, by developing motor mechani·,ms and the 
plastjc mstrument of language and by evolving a 
rich social life he has conquered both space and 
time and added immeasurably to his powers of 
activity. As Iqbal puts It; 

~ ./' ~ r H L---.J~.JJlr"l~r 
We made the aeroplane mto our wmgs, 
And wended our way to the sk1es 1 

In this process of active reconstruction and change 
he becomes a co-worker with God and begins to 
assume the miuative in bringing about far-reaching 
changes in the natural as well as the social and 
moral world around him. 

In his Jdvid Ndmah, the VOice of God (Ntdd-l
]amdl) addresses man 1n the followmg unforgect
able words, appealmg to h1s mnate freedom and 
creatiVItv : 

t~tJt;!;.1J~--rJJ 
\ 
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( J/. _,j~LJLfJI, 
~ 

J~{D;;:!~/ 
Life is both mortal and immortal, 
It is all creativity and eagerness; 
Art thou ahve? Be eager, be creative; 
Like Us conquer the whole Universe! 
Shatter into pieces what is uncongenial, 
Bring forth another world out of thy imagination ! 
It is irksome to the man who is free 
To live in a world of others' making! 
He who lacks the power of creation 
Is naught to us but an atheist and an agnostic ! 
He ha.s not taken his share of Our Beauty, 
He has not eaten the fruit of the tree of hfe. 
Man of Truth ! Be sharp and incisive like the sword, 

Be the destiny of thy own world.1 

1Jdufd Ndmah, p. 225. 
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Th1s is a ringmg challenge to man to shatter thi~ 
"sorry scheme of things entire" into bits and 
actiVely to build a new and better social order. Such 
a view of his destmy, recogmzing its great possibili
ties and insistmg on strenuous endeavour, avoids the 
temptatiOn of a cheap, facile optimism as well as 
the paralysing effect of a gloomy pessimism. It is 
in consonance with the attitu~ of Islam on the 
relation between the individual and the Universe 
Iqbal elucidates the position in these words: "To 
the optimist Browning all is well with the world; 
to the pessimist Schopenhauer the world is one 
perpetual winter wherein a blind will expresses 
itself in a variety of living things which bemoan 
their existence for a moment and then disappear 
for ever ... The issue thus raised between optimism 
and pessimism cannot be finally decided at the 
present stage of our knowledge of the Universe ... 
We cannot understand the full import of the great 
cosmic forces which work havoc and at the same 
time sustain and amplify life. The teaching of the 
Quran which believes in the possibility of improve
ment in the behaviour of man and his control over 
natural forces, is neither optimism nor pessimism. 
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It is melzorz.sm which recognizes a growing Umverse 
and is animated by the hope of man's eventual 
tnumph over ev1l "I 

An analysis of Iqbal's philosophical position also 
shows that he is opposed both to the mechanistic 
determinism of the physical sciences which deny 
auronomy and freedom to man and beheve in a 
ng1d causality,2 and to that false interpretation of 
teleology which holds that" all is given ready-made 
somewhere in eternity and the temporal order of 
events is nothing more than a mere imitation of 
the eternal mould." The latter view, l;le argues, is 
"hardly distmguishable from mechanism ; in fact, 
it is a kind of veiled materialism in which fate or 
destiny takes the place ofrigid determinism, leaving 
no scope for human or even d1vme intervention. "3 

The world, visualized as " a process realizing a 
preordained goal," is poles apart from Iqbal's 
weltanschauung, because it is not "a world of free, 
responsible moral agents ... [but] only a stage on 
which puppets are made to move by a kind of a 

1L~eturts, p 78, 
•More recent developments m Phys1cs and Bwlogy, however, are tend, 

mg to shake the scu:nttsts' behef Ill qgu;l determm1sm (sel" e g, Joad's 
Gu1de to Modern Thought). "Lectures, p 51. 
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pull from behind."i The relevance of this discus
sion here is that such a view, consciously or uncon
sciously, inspires the popular interpretation of 
Taqilir (Destiny), a doctrine which has long main
tained a firm hold on the minds of the people of 
the East and has tragically paralyzed their powers 
of action. It denies creativity to man and inter
prets the movement of history as " a gradually 
revealed photo of a predetermined ord~r of events " 
If this were true, there would be " no room in it 
for novelty and initiation. Consequently, we can 
attach no meaning to the word creation, which has 
a meaning for us only in view of our capacity for 
original action " Iqbal's own interpretation of 
Destiny, which takes its inspiration from the Quran, 
is significant. "The destiny of a thing is not an 
unrelenting fate working from without like a task 
master; it is the inward reach of a thing, its realiz
able possibilities which lie within the depths of 
its nature and serially actualize themselves without 
any feeling of compulsion."2 It follows, therefore, 
that for every individual ·~the future exists onlv as 
an open poss1bility and not as a rea~ity or as a fixed 

1Le.ctures, p. 52. 2/h1d. p. 48. 
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order of events w1th definite outlines."l It also 
imphes that time IS a creat1ve factor and gives 
scope for free activlty and development ; lt is not a 
"mere repetitiOn of homogeneous moments wh1ch 
make consc1ous experience a delusiOn" and the 
idea of freedom and creation a mockery. Such a 
view removes the oppress1ve weight of an inexor
able Destiny from our shoulders, and we reahze, 
with Iqbal, that '· every act of a free Ego c1 eates a 
new situation and thus offers further opportumues 
of creative unfoldmg .. [that] every moment m the 
life of Reality is original, givmg b1rth to what is 
absolutely novel and unforeseeable That is why it 
is impossible to explain the creative activity of life 
in terms of mechanism ... Life with its intense feel
ing of spontaneity constitutes a centre of indeter
mination and thus falls outside the domain of 
necessity "2 The true interpretation of life, then, 
according to Iqbal (as well as Bergson), is that it is, 
a constant process ofBe~oming, a progressive forma
tion of fresh ends, purposes and values to which we 
subject om growing activitv. "We become." savs 
Iqbal tersely, "bv ceasing to be what we are. Life 

'Lectures, p 58 2fbtd. p 48. 
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is a passage through a senes of deaths" l but even 
death cannot quench Its surg1ng flame! 

Iqbal does not believe that the process of creative 

Evolution has come to an end wnh the eml"rgence 
of man in the existmg spatio~temporal order or that 

man's present. structure, physiological and mental, 

is the consummation of biolOI{JCal evolutiOn. He 

has an earnest and contagious faith m the unlimited 

possibilities of man's development; he visualize~ 

him as destined to win hi<; way. through persi<,tent 
efforts and struggles, to the posltion of God's VlCe

regencv on Ea~th and to achteve immortality He 

is acutely drssatisfied wnh men a~ they now are
Inferior in. calibre, limtted m mtellect, full of mean~ 
ness and cruelty-and often raises his voice in 

challenging lament to God against their infenority: 

Fashion a new pattern, 
Bring a more perfect Adam into ex1stence; 

This making of playthings of clay 

Is not worthy of God the Creator 2 

'Lectures, p 52 2l'a)'"m-t-M ashrtq, p 192 



And: 

If the pattern is poor what does repetition avail? 
4 

How can the cheapness of man meet Thy approval? 1 

H1s quahfied admiration for Nietzsche-with whose 
ideas he has certam superficial sim1lanties which 
have misled many students of his thought-is based 
on the German philosopher's search for a better 
type of manhood, the Superman. He sums up his 
position thus : 

~tfk~ 
H1s heart fretted over the lethargy of man's capacities, 

His profound mmd produced a more durable pattern 2 

But while N1elzsche despairs of men as they are, 
is contemptuous of all democratic movements and 
their possibilities and hopes for the miraculous 
appearance of his superman, Iqbal has faith in his 
fellow bemgs and m the power of the right ideology 
and right education to transform them by develop
Ing their inner nchness: 

1Bdl-1-]1bril, p 31 2 Pay6m-1-Mashnq, p 238 
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The stars tremble in their courses over man's upward 
march 

Lest th1s fallen star should become the perfect moon !1 

Life, as he sees it, Is a perpetual motwn, a conti
nuous journey of man to new goals and undreamt 
of triumphs; rest spells death. 

_;v~~.;,)t/.v 
. ~~~ . :. 0_,Y"I(,)"tt"'J0)? 

The wayfarer who knows the secrets of travel 
Is more afraid of the goal than of the highway dac01t 
Love rests not m the stages of umty and separation 
lt IS content With naught but immortal Beauty, 

1Bd(;..,.J,oril, p l4. 
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It begins with prostratiOn before idols 
And ends with liberation from the beloved 
Our creed, like that of the sw1ft-footed wave, 
Is the adoption of the road and re-jection of the goal 1 

Hence we find that a note of optimism about 
the future of mankind is at least as frequent in.. his 
poetry as that of disappointment with his actual 
achievements: 

Despair not of this handful of dust, 
Unsteady of light and transitory; 
Whenever Nature fashions a form, 
It perfects 1t m due course of time I 2 

Man is the reposrtory of unlimited powers wait
ing to be exploited, and what is important is man's 
promzse, not hrs failures or actual achievements. • • 

J{(.)l-{;;j(~y )J.tJl;f'-""(.JLrt 
J).t)~cr/Jt)~lf ctf!hY.J!P. 

1 Paydm-t-.'.1ashnq, p 48 2 /btd' p 88 
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There are a hundred worlds from Star to Star. 
Wherever Intellect flies, it finds new sk1es, 
But when I looked deep mto myself, 
Lo ! a ~boundless ocean was hidden withm me 1 

121 

To Iqbal this terrestrial world, with its pricele5'i 
asset of human personality is far more s1gmficant 
and valuable than the great heavens with all their 
suns and stars. When the heavens taunt the Earth 
with Its darkness and pettiness saymg: 

~NF:i 
0(pJ~J)!-k 

~~{tz_~)}Jf. 

~/.~ ~;l./'~o::k 
There is no dark planet like thee in my domam, 
Lightless and blind b1t for my lamp ; 
E1ther live clothed in attraction 
Or die of the shame of inferiority ' 2 

the Earth is saddened. But the Voice of Life cheers 
it up, reminding it that it is the throb of conscious 
and creative life in man, living in the bosom of the 
Earth, which gives meaning to the Universe: 

1Paydm-t-Mashnq, p 48 2 ]livid Ndmah, p B. 
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PJ;~~·-"( 
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~..:;,;I)Jtr~?lf& 
Trustee, unawme of the sacred trust! 
Gneve not, look mto thyself; 
The days are bnghtened by the bustle of hfe 

Not by thts phystcal light vlSlble around; 
The Intellect of man launches its attack on the Universe, 
Hts Love anns at the conquest of Infinity ; 

It washes away the 1.tams from the garment of Exis
tence; 

Without It, the eyes of the Umverse would be dark and 

blmd, 
" Whoso loves truly the beauty of Bemg 
Becomes the master of all that exists " 1 

']add Namah, pp 9-10. 



CHAPTER VI 

REVOLT AGAINST INTELLECTUALlSM 

W E have discussed, in a preceding chapter, 
Iqbal's conception of the growth of Indivi
duality and seen how he insists on the 

importance of creative activity m the life of man 
and holds that intellect ha"> been evolved for the 
service of action. He has emphatically expressed 
the belief that knowled~e, diVOiced fwu1 activity, 
is apt to become dead and superfic1al This repre· 
sents one phase of h1s revolt agamst the "over· 
intellectualism" of modern thought; we have now 
to consider another and more characteristic phase 
of his thought-namely, the relation between Intel· 
lect and Intuition ot what, m the language of poetry, 
he calls ·• Love," usmg the word in a particular 

arfd significant sense. 
Ethics and Ph1losophy have always been con· 

cerned with the problem of how man's growing 
activity Is to be controlled and guided. Th1s search 
wr the ethical principle for the gUJdance of conduct 
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has led vanous schools of thought to different con· 
elusiOns Modern thought, deeply mfiuenced by the 
development of the physical and bwlogical sciences 
which represent a magmficent tiiumph of the 
human mind, has tended to regard the Intellect as 
providing a wholly adequate instrument for the 
guidance- of life's activities. Discussing the implica
tions of experimentahsm, as a philosophical atti
tude, Childs, an American representative of this 
school of thought, remarks: " Experimentally con
trolled experience is an adequate means for guid
ing and regulating human affairs, provided men 
develop the attitudes and the disposit10ns which 
the critical, constructive use of this method de
mands."! Not only the pragmatists like Dewy and 
Kilpatr1ck but also Russell and other scientific 
thinkers hold that all the complicated problems of 
the modern world-social, political, ethical and 
psychological-can be solved by releasing human 
intelligence from its bondage to superstition and 
obscurantism and giving It supreme command over 
our lives. 

lqj:lal here parts company with these thinkers and 
1Ch1ld's Educatton and the Phtlosophy of Expmmmtalryf{ 
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makes common cause With Bergson m impeaching 
contemporary thought and civilizatiOn for over
stressmg the Intellect at the expense of IntuitiOn or 
Love He reverts to this theme-the rela.twnship of 
Intellect or Khabar to Intuition which, in his poetry 
as well as his Lectures, he variously calls Ishq or 
.Na~ar. He begins with pointing out that there are 
two different ways of apprehendmg Reality, and 
each has Its special function and purpose m the 
directiOn and enrichment of our activity. Through 
reflective observation and. the control of the symbols 
of Reality, as revealed to our sense perception
and thzs is the functiOn of the analytic intellect-we 
grasp reality piecemeal, fixing our , gaze on Its 
temporal aspect. Through Intuition or Love or 
direct perception by the ' heart '-as Eastern poets 
and mystics have called it-we apprehend and 
associate directly with Reality in Its wholeness, as it 
reveals itself to us m an intuitive flash. We arrive 
at metaphysical truth, "not by exercismg the intel
lect but by paying heed to the deliverances of a 
faculty called Intuition." "The heart," says Iqbal, 
" is a kind of inner intuition or insight which, in the 
beautiful words of Rumi, feeds on the rays of the 
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<>uns and brings us into contact with aspects of 
Reality other than those open to sense perceptiOn 
. . It is a mode of dealing with Reahty m which 
sensation does not play a part [but] the experience 
thus revealed to us is as real and concrete as any 
other expenence. Thus it will be seen that the two 
are not essentially opposed to each other, for the 
one 1s the present enjoyment of the whole Reality; 
the other aims at traversing the whole by slowlv 
specifving and closing up the various regions of the 
whole for exclusive observation. In fact, Intuition. 
as Bergson rightly says, is only a higher kind of 
Intellect, through which we enter into and grasp 
the nature and meaning of reality as an indivistble 
whol(:, even as we appreciate the meaning of a 
picture or a symphony."l 

How is it, then, that Iqbal often appears to 
deprecate the importance of the Intellect? Is he an 
obscurantist who, failing to understand the signifi
cant role played by the Intellect in individual and 
social evolution, seeks to put back the hands of the 
dock of time? Why is he constantly exhorting his 
readers to return from the cold regions of an arid 

Lectures. 
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intellectualism to the warmth of Love and Intui
tion? 

)))it _(;~ucP'Jf 
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Do not seek guidance from the Intellect 
Which has a thousand wiles ; 
Come to Love wh1ch excells 
By the singleness of Its purpose ;1 

"Wilt thou tread the path of Love 
By the light of the Intellect? 
Wilt thou set out on the quest for the Sun 
In the Light of a ff1ckering candle ?2 

If knowledge is crooked and malicious 
It acts as the "great blind" before our eyes ;3 

1Paydm-J-MashruJ., p. 194. 2lb1d., p. 243. "]avid .Ndmah, p. 221. 
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Modern knowledge is the greatest blmd 

Idol-makmg, idol-selhng, idol-worsh1ppmg! 

Shackled m the pnson-house of phenomena, 

It has not overleaped the hm1ts of the sensible1 

Pass beyond the Intellect-post 

It merely lights the way; 
It is not the goaJ.2 

He utilizes a beautiful and striking similie to drive 
home its argument. 

'j-;~Ji~ ~X 1 '7-iff/ :. . 
'7-fi d1Jy:I~G-.J/ 

1T-/.0:t Ct~ {(u.;~4;(;~);_, 
Intellect hghts up the wayfarer's eyes; 

What IS Intellect? a lantern by the road-s1de ! 

The storms and stresses that rage Inside the house 

What does the road-side lamp know about them ?3 

Does all this imply that he wishes us to shun the 
guidance of scientific knowledge? A careful study 
of Iqbal's thought, however, concluswely proves 
that he is not an obscurant_Ist. His apparent belit
tling of the intellect is really a protest agamst the 
over-exaggeratiOn of its rOle m life. Viewed in Its 
proper perspective, Intellect and the reverent pur-

1Amir-z-Khudi, p 77 2Bdl-z-]zbnl, p 119 3/bzd, p 120. 
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suit of knowledge gained experimentally, command 
his respect In lllS Lectures he pomts out that " the 
intellectual effort to overcome the obstruction 
offered by it [the umverse] besides enriching and 
amplifying our life, sharpens our insight and thus 
prepare!> us for a more masterful insertion into the 
subtler aspects of human experience." He even 
goes further and argues that the conquest of Nature 
through knowledge has a deeper significance still, 
for in reahty all search for knowledge 1s essentially 
an act of prayer. The scientific observer of Nature 
is "a kind of mystic seeker, in the act of prayer." 
We revert, therefore, to the quel!tion raised above: 
Why then does Iqbal protest against the current 
exaltation of the Intellect? 

The answer to this questiOn must be sought partly 
in the current philosophrc tendencies and partly in 
the present socio-poht1cal situatiOn. Both have been 
so overwhelmed by the tnumphant matenalism of 
the age and by the achievements of modern science, 
as to ignore, if not totally to reject, the values which 
are associated with Intuition, with Love (in Iqb~'s 
sense of the word) and with Religious Experience. 
It is to redress the balance between these two com-
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plementary and significant aspects of human ex
perience which has been upset by the civilization 
of modern Europe that Iqbal so strongly empha
sizes the role of the "heart" in the understanding 
and direction of life. 

Intellect IS but a chain round the feet of this age ; 
Where is the restlessness of spirit that is minei ? 
Behold the Umverse With the eyes of Love 

If you will discover its secrets ; 
Viewed with the eyes of the Intellect 
It IS nothing but an illuswn and a m1rage.2 

As a philosopher concerned w1th achieving a 
complete view of Reahty, he cannot remain con
tent with the partial, one-sided, intellectualistic 
approach which only gives static snapshots of 
Reality and misses its flow and continuity. He is 
anxious to supplement that view through his intui
tive approach, through the "perception of the 
heart." As a thinker about the problems of the 

lJa~id Ndmah, p 3 2Payam-•-MaJhrrq, p 178 
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contemporary world, he is alive to the dangers of 
accentuating a mental attitude which has been 
responsible, particularly in Europe, for unprece
dented destruction and for the unashamed exploit
atiOn of man by man on an unparalleled scale. 
Intellect, uninspired by Love, and Science, uncon
trolled by faith m ethical princ1ples,-which intel
lect alone cannot provide-have given Europe a 
ruthless economic system, an unjust social order, a 
bitter conflict amongst groups and classes, a craze 
for armament<>, a perpetual threat of impending 
wars. All these things have made modern life full 
of hurry, strain, frustration and an incapacity, or 
distaste, for the qmet enjoyment of the genume 
fruits of culture The tendency to over-activity and 
over-organization in the interest of purely material 
and competitive pursuits has become so strong that 
Bertrand Russell, one of the keenest thinkers of the 
age, has been tempted to name one of his recent 
collection of Essays, In Prazse of Idleness I 

Iqbal's objective is to bring about a rapproche
ment between Power born of Knowledge, and 
Vision which is the fruit of Love or Intuition. 
"Vision without Power," he observ.es, "brings moral 
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ekvation but cannot giVe permanent culture. Power 
without VIsion tends to become destructive and 
inhum~n. Both must contmue for the spintual ex
pansion of humanity" He wants to bring home 
to h1s generation, drunk with godless power, the 
urgent need of subordinating Intellect to Love in 
order to ensure that the tremendous power which 
science has released and placed at the disposal of 
man will be used for humane and constructive pur
poses Like Gcethe, he looks upon Satan as the 
embodiment of pure Intellect which, in itself, is of 
great value but, without the guidmg hand of Love, 
may become an imtrument of terrible destruction. 
For this Satan he has a soft corner m h1s heart, but 
he realizes that unless the powers of Satan are wedd
ed to those of Adam, humanitv cannot achieve its 
full development His poems Taskhir-t-Fztrat (Con
quest of Nature) in Paydm-z-Afashrzq and Afukalzma
i-]zbril-o-lblis (Conversation between Gabriel and 

Satan) in Btil-z-]zbril, bring out this idea very 
vividly and effectively 

In his Lectures. he elucidated the idea m the 
following words :-

"The modern man with h1s philosophies of criti-
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cism and sCientific speCJahsm finds himself jn a 
strange predicament. His naturalism hac; given him 
an unprecedented control over the forces of Nature 
but has robbed him of faith in hts own future .. 
Whol1y over-shadowed bv the result of his mtellec
tual activny, [he] has ceased to hve soulfullv, t e., 
from wtthin ln the domam of thought, he is living 
in open confltct with himself, and in the domam of 
economic and poltttcal hfe he is l1ving m open 
confhct w1th others. He finds himself unable to 

control his ruthless energy and mfimte gold hunger 
which is gradualJy killmg all higher stnvmg m htm 
and bringing him nothing but hfe-weariness.,, He 
visuahzes the modern man eqmpped with Power 
but lacking in Vision) in these stnkmg and beauti
ful verses: 

?;~~y4·rl? 

k_:;~v:.~.:t6J~ 

k:;£?.,&~~ 

14V~(~!t) 
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Love is non-existent and Intellect bites him hke a snake, 
He has failed to bring Intellect under the sway of Intui

tiOn; 
He has succeeded m tracing the course of the Stars 
But failed to pick hi~ way m the domam of his own 

thoughts; 
He has got so entangled m the mazes of his Knowledge 
That he IS unable to judge between Profit and Loss, 
He has ensnared the rays of the Su11, 
But failed Lo hght the dark mght of his hfe ! 1 

This ironical position makes h1m deep[v con
cerned about the future of mankmd and in the 
preface to his last masnavi 3r ~~_,~\ c.-I ) j ~ G ~ '-"'~ 

(What Should the Nations of the East Do), he re
marks: 

~~9-'~;L-Jtp)/ 
qy-?)tjj)J(~~&b 

~i'~.l?d"/;-k.~!t 

:?'~ilJjlri'-J.t!J~~ ~ 

r/~){T~.~~Jf
~~v};-VWJu 

I am raising a new army from the domain of Love 
For there IS a danger of the mmd's revolt m the sacred 

Haram 

'Zarb-t-Kalim, p 67 
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I have chmbed high and subdued the Intellect ; 
'Tis an honour for it now to move around me ; 
bo not imagine that there is no reckomng for the In-

teUect; 
For the eye of the behever ever sits in judgment on it 1 

In response to my request to elucidate his position 
with reference to the meaning and relationship of 
knowledge, gamed through Intellect, and through 
Love or Intuition, Iqbal wrote to me as follows: 

~t.Ltt~.;~'"T-{Vinlw!Jlf.+{:-'~ 
~&-rJ12t.:::J~...{~l~~;W 
~-~~ifJ4;dL4Jtf4-~L9J~L 

-: .:rcfu.r·~~lr.lv.:~4-W.1d.!(, ( 
.-A~~·fi ~vJji.J(" 

~l:_0)(tl4-'J7~ifCf'tJ.')J,cc:~~?~rJ 
1Pas Chth Briyad Kurd, p 4-. 
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-:l.)jJ~IJfrd:.~J~~~Lcft;(-~? 

vf~r~)J~(f;J( J.~fo)l~l?-4-( 

v.1Jfi.if1Y)J.(i'i((.)'l~)f/'4-(;~::!..-Lt:JI}/ 

lrt~~~~J.~ddU-1'7-JA~~J~~d:--~ 
~~Lt:J.;..:::J(vif/:/J!. ~-~Ab~-.rl~ 

,_. 4-~yy::!-L(.;)WI~jj 
I haw· generally used the w01 d "knowledge " in the 

sense of knowledge based on the senses. It gtvc:-s man Power 

which should be subordinated to Religwn. If It is not 
subordmate to rehgion, 1t IS a Satanic force This knowledge 
is the mtroductwn to true knowledge, as I have pointed 

out m "Jawtd Namah" "The knowledge of Truth IS 

gamed first through the senses and then through dtrect reahz
at!On. Its ultimate stages cannot be encompassed w1thm 
consciOusness " Knowledge, wh1ch cannot be Circumscnbed 
within comciousness and which ~~ the final stage of true 

knowledge, Is also called Love or IntuitiOn. "Intellect. 
dtvorced from Love, 1~ a rebel (like Satan) while Intellect 
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wedded to Love, has divine attributes." A Muslun should 
try to convert such Knowledge, wh1ch 1s hased on ~t"mes and 
is the source of limttles3 power, to Islam, t c., ttamform th1s 
(unbehev~r) Bu Lahab uno (the perfect Morrun) Ah In 

other words, if th1s Po-wer IS mspired by rehgwn, Jt Is the 
greatest bles~ing for mankmd 

Thus 1t is Love, the intuitive perception by the 
heart, which gives meaning to life and makes the 
Intellect a source of blessing for mankmd ~ 

~~J~I-':jJf;;~Lt~ 

""""'LJ~ ~ v (;~J-1 

~LJ)~ ~,·.);;-:;_,.,. 

•Jf•·v L;r/vllliY..t' 

The flame of poetry is kindled by the mm1c of th~ 
heart1 

The beauty of this candle 1s beholden to the heart, 
Th1s dark house of clay~ which men t;:all the world, 
Is but a worn•out form, rejected by the temple of the 

heart 11 

He reverts to this theme ove1 and aver again m h>s 
poetry: 
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~};/:ufl.!JtJ; 

jf;Y,~JY0~~ 

.. !:f!. e/vJ tJJ~~~J. V_,(; / .. 
• . /• _, ., :. ~t': _, 

~.J~I ;(;.....:;, '-")? 

r;;:~J;JifJ;;;jY 

~~)_jff[}t;IC( 

~u:J;W~#o)tf 
The Intellect, whose impetuous flame burns up the 

Umverse1 

Learns from Love the art of lighting it up 1 

Pass beyond Intellect and grapple with the waves of 
Love's ocean, 

For, In the shallow rivulet of the Intellect, there are no 
pearls 1 

Ttll Intellect is blest by Love, 
It IS naught but a kaleidoscope of ideas I 
Love is the preceptor of the Intellect and the heart and 

the VIsiOn 3 

If there is no Love, religion and its precepts 
Are nothing but an idol-house of vain im<~gmings 4 

By failing to bring about a union of the essen• 
tiallv complementary values of lltn and lshq, the 

1Paydm-t-Mashrtq, p 156 
~Jdvid .Ndmah, p 4. 

2lb!d, p 203 
4Bdl-t-Jtbril p 4 
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East and the West have both suffered in different 
ways. The West has bartered its soul in the process 
of conquering the world of matter; the East has 
developed a pseudo~mystical way of thmking which 
has taught its people a false kind of renunciation 
and made them content With their ignorance, 
their weakness and their intellectual and political 
slavery. The hidden sources of active, spiritual 
energy have thus become walled up m both and 
ltfe has been impoverished ; 

~!J(f_;1~JI.;JJ/' 

.!:.;-4k'c~,fifcu~ 
The East perceived God and fat led to perceive the world 
The West lost Itself Ill the world and fled from God ; 

To open the eyes on God IS worship ! 
To see oneself unveiled is life I 1 

Iqbal's contention is that whether we concentrate 
on "Haq" (God) and Ignore "dlam" (world) or 
concentrate on the conquest of" dlam" and ignore 
" Haq" the result js equally disastrous. The two 

1Javid Namah, p 35 
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cannot be separated without doing damage to the 
fullness of hfe and the only way to gam them both 
is to bring about a fusion of Love and Intellect. 
When the cold, analytic intellect is suffused by the 
Warm, hfe-givmg glow of Love, It becomes the 
greatesl power for good, both in the hfe of indiVi· 
dual and of the community. 

When self is fortified by Love 
It becomes the law giVer to the world !1 

In Bdl-t-]tbril the same idea is expressed thus: 

When the self Ill fortified by Intellect. 
lt IS the envy of Gabrtel; 

If It IS fortified by Love 
It becomes the trumpet call of' lsrlifil. 2 

Again; 

1Amir-t-XItuJi, p 26 
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~,/() ~~trp}J 

~- f'_v:: J J)l~v- .il{. :JJ~":.) 
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J 1/J)t{J~~~ IJJ.Av.PJ~)fv~ 

J/.u~kL-0/;:?; 

art.:.J:~·+)1JJI 
If Vision IS the goal of the Intellect, 
It becomes both the path and the gmde ; 
Intellect elucidates this world of smell and colour, 
It nurtures the insight and emotions. 
It bnngs you to the stage of Absor,Pt10n and Ecstasy 
And then, like Gabnel, leaves you alone; 
Love never guides ally one to sohtude, 
Its very perceptwn of self acts as a screen ; 
In the early stages It yearns for fellow travellers, 
Ultimately, 1t means travellmg all alone.1 

1]dvid Ndm.2h, p 222 
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In the strengthening of Individuality which is the 
goa1 of Life, as also of education, Love plays a 
powerful role: 

~ 

+(~t;.../t:dJ---1 

~if:J IJ.(.N~.;~ 

~ltf)}Jf~-!~ .. J)~ 

;"~~)Po~;~ 

~~;,cft~K 
J}~IPf-1~"' 

The lurnmom pomt whose name 1s the Self, 
Is the hfe-spark beneath our dust. 
By love it is made more lasting, 

More hvmg, more burmng, more glowmg. 

Transmute thy handful of dust into gold, 
Kiss the threshold of the Perfect Man ; 
Be constant in devotion to thy beloved, 
That thou mayst cast thy noose and capture God.1 

Love brings about a concentration of powers and 
a heightening of their intensity and, in the case of 
certain great individuals, it results in a complete 

1Asrdr-l-Khudi, 18, 19, 23. 
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identification of the self with God's purpose. That 
js why great prophets and martyrs in the service of 
God transcend the limitations of ordinary mortals 
and achieve bewildering miracles : 

_,~~~~~'H-' 

ulfJfH~~_,~·~-~1 

JJLjL~.;(t;Lt_,~ 

JJ;-/Cf10(liY. 

,_,~ "~ _, J L/'[f!; 1,v·o 

~Ltf~£J" 

.Ji, '7--rJt? J:~f 
/ 

J~il-tcJ-'JL;!Y(}'; 

_,c:;:: Z;ft.I{:L .. !:! 
~~.~ .v; 

Love knows not the months and the years, 
Nor slow nor qlilck, nor the nearness or the distance of 

the path, 
Intellect bores a hole through the mountain 

Or goes around It by circumlocution , 
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Faced With Love the mountain becomes like a blade of 

grass, 
The heart become~ quick of motion hke the moon, 
What 1s Love ? An attack on the Infimte ! 
Departmg from the world without a ghmpse of the grave' 
Love, fed on oats, throws open Khaibar's heavy gate; 
It sphts open the heart of the moon; 
When it prays for selfhood from God, 
It becomes the rider and the world its steed.1 

In interpreting the inner significance of the 
martyrdom of Karbala, Iqbal points out how 
Husain, inspired by the highest Love-love for God 
-showed superhuman courage and endurance and 
was able to overcome the wellnigh insuperable 
forces of contemporary evll and untruth: 

~~:,Hct~~.~:;; 

~L4tg~(7~rf; 

~~~t0tcJ~I 
,./. ~. 

'P;JJJ?6~;? 

~;Jj?bij;;lcP 

~uJ{~itY!J? , 
~~J~/Ji 

. ~:. . ?t;;y 
? .J ~ J.YJ~lJ 

1 ]avid Ndmah, pp 17-18 
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Momin and Love are mutually mterdependent 
What is Impossible to us is possible for Love; 
The Capital of the Intellect IS apprehension and doubt, 
For Love, faith and resolution are essential; 
Intellect builds that it may destroy 
Love destroys that it may rehabilitate ; 
Intellect says "Live happy and content " 
Love says " Learn submission and achieve freedom " 1 

In its highest manifestations, then, Love brings 
about an almost incredible concentration and inten
sification of human powers and enables mortals even 
to overcome death (disintegration of self) and 
achieve immortality. This conquest of death by 
love is, for Iq hal, no mere metaphor but a pro
foundly important fact which education dare not 
ignore. His view is refreshingly original, differing 
fundamentally from the sceptical materialist, who 
scoffs at the very idea of immortality, and the 
believer who passively takes it for granted. In a 
letter to me he expressed this view emphatically in 
these memorable words: "If immortality is a fact, 
no educational system need bother about it If it 
is an achievement open to the Ego, no educational 
system-if it does not aim at training pure intellect 

1Rumu<;-t-Bekhudi, pp. 125-26 
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only-can afford to Ignore it." He points out in his 
Lectures that, according to the Quran, it is open to 
man "to belong to the meaning of the Universe 
and become immortal." It IS highly improbable, 
he argues, that a being whose evolutiOn has taken 
millions of years should, after a brief span of years, 
be thrown away as a thing of no use, but-and 
thzs is a thought-provoking remark-it is only as an 
ever-growzng Ego that he can belong to the meaning 
of the Universe. Personal immortality, then, is not 
one's by right; it is to be achieved by personal 
effort. Man is only a candidate for it. The Ego 
must continue to struggle until he is able to gather 
himself up and win his resurrection Thus it is the 
quality of our deeds which determines from day to 
day whether our Ego will become weaker and 
weaker and be ultimately dissolved and disinteg
rated or become more and more strengthened and 
disciplined for a greater career. " The unceasing 
reward of man," to which Quran refers, consists in 
"his gradual growth in self-expression, in unique
ness and intensity of his activity as an ego."! That 
is what gives to each action of ours an infinite 

Lfctures, p Ill. 
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sigmficance: it is not ephemeral but matters pro
foundly to ourselves and to others how we react to 
and perform our daily work. This is a view which 
stands for an essentially religious approach to life. 
In his Jdvid Ndmah he paints a vivid and stirring 
picture of the man of God (0=-- 5~) who achieves 
immortality by h1s forceful, courageous and self
affirming ego-activity in behalf of some great pur-
pose: 

.:.-'0rHt..d..::--" 

i~;lf1Z"~Jl (C/-.1 
·rf~~~~ 'f....... .. I (.) 

~{-JI~..--LAt; 
.f!t .P f' vJL'f1.Jt.f 1.1' Jl ~/ 

!~JtlJdJI.JIJ(t 
!JJJ ~)t~Lkt.!f(; 
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Lrfe rs strengthened bv subm1sswn and willmg obe
drence, 

Death IS naught but an illusion and a mu age 

The man of God 1s a tiger and death IS Its prey, 

Death is only one of 1ts many stages ; 

That perfect man sweeps down on death 
As the eagle sweeps down on th~ dove. ' 
The slave lS ever dying of the f~ar of death, 
Life becomes Impossible to hrm for fear of death ! 
The free man has a different attitude, 
Death only mvests h1m w1th a new hfe; 
He 1s regardful of Self, not apprehensive of death. 
The death of the free man JS but for an mstant. 
Pass beyond the death that 1s content with the grave, 
For such death is the death of animals and beasts.1 

It is this living nobly and dying nobly, m the 
cause of Truth and Humanity, that confers immor~ 
tality on man, the immortality which the Son of Ali 
won on the battlefield of Karbala. 

!~;0lXrhJI 

!Jf~~~;; 
~cj~-?J4ifd*~/ 
JP~1L-Lf'!~£Jf 

1Jdvid Namah. p. 217. 
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t.~.·:u.L-£r.:lt!..,6 

~J:L~~J~t· 
' .f' . R 
~riV1ob~--v.-

1M/.{~fk4'J 
~ji~J_,q~fi 

~~~;~xl ~~~~u-< 
The Momin prays to God for the death 
That is followed by resurrection. 
That other death the end of the eager quest, 
The last affirmatiOn of God's greatness on the battlefield. 
The wars of the kmgs are but loot and destructiOn 
The war of the Momm 1s the follow~ng of the Prophet, 
What is the jVJomzn' s war ? A migratiOn towards the 

Beloved I 

A withdrawal from the world and a seeking refuge with 

the Beloved. 
Although aU deaths are sweet fOr the lvlomw 

The death of Ah's Son i'> umque, mdeed! 
He, who has spoken the word of love to the nations, 
Descnbed war as the "ascetic1sm of Islam" 1 
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None but the martyr knows the Truth, 
Who buys this knowledge 'Nith h1s own blood 1 

Thus, in the vision of life which Iqbal's poetry 
opens out before us, Intellect, Action and Love are 
fused into an integral and dynamic unity which can 
even defeat the machinations of Death by making 
man's Individuality indestructible What a miser
able contrast does our ordinary educatiOn provide 
to the education which this great vision postulates! 

1Jduld Ntimah, p 218. 
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'THE CONCEPT ION OF GOOD CHARACTER 

IT is necessary for every system of educational 
philosophy to define clearly the type of human 
being which it aims at producmg, as the ethical 

value of any particular educational theory will 
depend ultimately on the quality and character of 
the individuals produced under its inspiration. In 
this chapter I propose to sketch briefly the portrait 
of the "good man " as it emerges from a study of 
Iqbal's writing-" the good man" as fashioned by 
the type of education foreshadowed in his philos
ophy. To some of the qualities necessary for him 
reference has already been made in the preceding 
chapters; we have to build up now a composite 
picture. It should, however, be, borne in mind that 
here also Iqbal draws all his inspiration from the 
teachings of Islam as he interprets them. 

Firstly, the good life must be a life of active effort 
and struggle, not <me of withdrawal or stagnation or 
slothful ease for "an hour of crowded glory" (in 
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Iqbal's particular sense of the word "glory ") IS 

"worth a life-time without a name." 

~~ t..rJL.rr~;, 
:. ~ . 
!-?51JI~~~~J 

~~~~/)..::; 

..'.,..; ..1' 

~ ~J IJ).J..::.--f.:.-0-' 

~_,};0W:-V~J}::_.;) 

--r:~~fl"" IJ~~J 
~;_.~)/(;.)J)-;;y 

t.J1c~J;fq,!JJ.j 
Would'st thou come into this transitory world? Refram! 
\Vould'st those come from non-existence mto existence? 

Refrain! 
If thou dost, don't lose thyself in space hke a spark, 
But venture out in the quest of the granary, 
If thou hast the lustre of the Sun, 
Set thy foot in the expanse of the skies. 

If ~hou hast a heart that can brave t~e arrow, 
L1ve and die m the world like the eagle I 

What do creeds, ceremomes and faiths ava1l in life? 
An instant of a lion's life 
Is worth a hundred years of a rat's I 1 

']avid Ndmah, p 216-17. 
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This activity must not~ however~ run into routine 
patterns ; it must be creative and orzginal; for crea .. 
tivity is the most valuable and distinctive gift of 
man through which he has been able to transform 
his crude world and fill it with what order and 
beauty it can claim: 

t;;C~V~ 

d~JJJ~~{::,..; 
It 1s ever welcoming the difficult, ever rejecting the easy, 
Ever creating, ever achieving new thmgs; 
It weaves a garment out of water and clay 
And creates the hands and feet, the eyes and the heart.l 

He lives his daily life in active contact with his 
environment and dynamically reshapes it to suit 
his purposes. This active quality of the gQod 
character is brought out with great power in the 
"Secrets of the Self," when discussing " the inner 
meanings of the names of Ali." 

1](tmd Nrimah, pp. 216-17. 
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d~J1•1 ~ i ' ~.) ~1--!()J((,fJI 

~J61J_~;J,~d ~~.(dj;--!~~ 
~~J!~;r JL ~ u ~;" ~·f_td : . 

• 

t:J. ~ .. ~~~_;~I d~~_,t;}J)I , 

h ··JG· .. ~ _,~) v-~1~ 
•• • )I"' 

'-..;.>J~Lt.J;t.f;~.,;~j 
. ~~ :. P~)IJ {, .. • :(/JY P~)r~Lr-G~i' 

I !. 0 I ... ... 
cr-}),).rtJ 10~ ~l/~·cl~~ 

.) {; J) JJ V.)1 ~y~ )~~hiJ_,h/ 
~ ;{/ . 

JL.../I~~_;(~yJ ()lf.ii~~~)J~J 
~~. j) {; / 

~~. ~ ... ~"' ) ') ~L JJ ~_,.) ) {)~~~) . . , 
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~d?:(J~J 1Y4 
~lMJ,;.;,;iJi 

~~~JJ"~J{j')'.;~ 

~!;~}(ln.>)l 

0)ty;JJI/<J~--' 
~~~~jj(jJ 

~s;J-&~/;.~J 
V 4- -:;)~I 1..:;'1_,1) J 

Whosoever in the world becomes a Bu Turab 
Turns back the sun from the west ; 
Through self-knowledge he acts as God 1s Hand, 
And in VIrtue of being God's Hand he reigns over all. 
If thou wouldst drmk clear wme from thine own grape!~, 
Thou must needs wield authority over thine own earth. 
Thou art soft as a rose. Become hard as a stone1 

That thou mayst be the foundat10n of the wall of the 

garden! 
Bmld thy clay into a Man, 
Build thy Man into a World! 
Unless from thine own earth thou build thine own wa1J 

or door. 
Someone else w11l make bricks of thme earth. 
Arise and create a new world I 
Wrap thyself m flames, be an Abraham! 
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To comply with this world which does not favour thy 
purposes 

Is to fling away thy buckler on the field of battle. 
The man of strong character who IS master of himself' 
Will find Fortune complaisant. 
1f the world does not comply with his humour, 

l-Ie will try the hazard of war with Heaven ; 
By h1s own s'rength he will produce 
A new world wh1ch will do his pleasure. 
If one cannot hve m the world as beseems a man, 
Then It IS better to d1e hke the brave. 

Life has only one law 
Life IS power made manrfest, 
And Its mainspnng is the desire for victory. 
Life IS the seed, and power the crop. 
Power explams the mystery of truth and falsc:hood. 
0 thou that art heedless of the trust committed to "thee, 
Esteem thyself supenor to both worlds ! I 

What an exalted and inspiring conception of the 
role of man ! How radically does it differ from the 
pusillanimity and the cramped vis10n that charac
tenze our educational system, subordinating 1t to a 
narrow and hfeless vocational aim ! In the following 
words of Baba-i-Sahrai, he exhorts the Mushms of 
India to strengthen then Ego, abandon their de· 

1Arrdr-z-Khudi, pp 53, 54, 55, 56, 57. 
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pendence on others and achieve a respected and 
self~respecting ind1viduahty: 

f~~/ftJ_,;f 
f ,;-.. 

o..:; ~u~~J~ 
c)JJ!/Jj~{..:;,;)P Jv!: 

~~{fb::1J;.f 
Glowing with the hght of self as thou art 
Make self strong and thou wilt endure. 
Since I am acquamted with the harmony of Life 
I will tell thee what 1s the secret of Life-
To sink into thyself hke the pearl, 
Then to emerge from thine inward solitude ; 
What 1s life but to be freed from moving round others 
And to regard thyself as the Holy Temple ? 1 

Secondly, the " good man " must learn to apply 
his intelligence increasingly to the exploitation of 
the forces of Nature, thereby adding to his know!~ 
edge and power. Without the fullest development 

1A.srdr-i-Khud!, pp. 73-74 
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of his intellect, he wil1 remain at the mercy of the 
forces which surround him and his activity will be 
limited and mconsequential : 

&j;1JtvjfY ~ v.:f1~ 

~_;#.~kr-JJJ 
~fi&/4o~;Jf~ 

(I;V~£v, (JJi+-!lf 
Intellect reigns over all bemgs of clay and light 

Nothing is beyond the reach of the God-given mmd; 
The entrre world bows to its eternal glory, 
The heart alone challenges its sway at every step 1 

The last lme gives a clue to the spirit in which in
tellect is to be used as an instrument in the service of 
action. Intellect does confer power on us but, as we 
have seen, this power can be ut1lized tonstructiv~y 
for the good of humanity only if it is guided and con
trolled by Love. This Love, however, is not a mere 
vague humanitarian sentiment; it is an active force 
which gives an explosive quality to Individuality 
when it is pressed into the service of worthy ends. 
It links him up with his Maker in a co-operative 
pursuit. The real motive force in the conduct of the 

Zarb-1-Kalim, p 34. 
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true Believer is that, in religwus phraseology, he 
lives his life in the name of the Lord, dedicating all 
his powers to the working out of His increasing 
purpose on earth, thus qualifying himself for the 
position of" God's Vicegerent." Iq hal gives a vivid 
description of this perfect individual, who has identi
fied his will w1th Divine Purpose : 

~JL~J~~; 
)lJ~Jf'~JI[f_-i 

~~~~)Pt 
~Y/.~t: 

He subordinates everything to God: 
His seemg and not seeing, his eatmg and drinking and 

sleep mg. 
In all thy actiOns let thy aim be to draw mgh to God, 
That His Glory mav be made mamfest by thee; 
Peace becomes an evil if its Object IS aught else ; 
War is good if its object IS God. 
Whoso draws the sword for anythmg except God, 
His sword is sheathed in his own breast.1 

1Amir-t-Khudi, pp, 70-72. 
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But this " fighting" in the name of the Lord is 
not necessarily fighting in the physical sense; m 
fact, it is so only in extreme cases of defence against 
aggression and injustice. It is, more truly, a struggle 
in every possible way, to bring about a reign of 
peace, justice and humanity in individual and 
collective conduct and often it takes the form of 
striving against one's own lower nature. This, 
accordmg to Islam, is ]zhdd in a very real sense: 

The Momin IS alive and at war with himself 
He sweeps down on himself as the wolf on the deer I 1 

With this high ideal before him, man sets out on 
the arduous course of self-affirmation, self-realiza
tion and self-development, livell a life of strenuous 
activity and thereby evolves his inner strength and 
richness. The development of the inner resources 
of his individuality enables him to rise to undreamt 
of heights, when he becomes the architect of his 
Fate and a co-worker with God in His plan. 

1 Asrdr-1-Khud£, p. 7. 
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'7f-=--t~%~JJ(f_,; 

1-f-~~~+J._,;~~!N-
Exalt thy ego so h1gh that God H1mself will consult 
Thee before determming thy destiny 1 

To achteve this posttion, it is essential that man 
should rate himself high, contemptuously refusing 
to make compromises with evil and falsehood or to 
bow down before any unjust earthly power, This 
challenging call to man's self-respect rmgs through
out Iqbal's wntings: 

t JV5t"J}Jtf/.:I(;/1.J(!J; 

~ J~!P_:(;~C..~JdJ 

t Jl-/¥.u'VCU:btL-1t~ 
kJJ-{L<.,?;d.~u/~ ... 
~).).),.!.;(.{ ~V.u~'-f;'~ 

~J~./J)~ f .J.J? Jr~~(l 
1Bdl-z-7zbril, p. 81. 
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Subservience to others IS a proof of the self's immaturity 
Rise superior to such leaning, 0 bearer of the cross ! 
How long wilt thou bow at the court of kmgs? 
Learn from thy God self-respectmg unconcern 
Love, inspired with courage, will one day attamits goal, 
When the busmess of coquetry will have lost its hold.1 

Thus, equipped with a concentrated and fully 
developed individuahty, with his faith not in the 
idols of gold or machines of iron but in himself and 
his God, man becomes an irresistible power for 
good, sharing in the creative act1vity of his Maker: 

~~J;vf{Jj{;; ~~~;~g-;A 
:.. • t. • 

~~~.-~(LPJt ~J)~~J-{r 

~ !;.J t1J.;fJ=-{~ /.o ~·J;·-+~r5nnf:JJJ 
Cv_,.-~·.,.),d,.,1~ 

~L) )f~7.£fJrJ 

PJt:,tJ)~~--~~J tb' (..;..) 

~ ~);.to/-!/; 

'?{} ((~~~;, 
1,(ubur-1-Ajam, pp. 174-75 
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The man of God 1s not dependent on Circumstances; 
Life is not a swmg of the pendulum ! 
If you are a Muslim, learn independence of others, 
Be an unmixed blessmg for all the peoples of the Earth; 
Seek not your hvehhood from the hands of the low-

mmded 
You are I ike Joseph , do not hold yourself cheap. 
" Spurn contemptuously the empire of Cams, 
Sacnfice your head but do not sacnfice honour." 
That man alone is unique who learns to know himself, 
That natwn is truly a nation which does not compro-

mise with others. 
Learn the meanmg of Mohammad's message, 
R1d yourself of all deities but God.1 

In order to develop such a character which has 
both sensitiveness and strength-sensitiveness to 
the good of humanity and to ideal values, strength 
in carrying out his purposes-there are three quali
ties which education, as envisaged by Iq hal, should 
sedulously cultivate: Cou.rage, Tolerance, and Faqr. 
Let us examine their implications for, and impact 
on, character. 

Iqbal believes that the cultivation of an attitude 
of courage is essential for the proper education of 
character. This education should be so planned as 

1Rumu;c-1-Bikhudi, pp. 183-88. 
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to e1 adica te all those influences wh 1ch tend to pro
duce an attitude of Fear. He considers Fear to be 
one of the most degrading and inhibitory of emo
tiOns. Just as Love strengthens the Self, Fear, 
which is the negation of Love, weakens it and be
comes the source of all kinds of corruption in the 
individual's character. The fear of the Lord, It has 
been nghtly held, is the beginning of wisdom But 
it Is equally certain that everv other kind of fear 
undermmes the joy of life, weakens the forces of 
action, and, when greatly accentuated, inhibits 
them altogether. It Is the parent of all the vices 
characteristic of the weak: deceit, hypocrisy, mean
pess, cowardice, and flattery Listen to Iqbal's 
uncompromising denunciatiOn of Fear as a moti~e 
force in the act1vit1es of life: 

ll J,).JJ~if.i~J1JJ 
~;~tu~~ 

./ 1-3 

t~~~j)l...fJ..I 
.f.' ,P 

~).Jtf.:..J 1 ~lrfJ IJf 
I 

Flattery, treachery, cunnmg and sptte 
Are all nurtured m the bosom of fear; 
Every htdden evil, nestling in your heart, 
Is the product of fear if you will rightly regard 1 

1Rumiu;-t-Bekhudf, p. 110 
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Modern psychology ha'l also revealed the signifi
cant fact that even those mamfestatmns which, on 
the surface, appear to be a parade of brute strength 
~e g .. bullying, tyranny, displav of military force 
~are, in reality, veiled and distorted expressiOns 
of fear. The exploitation of the weak bv the strong, 
the suppression of new Ideas, unjust legislation to 
protect the ill-gotten gains and privileges of the 
rich and the powerful, the armament race amongst 
the nations of the world-these and many other 
kindred phenomena of contemporary life really 
show that our entire civilization is dominated by 
fear and jealousy, which is fear's inevitable com
panion. Thus it is that fear undermines the charac
ter of the weak as well as the strong. 

Courage can be cultivated as an attribute of 
character by making~ Tawhid (Monotheism) an 
act1ve workmg principle of conduct which, accord
ing to Iqbal, imphes a rejection of all fears except 
the fear of God, a surrender of our will and pur
poses to His increasing purpose, and an attitude of 
manly defiance towards all other powers which 
may threaten to arrest our free development and 
the exerc1se of our legit1mate human rights. H1s 
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exhortation to our fear-dominated generation is: 

~·J~:,j;~'11? 

Ll.~b~l:J~~~; 

h L...J'J ~__; JJit,.;G 

Let love burn away all fear, 
Fear only God and live hke the lion; 
The fear of God IS the beginning of fmth 
The fear of others Is ve1led idolatry, 
Relieve yourself of the fears of others, 
You are a power asleep; shake yourself a wake 1 

In his Rumuz-z-Bekhudi Iqbal has discussed at 
some length how fear, despair and cowardice are 
the source of most evils, including the slowing down 
of the tempo of life, and how the doctrine of 
Tawhid, translated into practice, Is an effective 
remedy against them. 
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_.,...!~~?.Ji 
A1.i1f~L..:fi1 
~kJ4.J 0/;Jc)IJ.J( 

,c-1t?~(~uJ~Ja 

}j[jp)t.f.JI>W.J 

~v.~~J!f 
;o1);dJi";JJ 

~ (i-

' • I! l.f.v. / ~~~~~J-!/t 
Locked in the prison-house of fear that you are 
Learn from the Prophet the precept "Fear not.'" 
If you believe m God, free yourself from all fear, 
And all apprehension of profit and loss ; 
All fear, except God's, mhzb1ts act10n, 
It is a dacoit that Waylays the caravan of Life; 
When its seed is planted on your -soil, 
Life becomes mhibited from self-expression; 
Whosoever has understood the teachmg of Mohammad 
Has seen idolatry lurkmg in the bosom of fear 1 

" The essence of Tawhid as a working idea," 
lqbal explains, "is equality, sohdarity and free
dom " ; and when it becomes the guiding prinCJple 

1Rumit<;-I·Be!..hudi, pp 109-11 
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of conduct, it transforms miraculously the character 
and life of individuals and gives them a new sense 
of power, courage and self-respect. Addressing the 
new generation of youth, he asks them to realize the 
practical implications of this doctrine for character : 

~..:.J}.::.:f~ 4ti0J 
0 ~ctJfP(;_,; () ~~i?I.!Ji~-t:.J; 

~-1J.;l.,jWL..WL 

~;~Uir?~~~~ 

When they moulded thee of clay, 
Love and fear were mmgled in thy makmg: 
Fear of this world and of the world to come, fear of d~ath, 
Fear of all the pams of earth and heaven ; 
Love ofnches and power, love of country, 
Love of self and kmdred and w1fe. 
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-&, 
So long as thou hold'st the staff of "There 1s no God 

but He,' 1 

Thou wilt break every spell of fear. 
One to whom God is as the soul in his body, 
H1s neck is not bowed before untruth.1 

It does not require any extraordinary imagina .. 
tion or insight to perceive that the whole of our 
social life and our education are dominated by fear 
and devotion to false ideals. The children, m thei( 
earliest infancy, are terrified at home by Ignorant 
mothers and nurses and grow up timid and appre
hensive, not only of authority but of imaginary 
ghosts and demons with whom they people every 
dark nook and corner of their home. At school the 
sensitive, growing child often passes through a 
veritable reign of terror, afraid of his teachers and 
of the irrational public opinion of his fellows who 
are generally impatient of newness and originality 
and often 1mpose all kinds of silly, unnecessary 
taboos on all individuals out of the common run. 
In the College and the University, where these 
cruder forms of fear do not prevail: the youth is 
often under the tyranny of repressed emotional cond 

lAsrrir-t-Khudi, p. 4 7. 
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flicts which embitter his sensitive nature and check 
the freedom of his self. expression-conflicts that 
the teachers have generally neither the sympathy 
nor the imagination to resolve Add to this that, 
in the name of religion and politics and social con~ 
ventions, the right of free criticism and of forming 
independent judgment on some of the most vital 
issues and problems is denied to them in the interest 
of an unjust status quo, and they are taught not only 
to respect, but to be afraid of, every kind of consti~ 
tuted authonty. Is it any wonder, then. that gene· 
rations of our youth have had their character and 
outlook warped? They have been growing up with 
cramped natures, lacking initiative, courage and 
self-reliance. They are limited in their sympathies, 
narrow in their loyalties, and timtd m the forma
tion of their objectives. They are often fanatica] 1 

for tolerance and generosity of nature can only 
develop when the Self is courageous and strong. It 
is Love, in the sense in which Iqbal has used the 
word, which "casteth out fear" and, releasing the 
potential capacity for great deeds, gives an explo~ 
sive and dynamic quality to individuality. 
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~Y~J/~'-'l~ 
Jjl til .. ~ ( 
Oi~ • t.!.:J/.~t.Jft 

U;~)WJINY.Lj, 
When Love teaches the ways of self-respect, 
The secrets of dommauon are revealed to the slaves. 
The Faqir whose Faqr savours of the Faqr of Ali 
Is superior to Darius and Alexandar ; 
Courage and Truth are the attnbutes of the brave, 
For the lions of Allah are not subject to fear 1 

Contrast the timidity and repression of our edu· 
cational ideology and practice with Iqbal's defiant 
attitude and his counsel of" living dangerously" : 

Do you know the mner meanmg of God's Command ? 
"The secret of a joyous life is to live dangerously." 2 

This attitude is a standing impeachment of those 
who would prostitute education-or political policy 
for that matter-to the securing of soft jobs, who 
would be willing to sell their souls for a mess of 

1Bril-z-]zbrll, pp 82-83 •Rum•i~-z-Bekhudi, p 147. 
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pottage, whose highest ambition is to steal their way 
into a life of inglorious ease and servitude. He 
seems consciously to have such people, traitors to 
the spirit of Islam, in his mind when he points out: 

L?)")t)~1.y(~)!/ 

(.l'.JJY,L..it'..-J>~t) 1vi"i'-
Freedom and Death are the riches of the Faqir 
All these standdrds of silver and gold are meant for 

others ' 1 

and he warns youth, with its courageous idealism, 
to shun their example : 

if.:l~/~J)JU"IJ.Jt~J,Vd... 
t 1 .. ~.... • ,;,.; .... .,? 
(!;""i v .. ..J I J./.:Ji v I~(.)..J)v. 

0 h1gh soaung bird, death IS preferable to the liveli• 
hood 

Which chps thy wings and arrests fhght. 2 

The second quality which Iqbal considers to be 
an essential constituent of the good character' is 
Tolerance. lq bal has OJ. ten been maligned by ill· 

1Bai-•-J•bril, p. 89, 'lhrd 1 p 83. 
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informed critics for h1s supposed mtolerance, and 
therefore the emphatic advocacy of th1s quality by 
him may cause them considerable surpnse. But 
really there is nothing surprising m 1t, fur true 
Tolerance is an essent1al factor in any scheme of 
thought which lays stress on individuality. If mdivi
duality is to be developed to Its fullest extent mall 
mei_llbers of a community, intolerance will be 
suicidal as it w1ll lead to perpetual conflict and 
clashes and thus arrest the desired development. 
"The prmciple of the ego sustammg deed," he 
remarks, "is respect for the Ego m myself as well 

-as m others,'' which clearly Imphes that, unless edu
cation strengthens in us a sense of respect for others' in 
dividuality-thezr opinions and behefs, thezr thought 
and behaviour, thezr differences with us-our own 
will remain wa1 ped, distorted, incomplete. Jn his 
Bdl-z-]zbril, he gtves expr:esswn m be~uuful lines to 
his attttude of respect for truth and love for man
kmd, mstec:td of attachment to narrow sectanan 
loyalties and doctrmes: 
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The God·mtoxicated Filqir is neither of the East nor of 
the West, 

I belong neither to Delhi nor Isfahan nor Samarkand; 
I speak out what I consider to be the truth 
I am netther befooled by the mosque nor thts modern 

civilization; 
Fnends and strangers are both displeased with me, 
For I cannot describe deadly poison as sugar I 

How can a man who sees and understands truth 
Confuse a mound of earth with Mount Damavand ? 1 

But it must be clearly realized that this Toler
ance, which Iqbal preaches, is very different from 
the pseudo-tolerance of the man without strong 
convictions, which is become quite common in this 
age and is the result of an attitude of general scep
ticism and indifference, of not caring sincerely and 
passionately enough about any values or beliefs or 
ideals. Iqbal's tolerance is born of strength, not of 

1Bril-1-]1bril, pp. 34-35. 
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weakness ; it is the tolerance of a man of slrOIJg 
faith who, possessing fervently cherished convictions 
of his own, realizes that respect is due to those of 
others. Subject to this interpretation, Iqbal con
siders tolerance to be the basis of true humanity 
and the religious spirit : 

b(~~,.fcf/~( 

tr)0~;1PA 

rt:?J~~~}J 
UJLJ.),J);I~{/JJ) 

L ~IJ;Jt;()G~v.(J 

~ ~ ,..,. j 

- Ut?i,;JJ.JJI~/.Lt~~.? 

J/I~L~f~;J 

rJ~:);;;I(P;~ 

J~L-t;t:/CJJ;;/ 
~L(4j!i)JJ{J 

Religion is a constant yearning for perfection, 
It begins in reverence and ends in Love ; 
It is a sin to utter harsh words 
For the believer and the unbehever are alike children 

of God. 
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What JS humamty? Respect for man I 

Learn to understand the dignity of man ; 
The man of Love learns the ways of God 
And is benevolent alike to the believer and the un-

believer; 

Welcome faith and unfa1th ahke to the heart 1 

If the heart flees from the heatt, woe betide the heart 1 

The heart, no doubt, IS 1mpnsoned m water and clay, 
But the whole of the Universe 1s the domam of the 

heart I 1 

What an inspirmg gospel of tolerance do these 
lmes preach ! 

The third quahty, that of Faqr or Isttghna, ha~ 
come m for great stress in the later wntmgs of 
Iqbal. It is difficult to render it mto English satis
factorily became there is no one word which could 
convey its full and precise sigmficance. Its under
lying Idea has been fam1har to the .Eastern people, 
though m a somewhat perverted form, but 1t is 
somewhat alien to the modern thought in the West. 
What IS this Faqr? We have seen that Iqbal rejects 
the attitude of renunciation which he attributes to 
the influence of Neo-Platonism and pseudo-mysti
cism and he advocates an active way of life which 

1]dvid Ndmah, pp 241-42. 
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would lead men to the conquest of the world of 
matter. But while advocating this, he is keenly 
conscious of the fact that the highest aspirations of 
man are apt to become stifled bv the weight of his 
matenal possessions, that riches often arrest the 
growth and expansion of the spirit. 

t(fJ;.J.r:/fia:/tt 
The self-nspecting Faqr will soon have Its day, 
Long has the greed for gold and silver corrupted the soul 

of the West 1 

He is, therefore, anxious that while man is en
gaged in the conquest of his world, he should retain 
an inner attitude of detachment and superiority to 
his material possessions, for only then can he guard 
himself against becoming a slave to them and use 
them for the expansion, instead of the impoverish
ment, of his spiritual life and for the service, instead 
of the exploitation, of his fellow men. It is a kind 
of intellectual and emotional asceticism which does 
not, indeed, turn away from the world as a source 
of evil and corruption but uses it for the pursuit of 
good and worthy ends. It makes the good man a 

1Zarh-t-Kalim, p. 24 
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crusader of the spirit, as it were, who wields his 
Faq1 as a shield to protect himself from becoming 
contaminated by the corruptions and temptatiOns 
wh1ch beset him at every step: 

v:J~..::/Jfv,N.JfLtN-
• 

i ~;'7-~Jj~ f(Jt.~J 
In power, as m subjeCtlOn, Faqr 1s the ~h!eld 

That protects the pure-hearted 1 

In power, it saves him from an attitude of aiTogance 
and self-intoxication; in political subjection, it en
ables him to spurn the temptatiOns, bnbes and 
snares wah which a ruhng power always tries 
cynically to corrupt the integrity and character of 
a subject people. Iqbal further defines this Faqr 
by contrasting It with the renunciation preached 
by certain religions which advocate an attitude of 
escape or withdrawal: 

1 Bril-t. ]tbril, p 38 
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u,~foJJ)+.:r-/J.Jl? 

J'.lit:,C.£1/Lif.(J" 

_..; 

it~;vu~;;4.u: 
;/ 

b;JJJ/2-L../) 
The withdrawal from the world of matter 
Is not the end of true renunciation ; 
It means conquest of all beings of clay and hght; 
I wash my hands of thts Faqr of the ascetics, 

Which is nought but poverty and gneving; 
The nation that loses the wealth of Taimur's Courage 

Is unworthy alike of Faqr and Empire.1 

This true Faqr-of which the history of Islam 
provides many remarkable examples-1s very 
different from the false Faqr, born of weakness, 
resignation and lack of initiative : 

WLr?J.{.iar-G.;;JJ 
v~u~~;;..;J 

ti't~r-rt4;;..;J 
~J6.~fi~;;..;J 
iu',=-v-}Lr'~T-Jj' .. 

There IS a Faqr which teaches cunning to the hunter, 

There is a Faqr which reveals the secrets of dominatiOn ; 

1Btil-1-]1bril, p 64 
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There is a Faqr which make's natiOns humble and de
pressed, 

There is a Faqr wh1ch endows the dust with the attn-

butes of gold ; 
There is the Faqr, characten~tiC of Husain, 
Wh1ch IS the source of Spintual wealth ; 
This wealth of Husain's is the hentage of the Mushm 1 

Hence also Iqbal's contention: 

t,bt•L-1\l~t~~ 
This Faqr, then, mstead of being in the nature 

of a renunciation by the weak, becomes a source of 
incorruptible idealism and effort in the strong, who 
have the character to spurn luxury and temptation 
and refuse to be caught up in their snare. It gives 
the right intellectual and emotional tone to indivi
duality: 

e#V~~;/~bj 

~~~J~)~l(-4 
The objective of knowledge is the purity of the mtellect, 
The objective of Faqr is the purity of the heart and the 

v1sion; 

1Bdl-a-Jrbril, p 213. 
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When the sword of the self is sharpened on the whet
stone of Faqr, 

The stroke of a single soldier acquires the mtght of an 
army.1 

It should not be interpreted as a cowardly com
pensation for the poor, who are depnved of their 
rights and too weak to enforce their claims-for 
them Iqbal points to the injunction of the Quran: 
" And do not forget thy share in the world "-but 
as a saving grace in the rich and the powerful who 
must specially guard agamst the moral corruption 
which wealth and power bring in their train : 

~~ ~~,_;,~1~ D)(j~~~~~~{~ 
~~-; _,y5,_,;J 
b-~.J1;1;~;10;C 

/._,~·,w/~~ 

J/.J_,;u!f d ~y 
Even if you belong to the lords of the Earth, 
Do not forego the grace of Faqr, 
Many a man who understands truth and pussesses vision 
Becomes corrupted by an excess of Itches; 
The excess of riches steals compa•sion from the heart 
And substitutes pride for hum1lity 2 

1Bal-1-]1brU, p. 110. ']doiti Ntimah, p 242 
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The significance of this exhortation w11l be more 
keenly appreciated when we reflect that all great 
and worthy achievements m History have been due 
to individuals or groups mspired by this ideal of 
Faqr who sought thea satisfactiOn, not m the accre
tiOn of matenal posses~ions for themselves but in 
the selfless seivtce of some great purpose, and who 
Imposed a life of voluntary poverty and self-denial 
on themselves From the history of great religious 
leaders of ancient times to that of great political 
parties of todav, we find this principle consistently 
operative. Our educatwn, on the contrary, is de
signed, consciously as well as unconsciously, to instil 
m the minds of the youth an attitude of selfishness 
and to substitute for its charactenstic idealism and 
selflessness a mean desire to fight for petty JObs and 
secure them at the cost of everythmg else, however 
precious When in this mad struggle, a few manage 
to gain offices or a little of the nches of the world 
they lose thetr humanity in the process and the 
spirit in them turns into stone Hence Iq hal's 
indictment of the" classes" : 

t'~.,!J~JJ~r''f/ r~v,}'/.J;u-
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'rhe classes are beref( of vn tue and beneficence; 

Amongst the masses I have often found truth and sin
cerity 1 

He exhorts the growing generation of Indian 
youth to build a fuller and worthier life for them
selves in which high idealism, undaunted courage, 
a sense of justice and an attitude of Faqr find their 
proper expression : 

_.d"IJc)~~};J?~ 

~dlf?.l)~ 
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Hold fast to the ways of Truth, 
Rid thyself of the fear of kmgs and nobles; 
Do not forsake just1ce in anger or in joy 
In poverty or in affluence; 
Sovereignty is not achieved in this world or the next, 

•Jriv£d Ndmah, p 243. 
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Except through the perfect drsciplme of the body and 
the mind. 

Life is nought but the joy of soaring, 
The nest is not congemal to Its nature; 
Live, hard as the d~amond, m the path of rehgion, 

Concentratt" the heart on God and live without fear 11 

We are now in a position to sum up, m educa
tional terms, the character of the good man-the 
true Believer, the Momzn-as visualized by Iqbal. 
He 1s a man who develops all his powers and 
strengthens his individuality through active contact 
with his material and cultural environment. This 
strong, concentrated individuality, sharpened and 
steeled through a life of active experience, is to be 
ded1cated to the service of the Lord m Whose name 
he is out to conquer the world. But when the world 
lies conquered at his feet, he is strong enough to 
stand aloof from, and supenor to, the well-nigh 
irresistible temptations which weaken the moral 
fibre. Hts self-respect gives him courage and adven
turousness ; his tolerance and respect for the rights . 
and personality of others mak~ him sensitive to the 
claims which their common humanity makes on 
him In the pursuit of h1s ideals he is strong enough 

1Jdvid Ndmah, pp. 239-40. 
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to defy with contempt the vested mterests and 
forces which stand in the way of their realization. 
This is how Iqbal himself sketches the portrait of 
the true Momzn: 

;~ittr'v;tr4)(; .. 
~+JA~1:~?~~J:!1 
ibl!vi~}J;IJIJJI 
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Y.he hand of the Momin is the hand of Allah 
Dominant, resourceful, creative, ensurmg success ; 

Born of clay, he has the nature of light 
A creature wnh the attnbutes of the Creawt ! 
H1s heart is indifferent to the riches of the two worlds; 
H1s desires are few, but his purposes are great1 

His ways are graceful, h1s glance fascmattng; 

He is soft of speech but warm in }us quest, 
In war as m peace his heart and mmd are pure.1 

And in another poem he sums up his character 
more tersely : 

1Bcil-1-]tbril, p 132. 



He is a flashing sword against untruth, 
And a protectmg shield for Truth ; 
H1s affirmatwn,and negatwn 
Are the critena for Good and Evil ; 

Great 1s his forgiveness, h1s Justlce1 his generositv and 

Even in anger he knows how to be kind 
his grace, 

So emphatic is his insistence on these qualities 
that, for him, the real difference between a Momin 
(the true believer, the good man) and a k4fir (the 
unbeliever) is not a narrow theological difference 
but one of fundamental attitudes towards life-
namely, whether he does, or does not, develop all 
his capacities and use them for the conquest and 
the remakmg of the world in the name of the Lord : 

tJ/};o;~;Ju~~r 

~#~J~f( 
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If the Muslim is an unbehever, 
He can netther be a kmg nor a Faqn ; 

If he ts a true beheverl 

Even as a Faq1r he acts hke a king ! 
If the soldier IS w1thout faith, 

He relies on the sword ; 
If he IS endowed wnh faith 
He can fight wtthout armour; 

If the Mushm is without farth, 

He ts a slave to destmy; 

Endowed with faith, 

He becomes the destiny of Allah '1 
He expresses one aspect of this difference epigram .. 

matically in these words : 

<7-(V:Jl;.-1~~ /_:.)i 

[JL:..? GJvtv-'i'(Jd*Jct,. 
The unbeliever loses himself in the Universe 
While the Universe itselfts lost 1n the Mamtn :Z 

In the ]avid .Ndmah, towards the Verv end of the 

tBdl-l-)thril, p. 55'. 2Zarh-1-Kaiim; p :39, 
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book, is heard the Nida-z-Jamdl (the call of God to 
manhnviting htm to [he Good Life whtch demands 
simultaneously the full realization and apprecia
tion of the value of Self and its dedication to the 
service of mankind : 

) J~-!)~J)'-J,;if' 

?JX,;:~)f~ 
ll;;f~P.-;4--t! ~_,/~ 
,. / ,.I 

lt.J l:4~~k.) t)JJ ':{I 
Pass beyond the East and t:esist the spell of the West, 
All this old and new is not worth a barley-grain I 
The jewel, that thou hast bartered to the people of the 

dark, 
Is too precwus to be entrusted even to Gabriel; 
Life is self·regardmg and creates Its own assembly; 
Traveller m the caravan, go With all, be mdependent of 

all! 
Thou art brighter than the bright moon : 
Live, so that every particle may receive thy illumina• 

t10n.1 

1Jiivid Namah, p 230, Zabur•z·A;am, p. 184. 
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An important question may at this stage occur 
to all careful studer1t5 of Iqbal's thought: ·Is his 
idea:} of human character practicable? Can we 
expect frall humanitv, whose spuit is often unwill
ing and flesh almost always weak, to nse t6 the 
heights of selfless achievement and the nobihty of 
character which Iqbal prescnbes and predicts for It? 

Let us consider this pertment issue brieflv. 
Obviously it is not po·ssible to give any logically 
convincing or scientifically demonstrable proof in 
support of any position one may take up in this 
respect. It would depend ultimately on one's faith 
about the possibilities of human nature and one's 
interpretation of the tendencies that have been at 
work in the course of human evolution In dealing 
with this questiOn, we must remember that an ideal 
is always a finger-post; it points the dzrectwn of our 
actiyity and mea~ures the worth of our achieve
ment. It is never wholly attained but provides the 
motive force for our progressive movement towards 
it. We have, therefore, not so much to decide 
whether all men and women can actually attain 
the ideal but to judge whether the ideal itself is 
worthy of our devotion and service-the ideal of a 
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strenuous life which rejects self-indulgence and 
utilizes the resources of a fully developed indivi
duality for the attainment of great and noble 
purposes. It is only the incorrig1ble epicurean or 
the unbendmg deteq:ninist who would reject the 
ideal as undesirable or utterly impracticable. But 
there may be others whose doubts are based on 
psychological grounds-that is, whether human 
nature can at all bear the strain of living on such a 
high plane of thought and endeavour. Two con
siderations must, however, be borne in mind in 
peciding this issue Firstly, great human ideals have 
a powerful dynamic and explosive quality which 
has, in the past, successfully transformed not only 
the character of individuals but the destinies of 
whole nations. The remarkable flowering and ex
pansion of the Arab genius under the inspiration of 
the Prophet's teaching is one mstance in point. 
The recent reconstruction of the entire structure of 
social, cultural, and economic life in Soviet Russia 
-whether one approves or d1sapproves of it-and 
the heroic efforts to produce a new type of co-ope
rative, community-minded human being provide 
another instance Both indicate how, under the 
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impulse of a new and dvnamic 1dea, many of the 
obstacles wh1ch appear Insuperable to the .timid 
reformist fall away and hfe takes on a new mean
mg and a new direction. Secondly, we must not 
lose sight of the tremendous mfluence wh1ch a 
planned economic and cultural environment exerts 
on human nature, in comparison wah which even 
the effects of heredity seem less important DI-;cuss
mg the comparative significance of heredity and 
environment in the shapmg of human nature, 
Schmalhausen in his radical book New Roads to 
Progress raises the Issue : " What we want to know 
is whether social systems have been barbarous, pre
datory, fiendishly inhuman because 'human nature' 
is inherently and irremediably cruel and evil, or the 
other way around, namely, that men have proved 
themselves, thus far in human history, monsters 
of iniquity because the institutions that surrounded 
them in child~ood, as in maturity, superimposed 
upon their plastic and credulous minds a set of 
values, a repertory of habits, a theory of reality 
that limited human response, thus cultivating a 
type of personality that was under a cultural 
compulszon to be narrow-hearted and narrow-mind.,. 
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ed." After carefully weighing the evidence providC"d 
by the psychologists and the anthropologists, he 
comes to the conclusion that "man's instinct<; and 
impulses, his dnves and motivations, his mechan
isms and goal" are all profoundly affected, shaped, 
rearranged, given their orientation in socury, by 
institutions and forces that are infinitely more 
potent for good and evil than can possibly be 
imagined to be the case if men's pnvate Ego is 
presumed to be the centre and originator of human 
psychology." On the whole, even allowing for the 
impressive array of Galtoman evidence this view of 
the part played by society in mouldmg the charac
ter and conduct of the individual is qmte reason
able, though Iqbal would no doubt assign to the 
Ego a more important place than IS implied in the 
above quotation. He would, however, agree with 
Schmalhausen's further remark that "only with the 
conscious inauguration of a civilizatiqn and a culture 

that deliberately selects certain tendencies and dis
positions for general cultivation can we ever really 
know what the true relation is between the range 
of human potentiality and a favouring social en
vironment." He would also whole-heartedly endorse 
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the remark that ''there is much more talent and 

genius m the human society than any societ~ h:;~s (so 
far) providt>d conditions and incentives for evoking; 
there is immeasurably more humaneness in the 
human heart than any primitive or civilized en
vironment has yet tapped." Thus the achievement 
of human excellence is a matter both of the 1deology 
inspiring mdividual and collective conduct and 
the social environment provided for 1ts develop
ment. Iqbal fervently believes that a progressiVe 
interpretation of the ideals of lslam in the light of 
modern conditions and problems can provide the 
motive force and inspiration for a radical recon
struction of individual and social life, and that, m 
the social order envisaged by Islam, it is possible to 
set into motion incentives and forces which will 
orient its development in the direction of the ideals 
in view. We shall now proceed to consider bnefly 
the outstandmg features of the Islamic social order 
and study their Implications for Education. 





PART II 

EDUCATION AND THE SOCIAL 
ORDER OF ISLAM 





CltAP'l'ER I 

THE SOClAL ORDER OF ISLAM 

WE have so far mamly concerned ourselves 
With the education of the mdiVidual charac
ter as envisaged by Iqbal. But the indtvi

dualis only one pole of the process of educauon; 
the entire social order, mcludmg the world of 
Nature which environs it, is the other pole and the 
function of education is to bring about a progres
sive interaction and dynamic adjm.tment between 
them The school-using the term to mdude all 
kinds of educational institutions-is only one of the 
numerous factors which determme the course and 
direction of the individual's development; It is far 
more powerfully and irresistibly mfluenced bv the 
nature ·of the environing society and the ideology 
which mspires its group relationships and its social, 
political and economic life. We have, therefore, to 
raise another problem of fundamental importance: 
What is the conception of the social order implicit 
in Iqbal's thought? What kind of society does he 
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visualize in which his fully developed individual 
will oe able to play his part effectively, without 
being frustrated at every step by adverse social con
ditions? Or, to put the question m a more correct 
psychological form: What is the social order which 
will favour and stimulate the growth of such an 
individual? For, we must remember that the de
velopment of the individual does not take place 
in a vacuum or only under the influence of the 
academic atmosphere in schools; it is the result of 
all the various forces-natural and cultural-that 
play on him. In these days of all kinds of radical 
experiments in the reconstruction of social and 
economic life-from Nazi Germany to Soviet Russia 
-this problem of the social order is a very difficult 
and controversial issue But no account of Iqbal's 
educational philosophy will be complete without 
facing it courageously. 

In the attempt to analyze this social order the 
sources of Iqbal's inspiration must be looked for in 
the teachings of Islam. " Holding that the full de
velopment of the individual presupposes a society," 
remarks Nicholson in his preface to the Secrets of the 
Self, "he finds the ideal society in what he con-
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siders to be the Prophet's conception of Islam. 
Every Muslim, in stnving to make himself a niore 
perfect individual, is helping to establish the Islamic 
kingdom of God on Earth." Before analyzing the 
significant features of this society we might first 
dispose of a question which has often been raised: 
Is Iqbal's desire to resurrect the values of Islam a 
reactionary step, a counsel of obscurantism? The 
question demands an unbiassed and dispassionate 
examination of these social values and a mental 
readiness to take them on their merits- not reject
ing them merely because they are old and denve 
their sanction from religion, nor accepting them 
unquestioningly on the same ground, but evaluat
ing them with reference to actually existing social 
conditions and problems. As we have seen, Iqbal 
himself is always stressing the fact of change and 
the dynamic nature of human society : 

Movement IS the equipment of hfe, 

Movement IS Reality, rest is an Illusion 1 

1Bal-z-]zbril, p 171 
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But he has, at the same time, a due sense of 
lustor'ic continuity and is neither impatient of the 
past merely because it is old, nor carried away by 
anything merely because It is new. "We should 
not forget,'' he remarks, '· that life is not change 
pure and simple. It has within It elements of con
servation also. The spirit of man in his forward 
movement IS restrained by forces which seem to be 
working in the opposite direction. This is only 
another way of saying that life moves with the 
weight of its own past on its back and that, in 
any view of social change, the value and function 
of the forces of conservatism cannot be lost sight 
of ... No people can afford to reject their past 
enurely ; for 1t IS their past that has made their 
personal identity." fhis, however, is only a philoso
phical argument for not rejecting summarily the 
experience and institutions of the past ; for the 
acceptance and affirmation of Islamic institutions 
as valuable for the modern age he has more posi
~ive reason to offer When cnt1cized for narrowing 
down his vision from the world of mankind to the 
world of Islam, he replied : "The object of my 
Persian poems IS not to 'plead ' for Islam. Really 
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I am keenly interested m the search for a better 
social order; and, in this search, it is simply' 1m~ 
possible to ignore an actually existing social system 
the main object of whrch is to abolish all distinction 
of race, caste and colour." Since he is anxious to 
build a social order on the broadest humanistic 
bas1s in which race, caste and colour will not be 
dividing factors, he welcomes and preaches the 
social values of Islam because, accordmg to h1m, 
they constitute the strongest bulwark agamst the 
rising tide of racialism and national1sm and because, 
in their essence, they provide the greatest guarantee 
and hope of a society based on the principles of 
equality, social justice and human brotherhood. 

Before an analysis of the social order which Iqbal 
desires to bring into being, it will be useful to get 
some idea of the social order whrch held sway over 
Arabia and other Eastern countries before the 
advent of the Prophet; for it is only against this 
gloomy background that we can properly appre
ciate the revolutionary nature of the social theory 
offered by hrm to a world without hope. Iqbal 
describes the wretched condition of man before the 
advent of Islam in these words : 
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"Man, weak, oppressed and powerless, worshipped man. 
The powerful rulers of the world waylaid him and put 

him into fetters. 
The pope and the pnest, 
The king and nobles all combmed to exploit this poor 

victim. 
Slavery had so degraded him that 
"The music m his flute had turned into blood."1 

A modern European historian of civilization has 
also given a vivid description of the state of the 
civihzed world about the time when Islam appeared 
on the stage of history. Iqbal quotes him with 
approval: 

" It seemed then that the great civilization that 
it had taken four thousand years to construct was 

1Rumuz·t-BI!khudi, p 119 
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on the verge of destruction and that mankind was 
hkely to return to that condition of barbarism w'here 
every tnbe and sect was against the next, and law 
and order were unknown. The old tribal sanctions 
had lost their power ... The new sanctiOns created 
by Christianity were working divisions and destruc
tion instead of unity and order. It was a time fraught 
with tragedy ... Was there any emotiOnal culture 
that could be brought in to gather mankmd once 
more into unity and to save civilization ? This 
culture must be something of a new type, for the 
old sanctions and ceremomals were dead, and to 
build up others of the same kmd would be the work 
of centuries " 

The writer then goes on to argue that the salva
tion of the world, at that juncture, depended on 
the emergence of a new culture that could replace 
the existing " throne-cultures " whose systems of 
unifications were based on the blood-relation and he 
notes with amazement that such a culture should 
have arisen m Arabia. But Iqbal makes the illuml
nating observation that " there is nothmg amazmg 
in the phenomenon The world-life intuitively sees 
its own needs and at critical moments defines its 
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own direction It is only natural that Islam should 
have <flashed across the consciousness of a stmple 
people untouched by any of the existmg cultures 
and occupying a geographical position where three 
continents meet together." 

Let us now try to understand the outstanding 
features of this new social and cultural order wh1ch 
emerged triumphantly at this critical juncture in 
the history of the world. Iqbal points out that the 
social order of Islam "finds the foundation of world
unity in the principle of Tawhid (fatth m the Umty 
of God) and Islam as a religion 1s only a practical 
means of making the principle a living factor in the 
intellectual and emotional life of mankind. It 
demands loyalty to God and not to the thrones. 
And since God 1s the ultimate spiritual basis of all 
life, loyalty to God virtually amounts to man's 
loyalty to his own ideal nature " The ethical and 
psychological change involved in this new vision is 
tremendously significant because it implies the 
recognition of the infinite worth of everv individual 
in the Kantian sense, and the rejection of blood
relatiOnship as the basis of human umty-blood"' 
relatiOnship which m the words of Iqbal is essen-
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tially "earth-rootedness." "The search for a purelY 
psychological foundation of human unity becomes 
possible," he explams, ''only with the perception 
that all human life is spmtual in its origin. Such a 
perception is creative of fresh loyalties without any 
ceremonial to keep them ahve and makes it possible 
for man to emancipate himself from the earth." 
Thus the principle of Tawhid, viewed psychologi
cally, seeks to restore to a torn and divided world 
its integral unity and offers an intellectual impetus 
towards the resolution of those dualisms which have 
always tended to arrest the development of thought. 
It also brmgs in its wake, as it actually did m the 
early period of Islamic history, a new sense of 
freedom and courage and release from various kinds 
of Irrational fears and superstitions. lt provides a 
rallying point for the diverse interests and groups 
comprised within the Islamic Society. But Iqbal 
deplores the fact that "the pure brow of Tawhid 
has received ... an Impress of heathenism and the 
universal and impersonal character of the ethical 
ideals of Islam has been lost throt1gh a process of 
localization. The only alternative open to us then 
is to tear off from Islam the hard crust which has 
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immob1hzed an essentially dynamic outlook on life 
and~ to rediscover the origmal verities of freedom, 
equality and solidarity with a view to rebuild our 
moral, social and political ideals out of their original 
simplicity and universality." In his Rumuz-i-Bekhudi, 
he elucidates the implications of this principle : 
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What is it that infuses one breath in a hundred hearts ? 
This is one of the secrets of faith in Tawhid. 
Be united and thus make Tawhid visible ; 
Realize its latent meaning in action; 
Faith and Wisdom and Law all spring from it, 
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It is the source of strength and power and stabibty; 
Its power exalts the nature of man 
And makes htm an entirely new being; 
Fear and doubt d1e out; actwn becomes ahve. 
The eye beholds the heart of the Umverse, 
"There is no god but God "-th1s 1s the cap1tal of om 

life; 
Its bond umtes our scattered thoughts.1 

The extraordinary and remarkable personality 
of Prophet Muhammad provides another important 
focus of loyalties for the growing pohty of Islam 
and this emotional concentration is a powerful 
means for transforming the Muslims into a vital and 
unified community: 
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1Rumu;:,-t-Bt!khudi, pp. 105, 182-83 
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"Prophethood 1s the bas1s of our orgamzatwn, our . 
rel!gwn and our law. It creates umty m ou1 d1versity 
and makes us into a v.ell knit commumty, wh1ch IS 

meant to bring a message of peace for mankmd If we let 
go our hold of th1s unifying hfe-gJVmg conceptiOn, 
1t means our death as a natwn, for, it 1s th1~ centre 
wh1ch has g1ven us a dynamic umty of outlook and 

purpose." 1 

But the real significance of Muhammad's pro
phethood lies in the nature of the message which 
he offered to mankind, enslaved in cruel bonds of 
its own making-a message of freedom, social 
equality and human brotherhood, an affirmation 
for the first time in history, in unequivocal terms, 
of complete equality of social status and legal rights. 
It restored to the full status of citizenship those who 
had been deprived of their human rights on grounds 
of race or colour or sex or social and economic 
circumstances. It was a hvmg faith in social demo-

'Rumitz·t-Bekhudt, pp. 116-17 
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cracy so far as it could be practicable at the time. 
To the priest-ridden, wealth-dominated world, 
div1ded into numerous warring cliques, it gave a 
new set of values and offered liberation to mankmd, 
particularly to the poorer and the oppressed classes 
which had been kept under suppression by the 
exploiting rich and the usurpers ofpohtical power. 

He pomts out how 1t rendered back to the people 
their natural rights, ra1sed the status of the workers 
and weakened the power of the usurpers. The Idols 
were broken and a new hope surged in the heart of 
man. Freedom agam came into lts own-freedom 
of the body and of the mind : 

" L1berty took its birth from its exalted teaching, 
This sweet wine dripped from its grapes ; 
It was impatient of invidious distinctions, 
Democracy was 1mphc1t in its being; 
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The modern age, wh1ch has kmdled a hundred lamps, 
Has opened Jts eyes in 1ts lap "1 

Th'is assertion of social equality and justice, th1s 
holdmg of the scales even between the rich and the 
poor, between the powerful a11d the weak, was 
largely reahzed in practice. It was embodied in 
religious observances and everyday social practices, 
and the history of Islam is full of incidents in which 
the rights of the ordinary man were triumphantly 
vindicated against the might of powerful advers
aries. Iqbal narrates the story of Sultan Munid who 
had the arm of an architect amputated because his 
work had failed to please him. The architect filed 
a suit in the court of the Qazi agamst this cruelty, 
saying: 

" The ~lushm, though a bondsman, 1s not mfenor to 
the man who JS free, 

Nor is the Kmg's blood redder than a mason's." 

Qazt sentenced the Emperor to the penalty pre~ 

scribed m law. Thus: 

1Rumit<.·J-Bekhudi. p 120. 
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The ant tnumphed over Sula1rnan' 
Behold the power of the Prophet's law; 

The master and the slave 
Are equal before the law of the Quran. 
Nor has the s1lk carpet supenonty over the mat. 

211 

Thus the social order, contemplated by Islam, 
throws the we1ght of its leg1slation and 1ts sanctwns 
towards redressing injustices and inequalities and 
tends to side with the weak agamst the strong By 
its essentially democratiC spmt and by cuttmg 
across the social and economic diviSions of soctety 
it has always made for rhe mobility of social inter
course and arrested the stratificatiOn of society into 
mutually exclusive groups. Any social order which 
rejects or ignores these conditions of social health 
would militate agamst the vision of society imphcit 
in Iqbal's thought. 

On the political side, this social order defimtely 
rejects the claims of racial and geographical factors 
to dictate and circumscribe people's loyalttes. The 
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exaggerated modern emphasis on territonal nation
alism and aggressive patriotism is mischievous be
cause it cuts across the international outlook of 
Islam and disrupts the essential solidarity of man
kind. It strikes at the root of political sanity and it 
has been directly responsible for the bloodshed, 
destructiOn and unjust persecutions wh1ch embitter 
the present political situation. Iqbal looks upon 
geographical and racial groupings as, at best, a 
temporary and makeshift type of political organiza
tion and, at the worst, as responsible for all sorts 
of political evils, oppressions and conflicts. One of 

I 

his betes noires is Macchiavelli who raised the State 
to the position of an absolute deity and openly 
preached the subordination of moral and ethical 
principles to political expediency: 

~~;~_,_,1~~ 
~ ~-;,·I_,~JC_, 
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.. -

~_,;/l.J(y' __z_,JP 
~~h~}Jj:~ 

That Florentme worshipper of Untruth, 
'Blinded the eyes of man with his antimony. 
He wrote a new code for the guidance of rulers 
And sowed the seed of wars in our clav. 
l..Ike Azar his occupations was idol-making, 
His Wit conceived 'many new patterns 
His rehgion made the State into a deity 
And presented what was evil as good. 
He kissed the feet of this detty 
And tested truth on the 'Cntenon of profit ! 1 
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The permc1ous practice of subjecting all values 
:and loyalties to the interests of a particular race or 
nation has been vigorously revived by the reaction
hry political systems of Fascism and Nazism. Con
demning all such tendencies, Iqbal says: 

.J/#)/ ..:;),~~./. 

.PL:/J" yl_; J LJ ~ t) 

.JJ ,_,/ .::-J'}J £ ~ L{.Jl 
PlYJ'c}i.JJ_,[ 

1Rumuz-1-Bt!khudi, p 134. 
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They have undermined foundatwns of brotherhood 
And established natiOnality on the basis of the country; 

When they made this Idea the assembly's lamp, 
Mank.md split up into warring tribes; 
"Humanity" became but a legend, 

Man became a stranger to tnan: 
The soul fled f'rom the bodvl 
Only tht" outer forms remained, 

Mankmd disappeared from the earth, 
Only separate nations remamed 1 

And the consequences of worshipping these idols 
of race, colour and nation are too obvious to n~ed 
any detailed examination. We are living to-day in 
a veritable hell of. their making. 

'Rum1i;;-1-Bekhudt, p 133 
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'1'he thou~ht of man ~~ ever making and wor'h1ppmg 

idols, 
F.ver In the q\lest for new forms ; 
He has again revlVf'd the traditiOns of A-tar, 
And fashioned yet another deity ; 
This deity is gratified by the sheddmg of blood, 
lt IS variously na'n'led as Colour and Race and Country 
Mankind has been slaughtered like sheep 
At the altar ot this inauspicious !doll 

As against these forces which exploit hatred and 
provoke antagonisms, Islam seeks to base the com
munity of mankl.nd not on geographical accident"> 
but on belief in one God and, consequently, in the 
brotherhood uf man as a practical working idea. 
Such an tdea alone, he urges, can act as a centri
fugal force and break down the division of mankind 
into militant camps. From the political and secular 
point of v1ew, Iqbal interprets the Islamic society 
as a social order 'Open to all those who would 

'Rutmlz-i-Btkhudi, p 163. 
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renounce the worship of the race-and-nation idea 
and ·acknowledge one another's personality as 
sacred. Hence the categorical rejection by the in
ternationalism of Islam of all terntonal or racial 
patnotisms : 

~(!V~'r1-~~ 

~&tc!L.r:»'Pf 
J...;i.!J/JJ~}J 

~4~J~H( 
JJL-0.JtJI'~..:-JJ 

Our heart Is attached neither to Syna nor Turkey nor 

Its birth-place is nought but Islam; 
Ind, 

Thou art a Muslim, do not bmd thy heart to any 

country, 
Do not lose thyself in this world of dissensions; 
Win over the heart, for within its wide expanse, 

Th1s en tit e caravanserai of water and clay can lose 

1tself.l 

And, he further explains how the move of the Pro
phet from Mecca to Medina and making it his 
home suggests that mere geographical ties meant 

1Rum1l;:-r-Bekhudi, pp 129-30 
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nothing to him and should mean nothing to the 
Muslims. 

u:JL;)~~L~ 

P)ui(~AJ'if!. 

.t_,L~JJk 
• I • 

);/ r~;·_,_;;/ 
)~)~~? 
J.:~WJ(-' ~ A 

p_, ~1~o7~~.1r' 
• ,,.,; I .- ~• • / 

~l.;l~'f(j::'.JI~ 

The Prophet m1grated from hts btrth-place1 

He thus revealed the secret of the Muslim's nationalism; 
Hts forestght established a world-enctrclmg community 

On the foundations of the "Kahma '' ; 
By the grace of hi:; overflowing bounty 
The whole earth was for us made a mosque 1 
Live in the ocean like the fish, 
Freed from the fetters of Iocahty 1 
He, who frees htmself from the prison house o( directions1 

Becomes all-pervasive hl{e the sky.1 

It is hardly necessary to point out thatf in this 
1 Rum1I~-~-Bekhudi, p. 13t 
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teject10n of the idea of territorial nationali~m, Iq ba 1 
is itl accord with some of the greatest and most 
progressive thinkers of the modern age who believe 
that, unless there is a reorientation of political 
lovaltJes and the world is organized for peace, edu· 
cation and other soc1al influences will fad to pro· 
duce any far•reaching and fundamental change for 
the better. ' 

This raises a question of constdetable interest: 
What is Iqbal's attitude towards·patriotism, which 
has always been held up as a virtue-which educa .. 
tion shou]d try to inculcate? Patriotism as an un• 
compromising political creed which be]ieve.s in 
'' My Country-right or wrong ' 1 and which fails 
to give due reeognition to the wider claims of 
humanity is obviously repugnant to the spirit o( 

internationalism for whtch Islam stands and which 
Iqbal advocates. But patriotism as love for the best 
that one1s own country or group has achieved, as 
an appreciation for one's peculiar cultural values 
and contribution is a sentiment of great value. 
Iqbal has been wrongly accused by some critics of 
a lack of patriotism As a matter of fact, he values 
genuine patnotisrn so highly that, in his ]avid 
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Ntimah he reserves the severest tortures of hell for 
Mir ]Mar of Bengal and Nawab Sad1q of D~::ccan 
who were traitors to their country and, siding with 
foreigners, helped them to deprive it of its poli6cal 
liberty. He describes them with passionate feeling 
as a " disgrace to their country and their religion 
and to the whole of mankind " Hell itself is un
wming to receive them and the poet relegates them 
to the worst possible place-Q.ulzum·l·Khunin(Ocean 
of Blood) in Falak-i-,?_uhal. 

In the form of a conversation between ,(inda Rood 
(The Livmg Stream) and Sultan Tipu he gives 
fervent expression to his burmng love for the 
country: 

V~-';d~rfA 
lyJv~)'~1-eJ~JJfr 

~I ~J-~~~Jt(.t~Jf 

ff~rrfii ()J:.1j I) I ;j 
'/ 
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Speak again of the country of lrtd-
aWhose blade of grass ts more precious than a garden, 
Who~e mosques are stlent hke the grave, 
Whose temples are cold and Without fire, 
For whose love our heart still bleeds1 

Whose memory is dear as hfe Itself. 
Imagine its sorrow from the depth of our grief
Alas for the beloved who knows not the lover.1 

And in his .Zarb-t-Kalim, in a poem of arresting 
beauty Shu'd-i-Ummid (The Ray of Hope) he speaks 
of India in these loving words : 

!J.-~~uf!CJ~~ f.~~KJ.t-0.0v 
~~;~~~/(;;~:; 

~t.~,~_;p;t1z.Ld

~?~~-7-Jt~"(Y' 
! Ad~,,,_,.. 1·• ,/ .:' 
"-:";rtv v-' .:r-~~,.J )~ 

:¥4-~~1(.::-)ti 

J~~oln!.!~"/P 
j ~tt(f~Jvt~An 

I •' 

~)if~)~~/~ 
~41l'Ji!J~.Ji!d 
~~;~~~~/ 

']auid.Namah~ p 212. 
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Th1s IS the land, centre of the hopes of the East, 
This IS the land, watered by Iqbal's tears; 
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Thts is the land, bght of the eyes of the moon and stars, 
Whose shells are precious as the finest pearls; 
From this land have emerged those profound thmkers 
For whom even Morm-tossed oceans are shallow, 
The musical stnngs that warmed the assembly's heart, 
Are now, alas, sllent and unthrummed; 
The Brahman is asleep on the threshold of the temple, 
The Mushm laments his fate under the arch of hts 

mosque; 
Turn away neither from the East, nor from the West, 
Nature beckons you to turn every N1ght into Day.1 

This social order, again, does not-like the Chris
tian ideal of education and of society-stand for 
an" other-worldiy Weltanschauung, a theory of saint
liness that believes in torturmg the body and be
devilling the mind in behalf of soul's salvatiOn". 2 

It is not indifferent to the world of matter but, as 
we have seen already, lt seeks to exploit it vigor
ously for its own objectives and purposes. While 
both these social orders are indeed inspired by the 
desire for the '· affirmation of the spiritual self in 
man", the Christian theory advocates a turnmg 

1-?::arb-1-Kaitm, p. 107 

~Schmalh;msen, New /?oads to Progress, p. 6:l. 
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awav from the matenal wo1 ld and is anxwus for 
the ".revelation of a new world m rhe soul of man." 
Islam, on the other hand, boldly says "Yes" to the' 
world of matter and accepts it with all its limita
tions and risks Islam does not, as we have seen, 
regard the ideal and the real as two oppos
ing forces which cannot be reconciled. It is the 
" mystenous touch of the ideal that ammates and 
sustams the real, and through it alone we can dis
cover and affirm the ideal. The life of the ideal 
consists not in a total breach with the real which 
would tend to shatter the organic wholeness of life, 
but m the endeavour of the ideal to appropriate 
the real wnh a view eventually to absorb it and to 
convert it into itself and to Illuminate its whole 
being." 1 This difference in the outlook of the two 
social orders accounts for their respective attitude 
towards science. In the days of its unquesnoned 
ascendancy, Christiamty frowned upon science and 
tolerated a great deal of the persecution of the 
scientific spirit carried on in its name with the re
sult that, in the early Middle Ages, Europe found 
itself plunged into intellectual darkness The ovili-

1 Lectures, p 9 
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zat10n of Islam, on the other hand, stunulated and 
· encouraged the pursuit of SCience to a remarkable 

degree, so much so that, accordmg to Btiffault, 
the famous h1storian of civilization, "science IS the 
most momentous contribution of Arab civihzanon 
to the modern world. Nowhere is th1s [z e. the 
decisive influence of Islamic culture] so clear and 
momentous as in the genesis of that power wh1ch 
constitutes the distinctive force of the modern world 
and the supreme source of its victory-natural 
science and the scientific spirit." 

It IS, therefore, essential that the social order of 
Islam should actively exploit the forces of modern 
science and thereby gain effective control of its 
material environment-the 'Alam+Afaq. Iqbal 
makes it quite clear in his Rumuz-z-Bekhudi that the 
strengthening and fulfilment of national life is im
possible without the fullest development of science 
and its utilization for its growing and expanding 
purposes: 
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~-:~.~~)~0~1 
... ~!;(_;~ 
~u)_..-t ... 

~(9';ctJY,lP 

v;~;Cu;j/ 
.. .. .. 

~·v..ld..!-V-Jl 
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/ 
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q~it~l/fr .. . 
Whoever conquers the world of matter 
Can build a world out of a speck of dust; 
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The hills and the deserts, the nvers, the plains-
They are all means of educatiOn for those with a viswn. 
You, who have been put to sleep under opium•s narcotic, 
Regard thts world of cause and effect as contemptible! 
Its purpoS<' 1s the expans10n of the Mushm's ego, 
And a testmg of hts hidden poSsibilities. 
Conquer it, or it may conquer you 
And hold you as the flagon holds the wine ; 
That through the control of all tts forces 
Your mamfold capacitie,s may attam perfectiOn, 
That man becomes the vicegerent of God, 
Laymg down the law to all the elements. 
Dip your hands m the blood of the mountains, 
Extract the bright pearls from the bosom of the sea ; 
Take from the Sun its bnght lustre, 
And from the flood the lightnmg that tllumines the 

palace. 
Press mtelhgence to the service of your quest; 
Conquer the world of the matter and the spirit ; 
He who controls the world of matter, 
Can ride over the chanot of hghtnmg and heat! 1 

Can there be a more passionate advocacy of 
science as an essenttal factor m the organizatiOn of 
education and of life? Iqbal insists on it so strongly, 
because one of the main causes which have been 
responsible for the later decline and decadence of 

1Rumuz-i-Bekhud1, pp. 165-168. 
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the Muslim peoples Is their neglect of science which 
has ~.rrested their intellectual growth and weakened 
their pohtical and economic position which, in the 
present age, IS mainly dependent on scientlfic 
power. EducatiOn must, therefore, endeavour to 
make good this deficiency. 

Lastly, this social order must be a dynamic order, 
keenly alive and responsive to the fact of change 
and the formatiVe forces that are playing on it 
constantly. Like some other great thinkers of the 
age, Iqbal realizes clearly that life is constantly in 
a state of flux ; it is perpetual change or motion. 
He brings out this idea through the words of Tipu 
Sultan addressed to the nver Kaveri : 

~c:i~JJPtv3r 
~h!.lf ~~Ail; 
,. .. . ... 

J).J~.) .~I_,~ ~-'J--fJ.) 

·~· ~~ / .. ?tJ 10: :/{ 
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You and I are but waves m the stream of hfe; 
Everv mstant this Unive~:se is m'flux; 

Life 1s changmg at every mtake of breath, 
For it 1s ever on the quest for a new world! 
The web and woof of every bemg 1s from motion ; 
All this urge for growth is derived from mot10n ; 
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L1ke the wayfarers, the courses, too are m motion, 
Evervwhere there is motiOn, apparent, or revealed. 
The caravan and the camel, the desert and the oasts, 
Whatever you see is restless wtth the pam of motton ! 1 

Such a dynamic conception of society follows 
logically from the view of life and of the umverse 
taken by Islam which we have already discussed. 
In his Lectures, Iqbal devote's a full chapter to the 
"Prmciple of Movement in the Structure oflslam ", 
discussmg the doctrme of f)tzhad and trymg to 
strike the conect balance between the categories 
of permanence and change. "The ultimate spiritual 
baSIS of all life, as conceived by Islam," he explains 
'' Is eternal and reveals Itself m variety and change. 
A society based on such· ·a conception of Reality 
must reconcile, in Its life, the categories of perma
nence and change It must possess eternal principles 
to regulate its collective ljfe; for the eternal give$ 

LJavzd X=h, p 21 fi 
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us a foothold m the world of perpetual change." 
But,' he pomts out, "eternal principles when they 
are understood to exclude all possibilities of change, 
which, accordmg to the Quran, is one of the greatest 
signs of God, tend to immobilize what 1s essentially 
mobile in its nature ... The teaching of the Quran 
that hfe is a process of progressive creation ,necessi
tates that each generatwn, gmded but unhampered 
by the work of its predecessors, should be permitted 
to solve its own problems." 1 Th1s Implies the 
nght of exercismg .{Jtzhdd-independent judgment 
and interpretatiOn of religwus Law in the hght of 
changed and changing circumstances-which Iqbal 
holds to be essential for the healthy growth of the 
body pohnc. Iqbal disagrees with those 1egrsts who 
would deny this nght to the present-day Muslims. 
·'The closing of the door of Ijtihad," he contends, 
" is pure fiction suggested partly by the crystalliza
tion of legal thought in Islam and partly by that 
Intellectual laziness which; speCially in periods of 
spintual decay, turns great thmkers mto Idols. If 
some of the later doctors have upheld this fiction, 
modern Islam IS not bound by this voluntary 

1 Lectures, p H-0, 
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.surtender of intellectual mdependence. 1l is, there
fore, necessary that the social order of Islam sh'ould 
not be allowed to become static, suckmg to the 
letter that killeth and ignoring the dynamic spirit 
that keepeth ahve." 1 Social order becomes static 
and Ii(eless when intellectual initiative and inde
pendent thinkmg become atrophied and people 
cling to the old and omworn ideas and forms be
-cause they have not the courage to face and expen
ment wtth new ones. As v1sualized by Iqbal, the 
-social order of Islam must ever remam responsive 
to the matenal and cultural forces tha[ may play 
upon it from tlme to tJme. The concludmg senten
-ces of his leuer, which forms the frontispiece of 
this book) may well be; repeated here because they 
stress the essenually dyna:m1c and mehoratlVe 
nature Df human society~ 

"Time is a. great blessmg (-Ul\_,-t> ;>1>J..ll....>\ _;>1>JJ\ .Y.---'l'Y) 

while It ktlls and destroys It also expands and bnngs 
'OUt the hidden possibilities of thmgs. The possibi
aity of change is the greatest asset of man m his 
p1 esent sm r<mndings." 

~L«turts, p 169 
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IT is the duty of Mushms to translate the ideals 
of th1s progressive and humane social order into 
actual s-pace-time forces and thus arrest1 or at 

least avoid, the insane dest1 uction, conflicts and 
injustices which characterize the modern civihza~ 
tion of the West. Iqbal appeals to the M ushms, 
primarily, to take the lead in this reconstruction 
because he believes that by v1rtue of their religious 
and philosophical tradition, they can appreciate 
and sympathize with these values. But he does not 
want them to hide the1r light under a bushel; he 
exhorts them to make It umversal, for umversahty 
IS a charactenstic of all the creative ideas contri~ 
buted by Islam for the betterment of the world : 
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You have drunk of the flagon of Khaleel, 

Your blood IS warmed up by h1s wme ; 

Stnke the sword of" There IS not god but God" 

Over the head of th1s Unuuth, masqueradmg as Truth 

Emerge, bright With glorv, m the darkness of the age, 

Share with an what has been revealed to you m perfect 

measure; 
I tremble to thmk of your shame when, on the J udg-

God will put vou the" question: 
ment Day, 

" You learnt th'e word of Truth from Us, 

Whv d1d you fa1l to pass 1t on to Qthers? " 1 

How is this " word of truth" to be successfully 

communicated to the growing generation of Mus

lims and -othe1s? It is m this communication, this 

creatiOn vf better values that ed ucatwn must play 
a part, for it is the most powerful "tehc" force at 

the disposal of a people for this purpose. But it must 
J.Rum'!k-s-Bekhudi, pp. 163-64. 
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be an education which IS thoroughly permeated and 
vitalized by the spirit and the ideals of this cultural 
and social order We have already discussed the 
main features and principles of this education Let 
us try to crystallize this d1~cusswn by building up 
a composite and synthetic p1cture of education as 
foreshadowed ln Iqbal's philosophy 

It w1ll be, primarily, a dynamic and creative 
educatiOn directed to the nurture and the release 
of the creative spirit in man and eqmpping him 
with the desire and capacity to conquer ever new 
realms of art and snence, knowledge and power
an educatiOn inspired by an optimistic faith m the 
destiny of man Sc1~nce will naturally occupy a 
prominent place in it, giving to man not only 
sovereignty over Nature but also control over the 
scientific method through which he can explore and 
consciously recon~truct his world. It will not, how
ever, suffer a pseudo-scientific attitude of scepticism 
to reject the values of the past enshrined in History, 
which links 1t up with the present and. gives a living, 
cultural continuity to the life of a community. For 

~? tf ( ~JI)~ J))~lJihl~;y 



lf it forgets the story of 1ts past, 

It lapses mto non-ex1stence.1 

Nor will It set up a false and mischievous antithesis 
between the values represented by science and 
religion. On this point Iqbal IS very definite and 
emphatic. While keenly aware of the practical and 
intellectual significance of science m modern life, 
and consequently in education, he also realizes that 
science takes sectional snap~hots .of Reality and 
represents but one method of apprehending it. Bv 
itself It cannot give man a full, complete and emo .. 
tionally satisfying picture of Reality. Rehgion~ on 
the other hand, "demands the whole of Reahty 
and, for this reason, must occupy a central place in 
any synthesis of all the data ~f human experience.'' 
It is, therefore, a necessary complement to the view 
gained through science, not opposed to It. It tnust, 
on that account, be giVen a prominent place in 
education. for 1t is the most powerful source of that 
idealism and intuitive love of humanity which 
ensure that man will use his tremendous powers, 
not for evtl but for good. 



Forth~ man Without Fa1th1 

The Peh and the Sword ate alike worthlt"ss; 

When Fa1th has departed, 
Wood and Iron lose thetr value 1 

"Experience shows,'j Iqbal point~ out, "that 
truth revealed through pure reason 1s incapable of 
bringmg that fire ofliving conviCtion wh1ch personal 
revelatmn alone can brmg. That 1s the reason why 
pure thought has so little infi.uencrd men, while 
rehgion has always elevated individuals and trans~ 
formed whole societies.' 12 And even today tel1giOI1 
"which, in Its higher . manifestatiOns, IS neither 
dogma nor priesthood nor n~ual, can alone pre~ 

pare modern man for the burden of the great res .. 
pons1bihty whtch the advancement of modern 
science necessarily involves and restore to him that 
attitude of faith wh1ch makes him capable of wum .. 
ing a personality here and retaui It hereafter It 1s 

only by ralSlng to a fresh vision of his origm and 
future1 his whence and whither that man w11l even .. 

~Lttlurd, j:i. 1~0. 
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tually tntimph over a society motivated by an in~ 
human competltwn and a civilization which hag 
lost Its spmtual unity by an inner conflict of reh
gious and polit1cal values " 1 This IS an inspiring 
viswn of the place of Religion in life and it de• 
mands that our education "hould be thoroughly 
1mbued with the religious spint 

But n Is also obvious that this religious educa"' 
tion w1ll be radically different, m form and content, 
from what passes under the name of'' the teaching 
of theology" to-day, which often has no vitalizing 
cultural background and shows h ttle m te1 est, underJ 
standmg or appreciatwn of modern. social, politi-' 
cal, scientific or p,h1losoph}cal problem~. Iqbal 
draws a vivid and stir~ing contrast between religion 
which is a force of liberation and rehgion which 
confines itself to mechanical forms of worship and 
fetters intellectual and spmtual expansion. 

~~~~;~.%~ JV~~f~~ 

Etther a persistence exalttng of the Lord's name 
1 Lectures, p 17S. 



ln rhe w1de expause of rhe heavens\ 
Qy prayers .md co\lhtirtg the beads 

In the lap of the earth~ 
That ts the rehgwn of God-intoxu:ated, ~elf-consctoll! 

mdivtdualsl 

This IS the religwn of the pnests and plants and stones' 1 

It is this first conception of religwn~livmg nobly 
nnd adventurously in the name of the Lord-and 
hot the priest's traditiOnal conception wh1ch Iqbal 
would integrate into a hvmg system of education. 

Then, as we have already seen, it will be an 
education to equip the ch1ld for a hfe of act1on, not 
one of contemplation, such as developed in most 
eastern countt1es under the influence of some form 
or other of mvsticism and of poht1cal decadence. 
Knowledge which paralyses the power of action; 
instead of whetting it} which serves only as an 
"ivory tower'' of escape from the realities of life IS 

worse than useless because it fails to develop IndP 
viduality which is the objective of all human effort 
and which can realize itself only in the strenuous 
life of actiOn. Such knowledge is wholly repug· 
nant to the spirit of Islamic education. "The end 
of the Ego's quest," writes Iq hal, "is not emanci• 

18dl-t-]tbril, p 196· 
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patJon from the hmitauons of mdJviduabty; it ic; on 
the other hand a more precise definition of J;t. The 
final act IS not an mtellectual act but a vital act 
which deepens the whole being of the Ego and 
sharpens his will with the creauve assurance that 
the world Is not something to be merely seen or 
known through concepts but somerhing to be made 
and remade by continuous action."' From the ethi
cal and psychological point of view, the greater 
importance of the action or the deed lies in the fact 
that while "a wrong concept m1sleads the under
standmg, a wrong deed degrades the man and 
may eventually demolish the structure of the human 
Ego The mere concept affects life only partiallv; 
the deed IS dynamically r~lated to Reality " And 
in this active inter-play of his powers with the 
forces of his complex environment, in this process 
of ceaseless reconstruction, he 1s constantly mould
ing and enriching his own mdividuality : 

~r#Jj.;j('~ ~/4-r~~~~~.~j 

~~c)J/~;~ ~PicJJ~v~r · 
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Art thou a mere part1cle of dust? 

T1ghten the knot of thy ego 
And hold fast to thy tmy bemg ! 
How glonous to burmsh one's ego 
And to test its lustre m the presence of the Sun I 
Rechisel then thy ancient frame, 
And bmld up a new bemg. 

Such bemg 1s real bemg 
Or else thy ego 1s a mere rmg of smoke I 

Thus we return to the conception of man with 
which we started-the conception of man as an 
active agent, a doer, a shap~r of purposes who is 
not only engaged in the reconstruction of his world 
but also m the far more s1gmficant experiment of 
creatively unfolding and perfecting his indivi
duality. Hence the justification and reaffirmation 
of our faith in methods of educatiOn which stimu
late self-activity and cultivate the will to courage
ous effort in behalf of great causes. 

Iqbal does no doubt stress the sigmficance of 
1]mzd Ndmah, pp. 14-!5 
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Action because " the techmque of medieval mysti

cism " m tf!e Eas~ had ~ncourag<';d a wrong 2lttitude 
of renunCJatiOn and made people contented With 
their political and intellectual slavery But he care
fully avoids the mistake of paymg h1s homage to 

the modern gospel of ruthless efficiency and that 
preoccupation with tnv1al, pomtless actlvnv which 
entirelv 1gnores the role of emotional pmse and 
tranquillity and the value of qmet appreCiation in 
hfe .' In his Lectures he makes a thoughtful distmc
tion between the "efficient" and the ';affective" 
self, wh1ch is of great significance fm: education 
The' efficient self" enters into relation w1th what we 
call the world of space anq time , . and, m its deal
mgs wHh the external order of things ... It lives as 
if it were outside i'tself " 1 The act1v1ties of this 
efficient self. z.e., our constant absorption m the 
external order .of thmgs often thrust the affective 
or appreciat1ve self into the background. '' In our· 
constant pursmt after external thmgs,~' Iqbal ex
plains, "we weave a kmd of veil round the appre
Ciative self which thus becomes completely ahen to 
us. It is only in moments of. profound meditation 

'Lectures, p 4!l 
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when the efficient self is an abeyance that we sink 
into 0ur deeper self and reach the inner centre of 
experience." The recognition of this aspect of our 
nature provides the psychological justification for 
Prayer which, as interpreted by Iqbal, is the most 
effective method of establishing a fruitful com~ 
mumon w1th one's real self and with God. "As a 
means of spiritual illummation it is a normal, vital 
act by whtch the little island of our personahty 
suddenly discovers Its situation in the larger whole 
of life.. and it must be regarded as a necessary 
complement to the mtellectual activ1ty of the 
observer of Nature "1 He further elucidates the 
postqon by remarking : " It is an expression of 
man's inner yearning' for a response in the awful 
silence of the Universe. It is a unique process of 
discovery whereby the searching ego affirms nself 
in the very moment of self-negation and thus dis
covers its own worth and justification as a dynamic 
factor in the hfe of the Umverse."2 Thus, in the 
educatiOn which Iqbal's philosophy of Action 
postulates there 1s room for that communion with 
Self and with Nature which prepares one for 

'Lectures, p 87 
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spintual communion with the Absolute or with God. 
It is in these moments of quiet communion/when 
overt action has ceased and we allow the mysterious 
mfiuence and impulses of the world of Art and 
Nature to plav on us, that our intuition and our 
emotiOns find true self-expre~>swn and our person
ality gains that im:er poise and 1 epose which is a 
source of true happiness and joy. Iqbal is hete in 
agreement both with Bergson and w1th Tagore who 
believe such communion to be essential for the 
enrichment of our intuitive capacity. 

Finally, rhis education must be conducted in the 
most liberal and broad-mmded spirit so as to give 
the genei ation of youth a definite bias in favour of 
an all-embracing huJ?anity, and a truly interna
tional outlook and to arrest the growth of narrow, 
political, racial or geographical loyalties. While 
duly appreciat·ive of the claims of group culture 
and group psychology, it must act as a· bulwark 
against the modern forces of obscurantism which, 
under the names of nationalism or patriotism, or 
purity of blood and race or "carrying the white 
man's burden" are undermining international 
peace and s.e~tin,g at naught all principles of justice 
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and QUmanity. Iqbal has an ''Imperative VIsiOn of 
the Divine in man" and, unlike Nietzsche, he is 
anxious to use the instrument of education so as to 
"develop the Divine even in a plebeian and thus 
open up before h1m an infinite future."! 

Can education have a higher, and dare it remain 
content with a lower, ideal than this of discovering 
God in man and building up a world worthy of his 
habitation? This is Iqbal's cha\lenge to mankind: 

r-::.-/ ~ Y-!.; '7-f~~ 
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This world' which J'S a riot uf colour and sound, 
This wol"ld whtch is under the sway of Death; 

This world whrch 1-s an idol-house of sight and sound, 
When-life is nought but eating and drinking; 

It is unly 'the first stage in ,the perfection of the Ego, 
Traveller! 'it is not thv goal~ 
Forge :ahead, shatt~ring thts gl"eat obstructron, 
Conquering this illus1on of space and ttme: 
There are manv worlds st1ll unborn, 
~~or the m;nd. of l:i',x1stence 'is not a VOid' 

.All are awaiting tltv triumphant advance, 
And the s,1btle'ty of thv thought and a<:uon; 
What is the purpose of th1s whirhggmg of Time ~ 
That thy Ego may be revealed to thee, 
Thou art the conqueror of the world of Good and Evil, 
a dare not reveal thy great destiny.; 
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lv!Y heart 1s aflame with the ltght of inspiration 
But the power of my speech confesses its defeat; 
"If I step further even by a hair's breath 

The glaring light "'1ll burn up my ~oanng wmgs '' 1 

t Rrtl-1- ]rhril, p 17 3- i4. 
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